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Let in the Light,

Praise the Stiff,

Worship the Smooth,

of the world’s best alloy racing machine.

 Be initiated from Autumn 2015 | Complete bikes £1,299.99 - £2,499.99







THE START OF WINTER DOESN’T ME AN THE END...

With Altura’s new range of winter apparel, you can be on your bike and performing at 

your best 365 days a year. As a result of detailed research our FlowZoneTM reflectivity 

is engineered to wrap around key visibility zones. These NV360TM products combine 

NightvisionTM Technology with 360 retroreflectivity to keep you visible from all angles  

no matter how dark it is outside. 

IT’S WINTER, LET’S RIDE

WATERPROOF WINDPROOF DARKPROOF

Taped seam waterproof fabrics 

with breathable properties.

Breathable windproof fabric 

engineered to block wind. 

Engineered to increase visibility 

and safety on the road.

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N  V I S I T  A LT U R A . E U



win comfortably

Designed to help you last the distance, faster than the rest. The Zephyr is our high performance 
sportive machine. Comfort and speed perfectly combined, at vannicholas.com.

all-day ride. racing lines.
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52
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Real riding inspiration
The exploits of professional 
cyclists can be inspiring to 
us mere mortals but, in my 
opinion, not half as much 
as the achievements of 
some ‘ordinary’ riders. Turn 
to page 114 to read about 
five everyday cyclists with 
some incredible and truly 
inspirational stories. If 
these riders don’t inspire 
you no-one will!

Top of the world 
transplant team  
Talking of inspirational 
‘ordinary’ cyclists – huge 
congratulations to the GB 
Transplant Cycling Team 
who won eight gold, six 
silver and three bronze 
medals at August’s World 
Championships in 
Argentina. Entirely  
self-funded, these guys 
really are brilliant.

Tech your training up 
another level  
I regularly ride with a heart 
rate monitor and a power 
meter beaming information 
to my Garmin. Truth be 
told, I might as well pedal 
with a parrot singing 
Erasure songs for all the use 
I make of that data. Well, 
that’s going to change as on 
page 106 we tell you how to 
get the best from your tech.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS?

For some reason I’ve signed up to run a marathon at the end of 

October. I know, I know… Luckily, just a week before this idiotic 

venture I can take my mind off the coming agony by taking part in 

something far more enjoyable – the first Cycling Plus Circuit 

Sportive at Castle Combe motor racing circuit in Wiltshire. And,  

of course, I’d love you to join me and the rest of the team. We’re 

‘running’ 50 and 100km routes that take in some of the beautiful 

Cotswold villages and quiet country lanes we regularly train and 

test on. The routes aren’t overly tough, so they’ll make a perfect 

end of season run out or, if you’ve started riding this summer,  

a perfect first sportive. Find out more and enter at  

www.cyclingpluscircuitseries.com. See you there!

Rob Spedding, Editor-in-chief

WELCOME

FROM THE EDITOR...

FREE
LEZYNE LIGHTS

when you subscribe  
to Cycling Plus

See p100



ENGLAND. 
POWERED BY 

MAXINUTRITION

*Qualifi ed UK sports nutrition experts surveyed. MAXINUTRITION, PROMAX, PROGAIN, 

CYCLONE and the Star Device are registered trade marks owned by or licensed to the GSK 

group of companies. CHGBI/CHGMX/0220/15a

To overcome your greatest physical challenge, 
preparation is everything. MaxiNutrition is the UK’s 
#1 expert recommended sports protein brand* and 
provides you with scientifi cally proven, high quality 
proteins to help maintain and build your muscles.

maxinutrition.com/rugby
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THE UK’S BEST TESTS
BUYING ADVICE YOU CAN TRUST

Here at Cycling Plus we take our testing seriously and have 

been putting road cycling products through their paces for 23 

years. Our test team, led by senior technical editor Warren 

Rossiter, is the best in the business. They’ve got decades of 

cycling experience between them and know what makes a 

good – and bad – bike, accessory, gadget or garment. That 

means you can trust us to bring you honest assessments of 

every product we feature. If it gets our seal of approval then 

you can be sure that you’ll be bagging a great buy! 

First Ride sees our 
test team bring  
you their first 

impressions of the 
most exciting new 
bikes available. As 
soon as they’re out, 

we’re riding!  

Before you buy a 
bike, you want to 

know how it stacks 
up against its rivals 
and that’s where 
Road Test comes 

in. Each month we 
compare six bikes

There’s a plethora 
of new gadgets and 
gear tempting you 
to part with your 
cash. New Kit is 

where we’ll tell you 
what’s worth 

splashing out on

To make the best 
buying decision 

you need products 
tested in context. 
Our Gear Guide is 
where we put the 

gear you need 
through its paces

We don’t just test 
bikes and send 

them back – some 
are here for the 

long haul. Find out 
what our favourite 
rides are like to live 
with in Our Bikes

+++++

EXCEPTIONAL 
A genuine class leader

++++

VERY GOOD 
One of the best you can buy

+++

GOOD 
It’ll do the job very well

++

BELOW AVERAGE 
Flawed in some way

+

POOR 
Simply put, don’t bother

RATINGS
EXPLAINED

THIS MONTH’S TESTERS PREVIEW THEIR ISSUE HIGHLIGHTS

FIRST RIDES
There’s complete contrast 

between the bikes I tested 

this issue – Cervélo’s 

revamped S3 aero-

flavoured road bike (p20)

and six go-anywhere 

gravel bikes (p52). 
Warren Rossiter,  

senior technical editor

ROAD TESTS & NEW KIT
A variety of testing duties 

included Mango’s entry-

level road bike (p27), the 

best upgrades on a budget 

(p44) and, by way of a  

change, EDCO’s exotic 

carbon wheels (p92).

Matthew Allen,  

technical writer

ROAD TESTS & NEW KIT
A very busy month testing 

the autumn essential that 

is the packable waterproof 

(p120), a pair of adventure 

bikes (p133) and disc 

brake-ready road wheels 

(p140). Phew! 

Guy Kesteven,  

freelance tester

Look out for
our Most Wanted 

award. We only give 
this to gear that 
really deserves 
your attention



*Only applies to 30g & 40g protein powder range. †A minimum of 3g of creatine should be consumed daily for a benefi cial effect. **Qualifi ed UK sports nutrition experts 

surveyed. ††Offer valid until 31st December 2015. Not to be used in conjunction with any other promotions or codes, excludes Sculptress range. Valid for one purchase only.

MAXINUTRITION, CYCLONE, and the Star Device are registered trade marks owned by or licensed to the GSK group of companies. CHGBI/CHGMX/0221/15

Use Code CYCLINGPLUS50 for 50% OFF†† at shop.maxinutrition.com

> Unique fast acting, slow release protein powder formulation*

> Scientifi cally developed with creatine for strength & performance boosts  
 in explosive exercise†

> The UK’s #1 Expert Recommended Sports Protein Brand**



 CERVÉLO  
 S3  ULTEGRA  
£3199 › Revamped with a 
new, stiffer, faster frame 
– according to Cervélo...

The S3 is one of 

Cervélo’s longest- 

standing bikes, 

introduced in 2008, 

and one of the 

Canadian company’s most successful 

racing designs, including a world 

championship victory – Thor Hushovd 

riding his to victory in 2010.

It has, though, evolved considerably 

during its long history. And according 

to Cervélo, who might be biased, the 

2016 S3 is ‘even better than before’. 

Well, to paraphrase a Sixties paramour, 

‘they would say that, wouldn’t they’. 

On the surface it doesn’t look 

radically different, but it has actually 

been pretty much redesigned from the 

ground up. Revisions have been made 

to the carbon fibre layup, it features a 

new fork and head-tube and a new back 

end derived from Cervélo’s exclusive 

RCA bike. This means less weight and a 

claimed increase in compliance. It’s 

also ready for electronic shifting 

systems, too. Tyre clearances  have 

been upped to meet the current trend 

FIRST

RIDE

SPECIFICATION
Weight 7.35kg 

(56cm) 
Frame Carbon
Fork Carbon

Gears Shimano 
Ultegra, Rotor 3DF 
chainset, 52/36, 

11-25 
Brakes Shimano 

Ultegra 
Wheels Mavic 
Cosmic Elite 
Finishing kit 

3T Arx Pro stem, 3T 
Ergosum bar, Fizik 

Antares saddle, 
Mavic Yksion Comp 

23mm tyres 
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for 25mm tyres. All these aspects 

have kept the bike desirable to those 

who are looking to get into the aero-

road bike arena. 

What’s immediately apparent 

when you get astride the S3 is just 

how planted it feels. The front end is 

solid with no lateral give – living up 

to the claimed 16 per cent increase 

in stiffness. Not only is the bike 

frantically fast in a straight line, 

you can also carry that momentum 

through the bends without having 

to back off. This sensation of 

stiffness matches the direct feeling 

you get through the pedals. Pick-up 

on your pedalling efforts is met with 

superb efficiency, and the S3 rapidly 

gains speed. It’s like every minute 

piece of your effort goes into ever-

increasing velocity. 

Comfort-wise the S3 is good; the 

back end works very well at reducing 

road buzz to a murmur, helped by 

Fizik’s classy Antares saddle. But 

when the road is rough and broken, 

the bike’s slender 23mm Mavic tyres 

– slim even for 23mm rubber, and 

measuring closer to 21mm on the 

narrow Cosmic wheels – do allow a 

fair amount of buzz to reach your 

hands through the alloy 3T bar. 

We think it’s criminal for a bike 

specifically designed to take a 

larger, more comfortable and faster 

tyre to come with some that are so 

narrow. Come on Cervélo, let’s 

make the best of a top-class frame.

The alloy aero Mavic Cosmic Elite 

S is a solid, stiff wheelset designed 

with wind cheating in mind. As a 

package including tyres and tubes it 

tips the scales at 2380g, so not the 

lightest of hoops, but for a £400 set 

of aero wheels that’s not bad. We 

would consider the Cosmic alloy 

design a little long in the tooth now, 

and would prefer to see a more 

modern, wider rim (and tyre) to get 

the best of the frame’s smoothness. 

As part of the test we switched in a 

set of wider Zipp 30 alloy wheels 

with 25mm tyres, and guess what? 

Yep, they transformed the ride. 

Gearing is spot on for a fast road 

machine, but one with a small nod 

to the sportive or endurance rider, 

combining a 52/36 chainset with an 

11-25 cassette. For longer climbing 

days and steeper ascents we’d prefer 

11-28. Shimano Ultegra, as ever, is 

smooth-shifting and dependable, 

and in real terms we wouldn’t 

bother looking for anything higher 

up the groupset food chain such is 

Ultegra’s reliability.

Speed-wise the S3 absolutely flies 

on higher quality aero wheels, but it 

really isn’t that shabby in the speed 

stakes in this standard guise – it’s 

just not the smoothest. 

FIRST

RIDE

HIGHS
Fast, swift 

handling, light, 
and did we  
say fast?  

LOWS
Slim wheels and 
tyres harm the 
overall comfort

BUY IF
You want a 

seriously rapid 
aero bike with 

handling to match 
and are prepared to 
upgrade the tyres 

straightaway

Below The S3’s frame has been 
entirely redesigned for increased 

front-end stiffness and rear-end comfort  
Bottom Shimano’s Ultegra does its usual 
sterling work. ’Nuff said

THE VERDICT
Superb speed and handling but Mavic’s 

Cosmic wheels are a little past their best 
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 The S3: frantically fast 
 in a straight line – and 
 no slouch when it 
 comes to corners…





SPECIFICATION

WEIGHT 8.54kg 
(54cm) 
FRAME 

Hydroformed  
6066-T6 triple-

butted alloy 
FORK T700 HM-UD 

full carbon 
GEARS Shimano 
105, 50/34, 11-28

BRAKES  

Shimano 105
WHEELS Fulcrum 

Racing 7 
FINISHING KIT 

Vitus alloy bar, stem, 
saddle and seatpost, 
Continental Grand 

Sport Race  
25mm tyres 

THREE THINGS WE  
LOVE ABOUT THE...

  VITUS  
ZENIUM SL
£1099.99  

It looks (and rides) the part  
The Zenium SL’s frame may be 
aluminium with unapologetically 
visible welds, but it has an expensive-
feeling textured finish that resembles 
sandblasted titanium from afar. The 
full carbon fork has a proper tapered 
steerer and slim aero-profile legs. 
There’s a nod to practicality with 
mudguard eyelets at the rear, but the 
main appeal of the bike is its ride 
quality. We’ve said it so many times, 
but at this price level a good alloy bike 
is usually a better choice than a carbon 
one. The Zenium offers enough flex 
through its chassis and seatpost that it 
isn’t wayward or uncomfortable on 
broken surfaces, but it’s still a properly 
fun road bike, with the power transfer 
and precision needed for spirited 
climbing and confident descending.  

The spec is spot on  
There’s no sleight of hand with the 
component selection. Vitus gives you a 
Shimano 105 11-speed groupset (apart 
from a decent KMC chain), including 
the excellent brakes and snazzy four-
arm chainset. The bike rolls on Fulcrum 
Racing 7s – an entry-level offering, 
but one that doesn’t feel like a half 
measure. They look good, too.  
 

It’s a bargain 

For 2016, the Zenium SL is being 
replaced by a disc machine so now’s 
the time to look for a deal on the 
outgoing model. At its £1099.99 RRP 
the Zenium is a good buy, but at the 
£879.99 price being offered by Chain 
Reaction Cycles as we go to press, it’s 
a complete bargain. If you’re too late 
to nab a complete bike in your size, 
framesets are also available.  

ONE THING WE’D CHANGE
Think inside the box   
We didn’t love the saddle, but that’s a 
very personal thing. The only real 
drawback to the Vitus is that it’s  
only available online, so if you lack 
mechanical confidence you’re going  
to need a bike shop’s help.
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gearing is flawless and TRP’s Spyre 

braking is in another league when it 

comes to cable discs, thanks to their 

double-sided actuation, in which 

both pistons move against the rotor.

The 160mm rotor makes it easy to 

lock up the rear and swipe the back 

end around aggressively when you’re 

racing or charging along singletrack. 

The Schwalbe tyres have lost over 

200g each, offsetting weighty wheels 

to keep acceleration prompt. They’re 

more awkward to set up tubeless but 

it solves the only ‘essential upgrade’ 

element of the original bike.

The bottom line is this. We loved 

the 2015 TCX Advanced Pro 1 during 

over a year of racing local ’cross 

events and even the Three Peaks – 

and the Pro 2 is clearly the same bike 

at heart. While it’s a little heavier and 

slightly slower to get moving, it still 

has a superb blend of smoothness, 

accuracy and power, providing 90 

per cent of the performance at 60 per 

cent of the price. 

THE VERDICT
Superbly controlled, confident and powerful 

’cross racer that’s still wallet friendly 
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SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.53kg 

(M/L) 
Frame Advanced 
Grade Composite
Fork Advanced 

Grade Composite  
Gears Shimano 105, 
FSA Gossamer Cross 

46/36 chainset, 
11-28

Brakes TRP Spyre 
160mm 

Wheels Giant S-X2, 
15mm front, quick-

release rear 
Finishing kit Giant 

Contact bar and 
stem, D-Fuse SL 

Composite seatpost 
and Performance 

Road saddle. 35mm 
Schwalbe Super 

Swan Performance 
Line tyres  

GIANT TCX 
ADVANCED PRO 2 
£1799 › Moderately priced mudster

Giant’s 2015 TCX 

Advanced was one  

of the vanguard of  

a revolutionary 

generation of totally 

rethought, contemporary ’crossers. 

The Pro 1 cost a hefty £3000, but 

we had no hesitation recommending 

it. Here we’re testing the 2016 Pro 

2, which offers most of the same 

features as the bike that Lars Van der 

Haar rode to cyclo-cross World Cup 

victory but for much less of your cash. 

It has disc brakes and the fork has 

a 15mm thru-axle for security and 

accurate tracking (a thru-axle has a 

large diameter axle that fits through 

holes rather slotting in to dropouts). 

The oversized and tapered ‘Overdrive 

2’ steerer, head-tube and stem carry 

all that extra control right through to 

your mud-splattered mitts.

The same sub-1050g frame with 

massive down-tube and muscular 

chainstays that powered Van der 

Haar to the top could give the rest of 

us mortals an edge around our local 

park. Its neat D-section seatpost and 

skinny seatstays not only add 

traction, they increase smoothness.

These days our test bike may not 

be the only ’crosser with thru-axles, 

discs and tubeless-ready wheels. And 

the Pro 2 is now also slightly behind 

the curve when it comes to mod 

cons, as it has a quick-release rear 

axle rather than the 142x12mm thru-

axle of this year’s Pro 1. But what the 

Pro 2 does have is dramatically better 

affordability for such a premium 

frame, with little loss in performance.

The FSA cranks are a little soft 

under maximum power and the 

chainring ratios are too close for 

general riding. But the Shimano 

FIRST

RIDE
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While you can buy a hybrid bike that isn’t 

made out of girders and chewing gum for 

three hundred quid or so, the bar for entry 

into road cycling is set a little higher. There are 

cheaper bikes than the Point R, (and cheaper 

versions than the one we’ve tested), but if you try to 

save significant sums, you’re liable to end up with 

something badly compromised.

Happily, the Point R is a pretty competent 

machine. It may be (quite) heavy at 9.74kg, and it 

may have lumpy welds around the bottom bracket 

and flexy square taper cranks, but it’s a real road 

bike with branded shifting kit and dual-pivot Tektro 

brakes that actually stop you on request. It’s also 

comfortable enough, with a decent Charge Spoon-

style saddle and a bar with a 

pleasant ergo bend. There are 

eyelets and bosses to cater for 

your rack and mudguard needs, 

backed up with appropriately 

generous tyre clearances – 

commuters take heed. 

Mango builds bikes to order  

so you have a choice of four 

colours (neon yellow, please),  

as well as select upgrades.  

We were happy with the  

Tiagra spec, but the cheap and 

undersized Kenda tyres were 

dreadful, with all the suppleness 

and volume of a garden hose. 

We’d suggest plumping for the 

more expensive Continental 

Gatorskins on offer, or shopping 

around for a cheap upgrade.

The wheels 
could do with 

shedding weight, 
but Schwalbe’s 
Super Swan tyres 
are 200g lighter 
each than last year

Forget quick-
release levers 

and cantilevers, 
modern ’crossers 
like Giant’s TCX 
feature thru-axles 
and disc brakes 

 MANGO POINT R   
£549.99 > Cheap fruit is good fruit 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.74kg (M)

Frame 6061 
aluminium 

Fork Carbon 
blades, alloy steerer 

Gears Shimano 
Tiagra 9-speed, 
50/34 FSA Vero 
chainset, 12-28 

Brakes Tektro R315 
dual pivot

Wheels Chasewood 
RD2.0

Finishing kit 
Chasewood 

Team-S bar (test 
bike fitted with 
Deda RHM01), 

stem and seatpost, 
Mango saddle, 
Kenda KT128 
25mm tyres 

Very decent budget road bike that’s only let 

down by cheap and cheerless tyres 

 

 The Giant’s head-tube  

 houses a fork with a  

 tapered full-carbon steerer   

HIGHS
Precise and 

powerful without 
being punishing 

LOWS
Deserves lighter 

wheels

BUY IF
You want a ’cross 
racer that scores 

highly for versatilty 
and value

THE VERDICT
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Chunky 
chainstays 

keep the rear of the 
TCX efficient; TRP’s 
Spyres are among 
the best cable disc 
brakes around
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Vs

The triple chainset is an occasional visitor to Cycling Plus, 

but it’s ideal for an all-rounder (less so for ’cross use). 

The 48/38/28 rings offer a huge gear range, a wall-

crawling bottom and a very high top, and though the 

Claris levers are only eight-speed, they have Shimano’s 

usual STI levers, with no thumb shifter.

Mechanical disc brakes make a lot 

of sense on a bike of this price: 

great for all-weather stopping 

and straightforward to look after. 

They’re a worthy upgrade over the 

entry-level Revolution’s V brakes.

One third tough city bike, one 

third each heavyweight tourer and 

rough-stuff rider. This one’s 

strength is as a commuter-cum-

tourer. A slimline seatpost and 

35mm tyres keep it comfortable.

This year’s SE0.2 has a double-butted frame featuring 

all the fixtures and fittings, the rear rack bosses and 

mudguard eyes increasing its year-round, commuter-

riding versatility. The geometry is on the racy side, 

though, with a short head-tube and wheelbase.

Sora is like Shimano’s more expensive groupsets, only 

cheaper – and with a nine-speed cassette – but the 

shifting is smoother than on the Revolution. It has a 

much higher bottom gear than the ’crosser, but the 

Mekk’s lightness helps to counter this on hills. 

Surprisingly, the Revolution also has a bigger top gear.

Budget road bikes often have 

bargain brakes matched with 

inexpensive solid brake blocks. 

The Mekk has Tektro dual-pivot 

callipers with cartridge blocks, 

which proved very effective.

Half lightweight and versatile first 

road bike, quarter commuter, 

quarter high-quality trainer. The 

low weight, racy ride and good kit 

for the price make this a quality 

entry-level machine.

Budget road bike and 
’crosser duke it out  
for the all-rounder 

honours

MEKK PINEROLO SE 0.2    
£650 

What’s in a 
frame?

All the gear

All systems stop!

What’s its Venn 
diagram?

Nominally a ’crosser, but the frame has three sets of 

bottle bosses (one beneath the down-tube), as well as 

fittings for front and rear mudguards, and plenty of 

clearance even with wide tyres fitted. It’s a weighty 

beast, so expect to do more cruising than sprinting.

EDINBURGH REVOLUTION CROSS 
SPORT DISC £550 

FIRST

RIDE

SPECIFICATION
Weight 12.5kg 

(55cm) 
Frame 7005 
aluminium 

Fork Hi-ten steel 
Gears Shimano 
Claris, 48/38/28  

SR Suntour 
chainset, 11-32 
Brakes Tektro 

Lyra mechanical 
disc 

Wheels Strongman 
double wall, 

Formula hubs 
Finishing kit 
Kalloy stem  

and bar, Foming 
saddle, 35mm 
Kenda tyres

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.53kg 

(54cm) 
Frame Double-

butted aluminium 
Fork Carbon,  
alloy steerer 

Gears Shimano 
Sora, 50-34 

Saturae chainset, 
12-27 

Brakes Tektro 
dual-pivot  
callipers

Wheels Shimano 
R500

Finishing kit 
Saturae stem, 

bar and seatpost, 
23mm Schwalbe 

Lugano tyres

SHOOTOUT!



Find Your Competitive Edge

Somewhere between your personal best and the competition’s, there’s a score to settle. 

A record to break. Challenge foes or the pros with Edge 520, the GPS bike computer 

that lets you race Strava live segments and see real-time results right on screen.

See it at Garmin.com/edge

©2015 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

Edge®
   
520

Man vs. mountain. 





THE BIG PICTURE

 RHONDDA   
 RIDERS
Cycling Plus didn’t pawn the family 
silver to pay for a helicopter or a 
drone to take this shot of our gravel 
bikes test on p52 (we’re not Kanye 
West arriving at Glastonbury, after 
all). Instead photographer Steve Behr 
perched on a gravel hillside track near 
Treorchy for this Rhondda Valley vista. 
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hree Tour de France victories 

out of four is a record that 

puts Team Sky at the top of 

the tree. But there’s less to 

write home about when it 

comes to examining its record of developing 

young talent.

Of course, Sky was never set up 

as a national squad. Its commercial backer 

sought maximum return on its investment, 

which in this context means winning 

the Tour de France. That’s come at a 

cost to youngsters, with a 

recruitment strategy that targets 

the world’s best talent impeding 

their path. The all-for-one 

approach towards the Tour de 

France, and the style in achieving 

it, was memorably slammed by 

Adam Yates, who in signing terms 

with Orica-GreenEdge said that if he’d 

chosen Sky he’d have ended up “working on 

the front like a slave”. 

Like the top English football teams, the 

path for a young Sky recruit through the 

ranks has been stymied by the ready-made 

talent that is shipped in each season. Would 

a rider like Peter Kennaugh be further along 

in his development had he more space to 

express his talents? Perhaps Kennaugh, like 

the Yates brothers, would benefit from a 

smaller team and thrive with a freer reign. 

Sky has bolstered its home-grown talent 

pool with the signings of the highly-rated 

Tao Geoghagen Hart, a 20-year-old from the 

American team Axeon, and Alex Peters, 21, 

and who has ridden for the British 

continental team Madison-Genesis (they’re 

good friends, who used to ride for CC 

Hackney). For the moment they’re both 

stagiaries - essentially on work experience 

prior to signing professional terms - but 

Peters, at least, is expected to sign for next 

year. But is Sky the best place for them?

What Adam and Simon Yates have shown, 

to use a footballing analogy, is that there’s no 

substitute for game time. Where would they 

be now had they gone to Sky? Almost 

certainly less visible, with fewer 

victories to their names. Probably 

working on the front like a slave, 

in fact. There’s also a certain 

freedom that comes with 

learning your craft away from 

the glare of the British media.

Sky, for its part, appears to be 

taking steps to improving its youth 

development. The team’s admitted before 

that it hasn’t been its strongest suit and by 

taking on two stagiaries – a common thing in 

pro cycling but historically not for Sky – it is 

showing it wants to build for the future as 

well as the here and now. Sky certainly won’t 

want a repeat of the Yates’ situation, who 

spurned the team’s advances twice, once 

before they signed with Orica and again  

after their first season, to thrive in a rival 

team that is now building its squad around 

them. But again, a big reason they’re thriving 

on the Australian team – freedom of 

expression – is something they’d have 

struggled to get at Sky, so it’s to be hoped  

a change in youth policy doesn’t begin  

and end with a signature.   

THE SPIN

 SKY’S THE LIMITER? 
Team Sky is the best team in the world but does that make it 
the right one for young British riders, asks John Whitney?

Sometimes the wind’s at 
your back, sometimes it’s 

all uphill

PEDAL-O-METER

TRAILBLAZER 

Disc brakes have finally debuted 
in pro racing. The UCI permitted 
a limited trial of the stoppers this 

year and Sky’s Bernie Eisel tweeted 
a photo of his Dogma F8 Disk that 
he was using at the Eneco Tour. 

 

FAT OF THE LAND 

40-stone Eric Hites is to ride across 
America from east to west to try 
and win his estranged wife back 

and “lose the pounds I’ve collected 
over the years”. Hites plans to write 

a book about his experiences.

CANNON BALL 

Californian Craig Cannon broke the 
world record for metres climbed 

on a bike in 48 hours. He winched 
himself up 29,146m over 339 

miles, just a year after he started 
riding a bike.

TESTING TIMES 
Jonathan Vaughters’ Garmin  
team has always espoused  
racing clean with rare zeal.  

So it came as a hammer blow  
when American Tom Danielson, 
a one-time doper, returned a 

positive for synthetic testosterone 
in August. 

LUCK OF THE IRISH 
Irishman Matt Brammeier  

(MTN-Qhubeka) was involved in  
a horror crash at the Tour of Utah. 

He slammed into a team car at  
high speed on a bend and sustained 

rib and hip fractures. 
 

FOR THE HIGH JUMP 
If you despair at the situation 

cycling finds itself in in its  
fight against doping, take solace  

in the fact we look further down the 
line than athletics. New IAAF boss 

Seb Coe has work to do.

T

The path for a  
young Sky recruit  
has been stymied  
by the ready-made 

talent that is  
shipped in
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POWER

START
I S  J U S T  T H E

Cateye introduces their Volt Series for 2015 .  100 to 6000 
lumens of Cateye power, their most comprehensive range yet. 
With Visibly Superior output, longer run times and a higher 
performance than ever before. The Volt range represents great 
design and great value at every level, whether you want to see 

or be seen in the dark.

INTRODUCING THE NEW 2015

V I S I B L Y  S U P E R I O R



X marks the spot for 
light, stylish carbon- 
flavoured handling

 WHY YOU WANT

 BRAND-X  
 CARBON BAR
 £99.99 › Raising the bar for  
 affordable carbon

 1 Black and light   
No prizes for guessing that this 

bar is 100 per cent carbon of the 

unidirectional variety, for optimum 

stiffness and weight. It’s got a 

beautiful glossy lacquer finish,  

with rough sections for the levers  

and stem to grip. It weighs just 225g 

in a 42cm width, which is on par with 

some much more expensive kit. 

 2 Sweeping changes    
On long climbs the tops are 

sometimes the most comfortable 

place to be, but many bars place a 

slight strain on your wrists in this 

position. This one has slightly swept 

tops, which are ovalised to sit neatly 

in the hand. 

 3 Get your groove on    
Neat cabling is the mark of a 

mechanic that knows his onions,  

and the Brand-X has generous 

grooves on the underside to keep 

things tidy. 

 4 Drop it like it’s hot  
The smooth ergonomic bend is 

one of our favourite shapes, and the 

drops have a subtle flare that gives 

your wrists more clearance while 

you’re sprinting. 80mm of reach and 

125mm of drop places this bar firmly 

in the compact category, exactly what 

most of us need. 
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NEW GEAR

FEEDBACK RAKK  
£39.99  

ATTRACTIVE AND 
foolproof, just roll your 

bike into the Rakk’s 

spring-loaded wheel 

holder for simple, 

scratch-free storage. It 

can be linked to others 

to support multiple 

bikes and accepts 

everything from 20in  

to 29in wheels, and 

tyre widths from 

20mm to 2.4in. 
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ROUTE TWO
Semi-skimmed 49 miles Half the isle 

but more than half the goodness

Follow the long route for the first 
33 miles. There’s some sustained 
climbing to reach the cliffs at 
Ventnor, and more from Whitwell 
to the high point at Blackgang. 
Descend to Chale, enjoying the 
coast views, then turn north for 
Newport to pick up the NCN23 
direct to Cowes. 
Get the route  

tinyurl.com/cplus-iowhalf

ROUTE ONE
Round the island  66 miles  It does 

exactly what it says on the signs

As well as being a popular sportive 
challenge, the Round the Island is a 
waymarked route, signed in both 
directions. A jolly good day out it is 
too, or why not take your time and 
make a weekend of it? This version 
excludes some gravel road between 
Freshwater and Yarmouth, because 
we care about your tyres. 
Get the route  

tinyurl.com/cplus-iowloop

ROUTE THREE
Yar ain’t far 31 miles Yarmouth’s the 

turning point on this ride from Cowes 

Yarmouth’s old town centre is the 
target of this pootle, again taking 
advantage of the Round the 
Island’s signed route. On the way 
back, use a foot tunnel to bypass 
the Medina Way roundabout in 
Newport and take Dodnor Way 
north to join the NCN23 path along 
the estuary to Cowes.
Get the route  

tinyurl.com/cplus-yarmouth

e like the Isle of Wight for its 
genuine efforts to provide  
for and welcome cyclists. It  
even hosts a 12-day cycling 

festival every September, with rides for all 
ages and abilities. Quiet roads and lanes, 
old railway lines and a network of byways 
and bridleways make it excellent for on- 
and off-road riding. For such a small island, 
the riding potential is surprising. 

STOP FOR CAKES 

Isle of Wight  
Pearl Cafe 
Serves good 
traditional cream 
teas that should 
power you up after 
the hardest part of 
the route. There’s a 
tea garden, too.
Where  
Military Road, 
Brighstone 

GET SPARE TUBES 
Wight Cycle Works
Wight Cycle Works 
in Yarmouth has  
an impressive  
fleet of hire bikes 
and its general  
all-round 
splendidness helps 
keep cyclists on  
the road.
Where Station 
Road, Yarmouth

FANCY A PINT?
The Travellers Joy
Those in the know 
recommend this 
old hostelry, at 
Northwood. It 
stocks a selection 
of real ales and 
produces well-
regarded pub food.  
Where 85  
Pallance Road, 
Northwood, Cowes 

THE FAMILY? 
Isle of Wight  
Owl and  
Falconry Centre 
Surely everyone 
likes an owl? Great 
falconry displays 
make for an 
educational and 
entertaining day. 
Where 
Appuldurcombe 
Farm, Wroxall 

HAVE BREAKFAST 

Under the 
Umbrella Tree
Known for its fresh 
ingredients and 
coffee, UTUT is 
handy for the  
ferry pier at East 
Cowes and the  
ideal place to start 
your day. 
Where 1 Clarence 
Road, East Cowes

INSIDER TIPS

W

ROUTES

 LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

THE ISLE OF WIGHT
Share your local 

knowledge –  
email cyclingplus@ 

immediate.co.uk



Focused on quality.

Going the Extra Mile
www.chainreactioncycles.com
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 BIKE CURIOUS

 DONHOU DAZZLER
ustom builder Tom Donhou 
approaches each bike he makes 
with the aim of creating 
something unique. Adrian,  

the customer for this example, wanted a 
bike built from the finest materials, yet 
still be light enough to cut it as a full-on 
race machine. The complete bike weighs a  
very respectable 8kg. 

Tom built the Dazzler using stainless 
Columbus XCR tubing, with Campagnolo’s 
Chorus groupset, ENVE fork and wheels 
plus carbon bar, seatpost and stem, which 
has been painted to match the bike. 

The paint scheme took a huge amount of 
man-hours to complete, with the dots on 
the fork and head-tube taking 13 hours 
alone just to mask! 

C

 1 High-spec kit 
from the likes of 

Thomson and ENVE 
adorn the frame

 2  Black and white 
paint work is 

based on WW1 
warships’ Dazzle camo

 3 The Donhou  
name suggests 

something special as 
each bike is unique

1 2 3

NEW GEAR
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NOT SO TACXING

The noise generated by 
turbo trainers puts many 
off. Tacx claims its new 
NEO Smart turbo is silent. 
An electronically generated 
road feel also improves the 
simulation of real climbing. 
It retails for £1199.99. 

Fat-tyre tech but 

low weight rims 

for getting off the 

beaten track

ON THE 
RADAR

BIKE TECH 
OF THE 
NEAR 

FUTURE

NEW CHAPTER 

David Millar’s collaborated 
with clothing brand Castelli 
on Chpt III (a reference  
to the third phase of his 
career). The range is aimed 
at cyclists who put style 
ahead of marginal 
performance gains.

PEDAL POWER

PowerTap’s P1 is set to rival 
Garmin’s Vector in the 
pedal power meter stakes. 
The £999 pedals work with 
Look Keo cleats and are a 
more adaptable means of 
power measurement than 
its hub-based devices. 

 JUST LANDED

REYNOLDS  
ATR WHEELS

TR stands for All Terrain 

Road and it’s obvious from 

looking at this £1199.99 disc 

wheelset that it owes more to 

mountain bike technology than the road. 

The tubeless-ready carbon rims measure 

an enormous 29mm across, perfect for 

chunky cyclo-cross tyres, and the set 

weighs just 1509g. 

A

FOR ALL THE LATEST BIKE & GEAR NEWS VISIT

NEW GEAR
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 genesisbikesuk   

Introducing Datum, our new large-tyred carbon 
road* disc bike. Designed to transport you 

effi ciently over a mix of paved and unpaved 
surfaces in pneumatically-suspended comfort.

Hit the blog @genesisbikes.co.uk for more details. 
*defi nitely a road bike

 
When the tarmac fi nishes,

the fun begins!
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 PAUL SPANNER
 Resurrected at the roadside, Paul overcame a broken spine to  
 ride 1000km in one week and meet his heroes along the way

 Paul’s now living 
 life to the full 
 in the saddle and 
 raising money 
 along the way

BRITAIN’S 
BEST 

CLIMBS
HILLS YOU 

NEED TO 
HAMMER

The lovely scenery you 
might have spotted in the 
main bike test of issue 304 
was one Gospel Pass, the 
highest road pass in Wales 
at 1801ft and located on  
the edge of the Black 
Mountains in the southeast.

The longest and most 
challenging side is from 
Hay-on-Wye and you’re 

GOSPEL PASS

looking at 25 minutes – 
if you’re flying - to ride it 
from bottom to top (it’s 
5.4 miles at an average 5 
per cent. The current 
Strava KOM, held for over 
two years, is 23mins 29 
seconds). The first couple 
of miles are the easiest, 
on the narrowest of 
lanes, which at times are 

lined with 
the highest  
of hedgerows. 

Once you make the right 
turn onto the mountain, it 
opens up on a grand scale, 
with the fast-increasing 
altitude aided by double 
digit gradients offering 
superb views back down 
towards Hay and beyond. 

died twice at the side of the 
road. Thankfully my brother, 
who was riding with me, is 
trained in first aid. He 
resuscitated me, saving my 

life, while waiting for the paramedics. 
We both ride for the Royal Navy and 

had set out that morning in June 
2013 on a training ride. My Strava 
clocked me at 33mph on a 
downhill run on an open road 
when I crashed. I fractured my 
skull, neck and back in six places 
and ripped several fingers open. 

Initially the doctors were 
concerned how my injuries would 
affect my mobility, but within nine hours of 
the spinal surgery I was walking. 

I got back on the bike after about six 
weeks. I trained hard and Help For Heroes 
(H4H) and the custom Look 695 Dura Ace 
developed by Mark Alexander (www.

servicedevelo.com), helped me become one of 

the 100 chosen to do the Hero Ride in June 
2015. I set off from Plymouth and did the 
first 51 miles of the planned 280 that first 
day. The next day I rode 126 miles of the 
route (cramming days two, three and most of 
four into one day). I did another 100 miles 

the next day before my big detour. I 
drove to the Isle of Sheppey for the 

start of Chase The Sun – 227 
miles from dawn to sunset – 
ending on the pier at Burnham-
on-Sea.

From Burnham it was back to 
Guildford to meet up with the 

heroes and complete the ride into 
Windsor. That week I rode 608 miles 

(1000km). My times mean I’ve qualified for 
the Amateur World Championships in 
Denmark, but I don’t imagine any ride will 
compare to those final 50 miles of the Hero 
Ride alongside men and women who have 
overcome incredible challenges just to get on 
a bike or into a recumbent one. 

LA DOLCE VITA 
I really got into cycling when I was 
stationed in Italy. I joined a shop 
team and loved the ethos, the 
camaraderie and the huge bowls  
of fresh pasta afterwards. It’s a 
more encouraging approach to 
team riding.

GREAT PAINS
I’m at peace on the bike. I’m 
often in pain and cycling brings 
a different kind of pain, one I’m 
thankful for, one that I call a  
good pain, one a lot of people I 
know aren’t fortunate enough  
to experience.

HEAVY CHASE
Technically the Chase The Sun ride 
isn’t a race, it’s a ride, more of a 
gumball I guess… but the leading 
teams treat it as such a lot more!

Paul rode The Hero Ride for  
www.helpforheroes.org.uk and  
Chase The Sun for Epilepsy Action, 
www.epilepsy.org.uk 

I

Share your  
favourite climbs – 

email cyclingplus@
immediate.co.uk

I don’t 
imagine any  

ride will compare  
to those final 50 

miles of the  
Hero Ride

RIDING
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 1 Tacx Deva 

bottle cage  
£12.99
Tired of heavy steel 
cages that launch 
your bottles like 
mortar shells? 
The 29g Deva 
is available in a 
huge range of 
colours. It’s made 
from polyamide 
reinforced with 
carbon and glass 
fibre, and it grips 
bottles as securely 
as a sumo wrestler.  

 2 Planet-X Ti  

Stick skewers 

From £14.99  
(black £19.99) 
Standard skewers 
are often well over 
100g a pair, so how 
about some weight-
shedding titanium 
ones instead?  

These weigh 44g 
a pair, and have 
carbon quick-
release levers.  

 3 Michelin Pro 4 

Service Course 

25mm tyres  

£39.99
When bicycle 
manufacturers aim 
for a price point 
they will often fit 
cheap, heavy tyres 
in the hope you 
won’t notice. You 
will – the first time 
you ride. A good 
set of replacements 
like these 25mm 
Michelins (weighing 
just 225g each) 
will shed weight, 
roll better, and 
offer the puncture 
protection you need 
for everyday riding.  
The upgrade.

4 Token Super 

Lite CNC 

headset spacers   

£3.49 
At 3g for a 5mm 
spacer and 6g for 
a 10mm, you can 
afford to add some 
colour to your ride 
with these snazzy 
machined spacers 
for little more than 
pocket money. 

5  Vittoria 

latex tubes 

25-28mm  
£10.99 
If you’re after a 
bit of that old-
school tub feel, 
why not try some 
latex inner tubes? 
They’re suppler 
than standard butyl 
tubes, and weigh 
just 88g each for a 
size 25-28mm.

 HOW TO...

 UPGRADE ON  
 A BUDGET...  
Chasing marginal gains? Fancy  
a bit of bling? Read on for some  
budget-minded upgrades 

1

4

5

NEW GEAR
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Merci

Thibaut

MORE THAN A BRAND, A NAME

Thibaut Pinot,
winner of the mythical

Tour de France stage
at l’Alpe d’Huez

on his Xelius SL!

Distributed in the UK by

www.hotlines-uk.com    I    Email: sales@hotlines-uk.com    I    Tel: 0131 319 1444
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’ve been cycling in the US. 

Well, it’s the best way to 

explore developing 

countries. We quickly 

learned to speak basic 

American. Restroom, x-y-zee, ped xing... 

We were ‘bicyclists’ going ‘bicycling’.

Actually we were on a big road trip, 

our in-car soundtrack being the SatNav 

Songbook. (Do You Know The Way To San 

Jose At the end of the road, turn left onto 

Bayshore Drive.) But everywhere we 

stopped, we hired bikes. Round the friendly 

Oregon town of Bend, the landscape is 

timeless and unchanging. In four hours of 

cycling, the view – featureless roads with 

static distant mountains – didn’t change.

The urban cycling was more interesting. 

Escaping the car and biking the vibrant 

neighbourhoods, we felt like a million 

dollars. Which, in Seattle, was about what 

it cost us to rent a clunky hybrid for a day.

What surprised us was how cycle-

friendly the US can be. The cliché image 

might be trucks running you off the road in 

  LIFE CYCLE

 FAST FOOD, SLOW SPEEDS
 Rob Ainsley explains what America can teach us about   
 making city cycling safe and pleasant

Kentucky, but in those cool, bookish, 

liberal university towns of the Pacific West 

Coast, there’s a lot they can teach us.

Cycling’s taken off since I was last there 

in 1999. In San Francisco we struggled to 

find hire-bikes, but had the Golden Gate’s 

cycle paths all to ourselves. Not now: 

Fisherman’s Wharf consists of nothing 

but bike shops, and you can’t drop 

your $10 organic quinoa ’n’ 

hummus bagel on the path to 

the bridge without it being 

squashed by a wobbly tourist 

on a rental mountain bike. 

In Portland, Oregon, utility 

cycling is hip, and hard-wired 

into the city culture. Bike-coffee-

shops abound, friendly and laid-back, 

though we felt rather unbearded, 

untattooed and unpierced. The shelves in 

Powell’s bookshop creak like worn bottom 

brackets with bike-related manuals, 

guides, maps and lifestyle readers. 

The city’s engineering-showcase range 

of river bridges and riverside cycle paths 

reminded me of Newcastle. But the 

similarity ends there. In terms of hassle-

free biking in centre and neighbourhoods, 

there’s no comparison. Portland’s streets 

are streets ahead. 

How? There’s no Dutch-style system of 

separated paths. It’s partly the feeling of 

being legitimised, from the bike-shaped 

decorations on street names, to the WAIT 

HERE messages advising motorists against 

encroaching on Advanced Stop Lines, to 

the bike counter on Hawthorne Bridge, 

showing how many thousands of bicyclists 

have crossed already that morning, to the 

prominent bike lanes and ‘sharrows’ 

(‘shared-arrows’, bike markings topped 

with a monster double-arrowhead, 

showing the road is shared with cyclists) as 

big as a helicopter pad.

The main thing is the low-speed driving 

culture; 20mph is the limit. Hurrying is 

impossible anyway. Gridstreet crossroads 

every hundred yards or so, have a four-way 

stop, respected by all. Ped xings 

(‘pedestrian crossing’, not a Chinatown 

restaurant) are frequent, with generous 

timings for crossers. Even in fast-paced 

America, Twenty’s Plenty. It makes 

everyday A-to-Zee cycling easy and 

efficient. Respect for bikes is good; even 

when dithering mid-road, singing Is This 

The Way To Amarillo without our SatNav 

Songbook, we had patience and smiles 

from drivers.

Compare that with my home in York, 

where the council is trying to do away with 

the city’s 20mph zones. Slower vehicle 

speeds are incontrovertibly safer (fewer 

and less serious injuries to other road 

users), do not increase pollution, and make 

journey times only negligibly longer. (Over 

200 yards between lights, 30mph gains you 

just seven seconds compared to 20. 

Though it’s amazing how much abuse the 

driver occupying the ASL can give me in 

that seven seconds.) 

The slow-speed culture in 

many West Coast US towns 

makes the roads a much more 

pleasant, safer-feeling place 

to be without a car. And it does 

encourage people onto bikes 

for everyday journeys. So, 

councillors, don’t restrict your 

study tours to Amsterdam or 

Copenhagen, and then come back saying 

their bike-friendly systems wouldn’t work 

over here as ‘our culture is different, we’re 

a bit more like America’. Go to western 

USA too, to see how they do it. Fast food but 

slow speed limits: we can learn from the 

home of the automobile.   

I

Respect for bikes  
is good; even when 
dithering mid-road, 
singing Is This The  
Way To Amarillo
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I was 10 when I got my first bike

Up until then my father thought we 

weren’t old enough to be on the roads. I 

used it to get to school, then to work but it 

wasn’t until after I’d moved to London in 

2008, that I bought my first road bike.

As a chef, cycling helps to keep the  

weight off

Unlike what most people do for a living 

eating is all part of the job on Masterchef.  

If  I took the train or drove the car I’d get  

fat very quickly.

It’s not the only reason I ride

I used to work long shifts in London and 

never fancied the night bus, so cycling gave 

me flexibility and freedom in that respect. 

It’s my favourite way to get around the city. 

I don’t have a single work place. I might be 

in a studio, a kitchen, or somewhere else – 

sometimes all three on the same day – and 

I need to move between them quickly. 

Nothing beats cycling in that respect. But 

I’M A RIDER

 JOHN TORODE
The Aussie TV chef has a stable of road bikes and uses 
cycling to unwind and keep the pounds from piling  
on after consuming one too many Masterchef meals...

so that’s more than enough during the 

week. If I’m training for an event like 

RideLondon it will be on the weekends, but 

given how busy I am those rides are quite 

rare. On the weekends I prefer a lap of 

Richmond Park with my children, using 

the tracks and backways rather than the 

road. It’s fun and a time to catch up. 

When I do get out for longer rides I 

like the South Downs and Surrey 

Hills, and have had some great 

times riding around the bottom of 

Cornwall with my older boys. We’d 

have a pasty and beer afterwards, 

although we’d need a good few miles 

under our belts before consuming that 

particular combo!

There should be a maximum speed for 

commuter cyclists in London 

That might sound controversial but if 

there was a limit of say 22mph I believe it 

would make a positive difference on 

safety. There are always a few bonkers 

show-offs on the roads who are out for 

their daily personal bests, and with all the 

traffic it can be uncomfortable to ride 

among them. 

I’m into cycling to unwind, not  

to compete 

I don’t ride with a club and have never 

ridden in any of the big European sportives 

like the Etape du Tour (maybe one day). I 

have ridden RideLondon, however, which 

was great fun. Right now I like cycling 

because it relaxes me and clears my mind 

but maybe as I get older and the children 

grow up I’ll be doing more events. 

You can never have enough bikes

Right now I’m riding a Condor Baracchi for 

longer rides, a Specialized Tarmac for easy 

commuting and a hand-built E14 fixie for 

tougher ones. And there are others… 

TV is a pressurised environment

But whatever it throws at me, it will never 

top the pressure of the kitchen on a busy 

Saturday night. One of the best tips I’ve 

ever been given – and this applies to both – 

is that as long as you remember that life is 

full of emergencies you will never be 

surprised when something goes wrong.

Inspiration for 

becoming a chef? 

Simply, my passion for 
it. I loved to cook when 
I was younger and that’s 
never changed. 

Biggest influence 

during your chef 

career? Travelling in 
Thailand and absorbing 
the smells, the flavours 
and the freshness.

To quote another 

cooking show, what’s 

your food heaven? 

I couldn’t possibly  
name one. Hot dogs, 
roast pigeon, T-bone 
steak, rendang… I  
could go on.

Food hell? 

I am not good with 
braised hearts of  
any kind. 

QUICK FIRE

more importantly than saving time, it 

clears my head, which isn’t something I 

can say about the tube, the bus or the car. 

Cycling gives me a bit more freedom in 

what I eat 

I still try to eat the good stuff, though. That 

next climb of Toys Hill in Kent isn’t going 

to climb itself. If I’m just eating junk all the 

time it’s going to be that much harder.

However, there’s always room after a 

tough ride for a bit of indulgence

For me it’s spaghetti carbonara. You can’t 

get much better for a post-ride meal.

London is hard to beat when it comes to 

dining out

Bangkok, Sydney and Hanoi are great too, 

but there’s so much variety in London.

Cycling is sociable

Much of the cycling I do is commuting 

through London. It’s an 18-mile round trip 

When I get  
out for longer  

rides I like the South 
Downs and Surrey  

Hills, and have  
had great times  

in Cornwall
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PERSONAL

GAINS
Welcome to the road. It’s you versus your route.

Always challenge your limits. Each pedal stroke, every

breath, brings you closer to your goal. Redefine your best.

Make it personal with Madison Clothing.



WWW.MADISON.CC

SPORTIVE THERMAL 
ROUBAIX JERSEY

Thermal, reflective details, 
mesh panels and gripper hem
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Photography Steve Behr

ROAD

TEST

Gravel bikes are the next big thing, so we’ve tested the 
latest dirt-riding drop-barred race machines to find out 

what all the fuss is about

LET’S  
OFF ROAD
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ravel bikes’, 

‘adventure-road’, 

‘all-road’, it seems 

that there are plenty 

of monikers for 

the latest breed of big-tyre, disc-

equipped road bikes. In the US, 

where the Midwest’s gravel roads 

can extend for hundreds of miles, 

it’s easy to see why this type of bike – 

and indeed racing – has taken off.

A gravel bike might seem less 

necessary in the UK, until you start 

to get out and explore. Our Wiltshire 

testing ground has Salisbury Plain. 

Ribbons of tarmac aside, it also has a 

big network of dirt roads used by the 

military. Most are permissive byways 

you’re allowed to ride on, which 

means you can link up great road 

riding with a bit of dust and dirt, and 

woodland singletrack if adventurous. 

The Yorkshire Dales and Peak 

District allow you to link some of 

Britain’s best roads and climbs with 

sections of the High Peak, Monsal 

and Tissington trails. It’s similar 

throughout our national parks, as 

mountain bikers converge on trail 

centres leaving plenty of bridleways 

and byways for us to explore. 

The great thing about this type 

of bike is that it opens up a whole 

new world of road-biased riding – 

commuters can hit towpaths and 

you can change a dull, traffic-spoilt 

ride into an exciting excursion off the 

beaten track. 

We tested each bike over a 70-mile 

loop on the Plain, mixing some of our 

favourite road climbs and descents 

with military roads. We even took 

in sections of the Kennet and Avon 

canal towpath and mountain bike 

singletrack to test the limits of each 

bike. We know that this type of bike 

needs to be a joy on road, and fun off 

it. If it were good at only one of these 

then you’d just buy either a road bike 

or cyclo-cross bike instead. 

Grit, gravel, towpath, 
tarmac or track, these 
bikes are designed for 
just about everything

YOUR TESTER
Warren Rossiter
Senior Technical 

Editor
Cycling Plus testing 
guru Warren has 

been putting road 
bikes through their 
paces for years, but 

before that 
mountain biking 

was his thing. This 
makes him the 
ideal person to 
evaluate these 

on-road/off-road 
machines 

ROAD

TEST

G
+++++

EXCEPTIONAL 
A genuine class leader

++++

VERY GOOD 
One of the best you can buy

+++

GOOD 
It’ll do the job very well

++

BELOW AVERAGE 
Flawed in some way

+

POOR 
Simply put, don’t bother

RATINGS
EXPLAINED
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Specialized has combined 
the knowhow of the 

cobble-smoothing Roubaix (by 
using Zertz inserts), with the 
off-road agility of its Crux ’cross 

bike, adapting its race-bred 
geometry into a bike that’s 
happy both on and off road. It 
uses Ultegra and hydraulics, and 
adds some top-grade parts too.

SPECIALIZED DIVERGE EXPERT 
CARBON  £3000

Various versions of the 
Grade have massively 

impressed when we tested them, 
thanks to their on-road manners 
and off-road fun factor. This 
time out we’re testing the top-
of-the-range model with a 

Shimano Ultegra groupset and  
carbon fibre frame. Its slimline 
seatstays are made from a 
unique mix of materials, 
designed to offer maximum 
in-the-saddle comfort. Let’s see 
how it stands up to its new rivals. 

GT GRADE ULTEGRA CARBON  £2699
The Canadian company 
Norco, like Jamis, has made 

its name with off-road bikes, 
but it has recently been putting 
together some impressive road 
bikes. The Search has Ultegra 
and 105, Easton wheels and 

hydraulic brakes. It also has 
thru-axles – larger, stiffer axles 
that fit through holes in the 
frame rather than in dropouts. 
From the specification alone this 
packs a punch when it comes to 
performance per pound.

NORCO SEARCH  £2100

THE BIKES ON TEST

The American brand Jamis 
has a great reputation in 

the mountain bike world, and 
these days it’s forging a similar 
name for its great value road 
machines. The Renegade 
Expert’s carbon frame is 

accompanied by a 15mm Maxle 
thru-axle fork and features a 
Shimano 105 drivetrain and 
hydraulic brakes. The spec looks 
pretty good for the price, but 
does it deliver a quality ride off 
road and on?

JAMIS RENEGADE EXPERT  £1400

Our final bike is a unique-
looking machine from the 

legendary Chattanooga-based 
titanium builder Litespeed. It 
comes adorned with SRAM’s 
latest 1x single chainring 
drivetrain, carbon disc wheels 

from Zipp and the very best kit. 
We asked Litespeed’s UK 
distributor, Wiggle, to put 
together an appropriately high-
end bike. We think it’s fair to say 
it did. But how does titanium 
fare against carbon fibre?

LITESPEED T5 GRAVEL  £5000 (as spec)

Britain’s Genesis was one 
of the pioneers of disc 

brakes on road bikes, and in its 
words entered the ‘rufty-tufty 
road machine world’ with the 
original do-it-all, go-anywhere 
Croix de Fer. While that was – 

and still is – steel, the new 
Datum platform is all carbon. It 
features a front thru-axle and 
standard rear, with the frame 
and fork providing massive 
clearances for a 35mm tyre with 
a 45mm wide mudguard. 

GENESIS DATUM 20  £2099.99

GRAVEL BIKES
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Below The fork has lots of offset 
and a 15mm thru-axle  Bottom 

Tektro’s hybrid cable/hydraulic brakes 
offer superb power and control

amis has put a lot of 

thought into the 

Renegade’s chassis, 

which has been 

designed from the 

ground up to withstand the knocks 

of the roughest surfaces. 

The frame’s carbon has been 

structured to maintain total rigidity 

at the head-tube and down through 

to the bottom bracket shell. The 

seatstays have been dropped 

slightly, and flattened and narrowed 

to offer compliance, while the low-

slung top-tube leaves plenty of 

carbon seatpost exposed, for extra 

comfort in the saddle. The tall 

chainstays flare outwards at the 

JAMIS RENEGADE EXPERT   
£1400 › The Renegade promises true off-road ability and on-road speed 

bottom bracket for increased tyre 

clearance, which in this case is 

enough for 40mm wide rubber.

Our 58cm frame’s ECO – 

Enhanced Compliance Offset – fork 

is a neat design with the extra offset 

designed to improve comfort. The 

fork legs feature internal reinforcing 

ribs, ensuring the lateral rigidity 

required for off-road riding. The 

large diameter 15mm thru-axle – 

with RockShox’s mountain bike-

derived Maxle Quick Release system 

– further boosts that rigidity. 

On tarmac the Renegade feels well 

balanced, thanks to its 72.5-degree 

head and 73-degree seat angle. The 

reach is only a little shorter than 

you’d get from an all-out race bike, 

though the height puts it squarely in 

sportive bike territory. The fork 

offset extends the wheelbase to a 

lengthy 1065mm, so the Renegade 

doesn’t feel that nimble on road, 

especially when you add in the big, 

heavily treaded 35mm Clément 

tyres. The centre ridge is firmer than 

the diamond-shaped tread on the 

sides. When riding in a straight line 

you know you’re riding a heavier 

tyre, though progress is reasonable. 

In faster corners the diamond-

shaped knobs on the tyres’ 

shoulders squish and settle a little. 

We did get used to their quirks and 

once accustomed to the need to 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.9kg 

(58cm)  
Frame Carbon 
Fork Carbon  

Gears Shimano 
105 (50/34, 11-32) 
Brakes TRP HYRD 

cable-actuated 
hydraulic   

Wheels Alex 
ATD470 TCS rims, 

Formula hubs   
Finishing kit 

Ritchey stem, and 
bar, Selle Royal 
Seta SL saddle, 
Jamis carbon 

seatpost, 35mm 
Clément X’Plor 

USH tyres

J

On tarmac the 
Renegade feels  

well balanced with 
natural handling

GRAVEL BIKES
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ROAD

TEST

FOR A LITTLE MORE
JAMIS RENEGADE ELITE  £2500 
The same chassis and Maxle thru-axle 
fork but with full Ultegra. You also get 
a pair of flyweight American Classic 
Argent tubeless-compatible wheels.

FOR A LITTLE LESS
JAMIS BOSANOVA  £900  
Not a pure gravel machine, the 
Bosanova is Jamis’s take on the tourer. 
It has provision for big tyres and comes 
with 28s and full mudguards. 

shift as you lean, we enjoyed the 

good grip. But if you’re used to 

25mm, dropping onto fat 35s will 

seem slow. 

On dirt, dust and mud, though, 

they make sense. Their compliant 

casing and excellent grip make the 

Jamis seriously quick over broken 

surfaces, especially when you add 

the superbly smooth fork’s ability to 

track straight even on seriously 

rough terrain. The fork also made 

steep dirt descents a breeze, while  

the longer wheelbase and grippy 

tyres made it easy to maintain 

traction on gravel climbs. The Jamis 

was also one of the few bikes here on 

which we could get out of the saddle 

and really attack an ascent. 

The spec is good for the price, 

even if the wheels are a little heavy, 

but the rims are at least tubeless 

ready. The 105 drivetrain is 

consistent, though we had to make 

minor cable adjustment tweaks after 

riding rough sections – it seems 

Shimano front mechs are prone to a 

bit of cable slip after miles on bumpy 

ground. The TRP HY/RD brakes have 

superb feel, plenty of power and are 

the most cost-effective way to get 

the advantages of hydraulic braking 

without pricy hydraulic STI levers. 

The Renegade Expert is  brilliantly 

capable off road. We were impressed 

with the way it handles in the rough. 

On the road, though, the weighty 

tyre and wheel combination holds it 

back just a touch too much, but with 

a lighter upgrade in rolling stock the 

Renegade would hit the all-rounder 

high water mark with ease. 

THE VERDICT
A great value all-rounder that’s a sure-fire 

hit on dirt, if a little sluggish on the road

 

HIGHS
Clever chassis, 
good value and 
very good in the 

rough

LOWS
Weighty wheels 

and slow on-road 
tyre performance

BUY IF
You want the 

thrills of the rough 
stuff and are 

prepared to take it 
easy on tarmac

The Renegade  
Expert is brilliantly 
capable off road, 

handling the rough 
impressively 



PRICE: £2699.99 SRP

FRAME RAPIDE DISC 24/30T CARBON  /  SHIFTERS SHIMANO ST-RS685 11SP  /  BRAKES SHIMANO BR-RS805, 140MM F&R

CHAINSET SHIMANO ULTEGRA FC-6800 50/34T  /  DERAILLUERS SHIMANO ULTEGRA 6800 11SP  /  CASSETTE SHIMANO 105 CS-5800 11/28T

WHEELSET FULCRUM RACING 5DB  /  COCKPIT FSA ENERGY COMPACT  /  TYRES CONTINENTAL ULTRA SPORT II 25C  

WWW.RAPIDEBIKES.CO.UK  /  WWW.RIDGEBACK.CO.UK

CONQUER THEWEEKEND.
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WATERPROOF AND DUSTPROOF

HI-POWER: 70 LUMENS 

MULTIPLE STRAPS FOR AERO & STANDARD

HI-POWER RANGE

KNOG.COM.AU

YOUR VERY OWN

RED LIGHT DISTRICT

To find your nearest stockist visit:
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Below The sloping top-tube 
ensures a lot of seatpost is visible 

Bottom The Shimano Flat Mount brakes 
are bulky but performance is impressive 

enesis has built 

its reputation on 

metal bikes, but 

since the debut 

of the impressive 

Zero Team carbon bike, it has fully 

embraced the world of composites.  

That’s not to say that the Datum’s 

design team hasn’t learnt a trick or 

two after years of producing disc-

equipped all-road steel bikes. The 

Datum uses the same geometry as 

the Equilibrium series, with 

72-degree head and 73-degree seat 

angles. This makes it feel familiar on 

the road, being nimble enough to 

hustle through corners and enjoy 

out-of-the-saddle sprint efforts on 

 GENESIS DATUM 20   
£2099.99 › Road disc pioneer launches its new carbon ‘rufty-tufty’ bike

tarmac. It isn’t overly tall, and the 

reach is noticeably shorter than on 

an out-and-out race bike, but not so 

short as to make you sit bolt upright 

in day-tripper fashion.

The shorter reach is also very well 

countered by a clever rear end. The 

Datum has clearances for 33mm 

tyres with 45mm mudguards, but 

Genesis hasn’t had to extend the 

chainstays. This has been achieved 

by shaping the seat-tube aero bike- 

style, although here it’s not to save 

watts but increase tread.

On the road this has a great effect. 

Some bikes designed for gravel feel a 

little pedestrian on blacktop, having 

stability in spades but lacking a bit of 

zing. The Datum feels quick, nimble 

even. This is no doubt helped by the 

impressive Challenge Strada Bianca 

30mm tyres with their supple casing 

and slick treads. Fulcrum’s new 

wider Racing Sport DB wheels 

enhance the snappy feel. They aren’t 

light but they are smooth running, 

stiff and very quick to pick up. 

When it comes to controlling your 

pace it’s down to Shimano’s all-new 

lower price point 505 brakes and STi 

lever units. The shifters are big and 

the Flat Mount brake units are 

considerably bulkier than either 685 

or 785 units – but the performance is 

brilliant. On a tricky rocky, clay-rich 

off-road descent, not exactly what 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.9kg (M) 

Frame Hi-mod 
carbon 

Fork Full carbon  
Gears Shimano 

105, 50/34, 11-32
Brakes Shimano 
Flat Mount 505 
hydraulic disc 

Wheels Fulcrum 
Racing Sport DB 

Finishing kit 
Genesis RandoX 

flared bar, Genesis 
Road stem, saddle 

and seatpost, 
33mm Challenge 

Strada Bianca tyres

G

The Datum  
feels nimble,  
helped by the 

impressive Challenge 
Strada Bianca  
30mm tyres

GRAVEL BIKES
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the tyres were designed for, the 

brakes offered all the control we 

needed. They provided just enough 

pressure to control the bike without 

resorting to easily skidding on a slick 

surface. They were just as impressive 

on the fastest road descent, and 

thankfully the non-IceTech rotors 

remained straight, rub free and 

never became noisy once heated.

The Datum impressed us off road, 

the fork’s 65mm offset imparting 

just enough control over the rough 

stuff without having to resort to a 

slack head angle. Pushing speed on a 

fast gravel descent we had to think 

twice before hitting the sort of pace 

you can achieve on GT’s Grade, but 

not by much, and that’s countered 

by the Datum’s on-road poise.

The new chassis uses a thru-axle 

fork matched to a standard quick-

release rear. We think that’s ideal, as 

up front the Datum tracks brilliantly 

when the going is both rough and 

smooth. At the back you can feel the 

carbon frame complying over rough 

ground. The floaty feeling on rough 

stuff can translate to a slightly 

energy-sapping ride on solid roads, 

so if you favour pro-like road 

machines, you may feel a little 

shortchanged. It’s certainly very 

comfortable, though, a carbon 

seatpost and suspension tricks 

generating extra compliance. 

For a company that’s only ever 

produced one carbon bike before the 

Datum represents a hugely 

impressive debut. We can only 

imagine how much further Genesis 

will go in composite design after this.

THE VERDICT
Superb all-roader that doesn’t compromise 
on-road handling for dirt road performance

 

HIGHS
Nimble handling, 

great on-road 
manners and off-

road ability

LOWS
Racing snakes 

may not 
appreciate the 

softer ride

BUY IF
You want off-

road ability 
and on-road 
smoothness 
above speedy 
performance  

ROAD

TEST

FOR A LITTLE LESS
GENESIS DATUM 10  £1799.99  
Sharing the same frame and fork, 
wheels, tyres and finishing kit, the 10 
gets Shimano’s new Tiagra 10-speed, 
with TRP hybrid HY/R-C brakes.

FOR A LOT LESS
GENESIS CROIX DE FER 20  £1199.99  
Its classy Reynolds 725 steel frame can 
take tyres up to 40mm wide which is 
perfect for gravel. It has the same 
Tiagra/TRP setup as the Datum 10.

The floaty feeling  
on rough stuff can 

translate to a slightly 
energy-sapping ride  

on solid roads
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Below The Norco’s smooth rear 
end and wide ranging cassette 

Bottom The frame has a great finish and 
features Norco’s ArmorLite resin

s with the Jamis, the 

Norco Search frame 

is clearly the product 

of a well-thought-

out design process. 

Features include front and rear 

thru-axles (15mm Maxle front, 

142x12mm rear), while the compact 

frame leaves a lot of exposed 

seatpost, which aids comfort. The 

frame should be tough, too, thanks 

to Norco’s proprietary ArmorLite 

resin. This is designed to bond much 

more strongly with the carbon, 

which is great for a frame that’s 

going to take plenty of abuse. It is 

also lighter and more impact 

resistant than a traditional resin.

 NORCO SEARCH ULTEGRA/105  
£2100 › Canadian mountain bike brand’s take on an all-road machine 

The frame finish is impressive, 

but the same can’t be said of the 

fork. RockShox developed the Maxle 

15mm standard, which creates an 

impressively stiff front end, but 

because of its spin-to-release design 

it relies on absolute accuracy between 

dropouts. On our bike this wasn’t the 

case, so what is usually a slick wheel 

change became a slow, tension-filled 

exercise trying to encourage the 

threads to line up, with the constant 

fear of cross-threading. We informed 

Evans Cycles, Norco’s UK distributor, 

which hadn’t heard of the issue 

before and is looking into it.

The Search is very impressive on 

tarmac, hustling up to speed with 

ease, and the aggressive 72.5-degree 

head, 73-degree seat angles mean it 

handles swiftly. The long wheelbase 

adds stability, while the reach and 

stack figures put it firmly at the 

sporty end of sportive. The 28mm 

tyres feel pleasantly plush, yet 

still quick enough on tarmac, and 

the climbing’s unhindered by the 

midweight wheels, the hill-friendly 

50/34 and 11-32 pairing helping.

Head downhill and the 160mm 

rotors and Shimano 785 brakes allow 

for plenty of late braking to maintain 

speed and control whatever the 

weather. The Shimano drivetrain 

performed flawlessly. 

On our first stretch of gravel the 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.0kg 

(58cm) 
Frame Carbon 
Fork Carbon  

Gears Shimano 
Ultegra (50/34, 

11-32) 
Brakes Shimano 
BR785 hydraulic 

disc 
Wheels Alex 

ATD470  
Finishing kit  
Norco stem, 

Ritchey bar, Norco 
carbon seatpost, 
Fizik Ardea VS 
saddle, 28mm 
Continental 

Contact tyres

A

The Norco Search 
frame is clearly  
the product of a  
well-thought-out 
design process

GRAVEL BIKES
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Search wasn’t quite so impressive. 

The back end does a fantastic job of 

diluting buzz, and it stays on line 

well thanks to the chassis rigidity, 

but the fork chatters on anything 

remotely rocky, all of which comes 

through to your hands and forearms. 

After our first technical downhill 

gravel stretch our fingers were 

tingling, and we’d been travelling 

slower and been forced to brake more 

often than on any other test bike. You 

could say that’s due to the slimmer 

tyres on skinnier rims, although the 

Grade handles this terrain much 

better on its 28mm tyres. The Norco 

does have huge clearances, so you 

could go wider if you plan to spend 

more time on the rocks. 

On a technical rocky ascent the 

Norco excelled, the Contact tyres 

grip well on dry gravel roads and the 

low gearing helps you grind up the 

steepest sections in the saddle to 

maintain grip. On soggier dirt the 

tyres were also impressive. With 

very little tread there’s little chance 

of them packing with mud, so they 

simply cut a path through the sticky 

stuff. But on slick, chalky clay they 

offered little traction, so we had a 

comedy behind us, the rear wheel 

half-spinning and then gripping, 

with sideways two-wheel drifting on 

off-camber sections. 

On paper the Search looks like it 

will be an off-road demon, but the 

reality is that it’s much better on the 

road. A change of tyres would make 

it better and a bigger volume front 

would allow us to run lower pressures 

and reduce that fatiguing front end.

THE VERDICT

HIGHS
Great on-road 

manners, excellent 
braking and 

shifting  

LOWS
The misaligned 

fork dropouts are 
a concern, and the 
front-end chatter 

is wearing

BUY IF
You want a very 

capable road bike 
that can handle 
the occasional 

excursion off the 
beaten track

ROAD

TEST

FOR A LITTLE LESS
NORCO SEARCH 105  £1600
The Search 105 shares the same 
chassis, but has a 105 groupset and 
Hayes mechanical discs to shed £500 
from the price of its stablemate

FOR A LOT LESS
NORCO SEARCH S1  £1150
The same geometry, but this time 
made from Reynolds 520 chromoly. 
It’s value packed, though, with a full 
105 groupset and Hayes disc brakes.

Superb, comfortable and quick on road. On 
rough stuff the front end falls short of the best

 

The low gearing  
helps you grind up  

the steepest sections  
in the saddle to 
maintain grip



SUPERNOVA
LOVE NOVA: THE WINTER JACKET THAT LETS  

YOU CONCENTRATE ON THE RIDE

SPECIAL  
LAUNCH PRICE

£89.99 
INSTEAD OF

FOR SEPTEMBER & 
OCTOBER ONLY

For your nearest dealer visit fisheroutdoor.co.uk

OFFICIAL UK 
DISTRIBUTOR

NOVA JACKET

SANTINISMS.IT/NOVA

Discover more at:

Built with our multi-weather concept, the Nova is a high 

quality jacket that’s perfect for your autumn/winter rides. 

The Santini-exclusive double layer 280 gr/m
2
 Atomo 

fabric by ZeroWind is windproof, breathable and ensures 

you stay snug even when it’s cold and chilly outside.

For September and October only, Nova comes at a 

special launch price. Don’t miss the chance to have  

your SuperNova!

 @santini_sms    santinimaglificio

Developed  
With

WINDPROOF  

BREATHABLE  

WATER RESISTANT

LIGHTWEIGHT

TECHNICAL

REFLECTIVE

WARM

�
�
�
�
�
�
�



®

At Moon we are committed to giving you the most technically 
advanced and durable lights possible. Our team of designers and 
engineers are dedicated to researching new technologies, materials 
and manufacturing methods to ensure we deliver on our commitment.

The Ring light is designed to be part of your everyday life. Your safety 
is paramount, that is why our lights are engineered to withstand 
punishment from dirt, water and the abuse of everyday riding, so you 
are always visible. 

The new belt clip design ensures that the light will mount to your 
bike, bag or clothing for optimum visibility in all conditions.

• 25 lumens output

• USB rechargeable

• Highly water resistant (IPX4)

• CNC aluminium heat sink body

• Low battery & fully charged indicator

• 270 degree total light angle

• Innovative 15 chip circular COB LED

• Includes universal mounting bracket 
  & belt clip bracket.

EXCLUSIVE UK

D
ISTRIBUTOR

Find your local stockist at moon.raleigh.co.uk



Below Slimline seatstays and 
kicked-up chainstays help with 

comfort Bottom There’s load of room for 
tyres wider than the 28mm it comes with
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T designed the Grade 

as an adventure road 

bike – or ‘EnduRoad 

in GT speak – 

figuring that a pure 

gravel machine is a little too niche.

Despite its distinct looks –that 

triple triangle and tiny rear triangle 

– the geometry isn’t that radical. 

Yes, it’s a tad higher at the front and 

the reach a fraction shorter than a 

standard endurance machine, and 

the bottom bracket has been raised. 

But that all adds up to a bike that 

feels familiar and comfortable on 

the road. The wheelbase is long, but 

the frame angles are only slightly 

slacker than a true racing machine.

 GT GRADE CARBON ULTEGRA   
£2699 › Bike of the Year ‘best debut’ now with an upgraded spec

On the road the front end is 

suitably nimble and very reactive 

because of a fork that’s rock solid 

side-to-side yet hugely compliant 

fore-and-aft. The long wheelbase 

makes it stable, impressively so 

when barrelling down a fast descent. 

The choice of gearing is fast-road 

optimised too, combining a 52/36 

chainset with a wide 11-32 cassette. 

The wide-flared compact drop bar 

gives you a commanding in-the-

drops position – elbows out, head 

down – letting you push hard through 

fast downhill corners without drama. 

GT has specced 160mm rotors for the 

Shimano hydraulic brakes so control 

and power is flawless. The 160 rotors 

are also less prone to noise when 

they get hot. 

The Grade is silky smooth on the 

road thanks to the clever design 

at the back. The chainstays are 

designed to move vertically while 

the super-skinny seatstays are 

constructed using fibreglass (like a 

fishing rod) in their mid-section. 

It works; the Grade’s almost soft-

tail nature makes it one of the most 

comfortable bikes we’ve tried. Great 

contact points, the flared bar and 

excellent Fizik Aliante saddle, only 

add to the plushness. 

The wheels combine Stan’s No 

Tubes tubeless-ready Grail rims 

with classy DT Swiss 250 hubs. 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.9kg 

(58cm) 
Frame Carbon 
Fork Carbon 

Gears Shimano 
Ultegra, 52/36, 

11-32
Brakes Shimano 
R685 hydraulic 

discs 
Wheels Stan’s No 
Tubes Grail rims, 

DT Swiss 250 hubs
Finishing kit GT 

stem and bar, FSA 
carbon seatpost, 
Fizik Aliante VS 
saddle, 28mm 

Continental Grand 
Sport Race tyres

 G

The Grade is  
silky smooth on  

the road thanks to  
the clever design  

at the back

GRAVEL BIKES
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FOR A LITTLE LESS
GT GRADE CARBON 105  £1999.99 
Arguably the bike that brought the 
trend to the mainstream, this Grade 
scored maximum marks in our 2015 
Bike of the Year mega-test.

FOR A LOT LESS
GT GRADE ALLOY X  £1499.99
A double-butted hydroformed frame, 
the same excellent carbon thru-axle, 
105 drivetrain, FSA chainset and 
hydraulic Shimano R685 brakes.

They run very, very smoothly, the 

wide profile rim shaping the 28mm 

Continental tyre well. And though 

the Grade doesn’t climb as sharply 

as today’s top sportive bikes, it still 

makes decent progress, and if you sit 

in and spin it will cruise up even the 

steepest inclines with ease. 

Off road we expected the Grade 

to struggle against its fatter-tyred 

rivals, but it’s every inch as good as 

the Litespeed and Genesis. That’s 

testament to just how good the 

GT chassis is. On rocky terrain the 

frame and fork simply absorb the 

noise, while still giving enough 

feedback to you so you can judge 

traction and speed perfectly. The 

Conti tyres will slip on muddy 

surfaces, though, and if planning a 

serious off-road excursion we’d go 

for something a little wider and with 

more tread.

We have been very impressed with 

other Grades we’ve tested, and the 

top-end model is no different. Speed 

isn’t compromised on or off road, 

and it constantly surprises us at just 

how far ‘off the grid’ you can go. If 

you’re looking for a bike on which 

you can enjoy the wilderness and the 

tarmac equally, this bike should be 

very high on your shortlist. 

The only downside is that we 

reckon the 105-equipped £2000 

model represents better value. It 

shares a lot of the same kit and 

is only 600g heavier. You’d save  

yourself 700 quid and still get 99 

per cent of the fun that’s entwined 

in the Grade’s DNA – and use the 

saving for upgrades at a later date.

THE VERDICT

HIGHS
Hugely impressive 

smoothness on 
road, fast and 

stable downhill, 
off-road comfort

LOWS
Slick tyres not 

great in mud and 
the 105 model is 

better value

BUY IF
You’re looking 
for a bike that’s 

smooth on tarmac 
and won’t let you 
down on the dirt

ROAD

TEST

A stunning bike, and our favourite all-road 

adventure bike 

 

Speed isn’t 
compromised, and  

it constantly surprises 
us at just how far  
off the grid you  

can go



���A complete set of professional level tools, cutters and reamers, gauges, and accessories

���12 new tools, same price

���The perfect way to start or expand your workshop and create the ultimate repair centre

���All tools are covered by Park Tools legendary limited lifetime warranty

PARKTOOL.COM

The Master Mechanic 
Tool Set (QKMK246). 246 

professional quality tools. 

The tool set 

to end all tool sets
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Below Looks like HR Giger had a 
hand in the Diverge’s seatpost 

Bottom Shimano’s R785 hydraulic brakes 
offer first-rate stopping performance

ou could argue that 

Specialized’s Roubaix 

endurance machine 

was the first carbon 

road bike designed 

specifically for poor surfaces.

Specialized has now taken its 

vibration-reducing Zertz inserts and 

blended them with the agility of its 

Crux cyclo-cross bike to create the 

Diverge. This closely mirrors the 

Roubaix in its layout, sharing the 

same 72.5-degree head and 

73-degree seat angles and similar 

stack, reach and wheelbase figures, 

which is probably why we felt so at 

home on tarmac on the Diverge. 

This does have much bigger tyres, 

 SPECIALIZED DIVERGE CARBON EXPERT
£3000 › A blend of cobble conqueror and cyclo-cross, can the big S get the mix right for all?

though, in the shape of the excellent 

32mm Roubaix Pros. They have a 

wide profile and a brilliantly tacky 

tread on the road, allowing you to 

lean more into corners. But the Axis 

wheels, with their 16mm internal 

rim width, could be a bit wider, as the 

tyres tend to be a little light bulb-

shaped, and at times you do feel the 

tyre shift under hard cornering.

The bike climbs and descends 

impressively. The wide-ranged 

cassette counters any sluggishness 

from the fat tyres on the road, and 

the level of grip makes going down 

a test of your nerve rather than the 

bike’s abilities. It’s backed up with 

Shimano’s excellent 785 hydraulic 

brakes, so you can be totally 

confident of stopping safely too. 

Divert to the rough stuff and the 

bike hits another positive stride. 

Confident, responsive handling 

and big volume tyres all work in 

the bike’s favour. The slick-ish 

tread can’t cope with mud, but then 

nothing aside from a cyclo-cross-

specific tyre would. We’re impressed 

with just how well the bike tracks. 

If you needed to be convinced of the 

validity of thru-axles then take the 

Diverge off road to get a sense of how 

much better a bike feels when its 

wheels are so securely anchored to 

the frame. They require an Allen key 

to release, and puncture repairs 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.55kg  

(58cm) 
Frame Carbon 
Fork Carbon 

Gears Shimano 
Ultegra, 50/34 , 

11-32
Brakes Shimano 

R785  
Wheels Axis  

40 disc 
Finishing kit 

Specialized Comp 
stem, bar and 

CG-R seatpost, 
FSA Carbon 
chainset, 

Specialized saddle, 
32mm Specialized 

Roubaix tyres

Y

The bike  
climbs and descends 

impressively,  
backed up with 

excellent hydraulic  
brakes

GRAVEL BIKES
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are going to take a little more effort, 

but that’s a price worth paying. 

The drivetrain is excellent on 

road, mixing Ultegra with FSA’s new 

hollow carbon crank. This looks very 

much like the previous generation 

SL-K, which was impressive. Though 

when the going got rough, the 

Diverge’s gears did get a little noisy. 

Vibrations seemed to have an effect 

on the front mech, creating a bit of 

chain buzz after a few miles. A quick 

turn on the inline adjuster cured it. 

Specialized has got the Diverge’s 

gearing spot–on, the ultra-low 34-32 

bottom is perfect for maintaining 

traction on steep dirt climbs, and it 

still has big enough gears with a 50/11 

top for speedy roadwork.

Over stony ground the Diverge’s 

rear end is as plush as a Bentley’s 

back seat. The CG-R elastomer-

infused, leaf-spring seatpost offers 

suspension-like smoothing. The 

low-slung shape of the frame 

exposes more of the seatpost for 

even more comfort. 

The front, though, can’t quite 

keep up with the rear’s compliance. 

It’s a bit like a hardtail mountain 

bike in reverse – the back’s all 

smooth moves with the front giving 

you plenty of feedback. It isn’t  harsh 

or uncontrollable, but it does put you 

slightly out of balance. If Specialized 

could bring the smooth stern’s 

nature up to the bow, the Diverge 

would be the most capable all-road 

bike out there. As it stands it’s a 

great all-rounder with a familiar 

speedy character on road and 

capable of a real turn of speed off it.

THE VERDICT
A first-rate all-rounder that with a better 

wheelset would be nigh-on perfect

 

HIGHS
Great handling, 

well equipped and 
a super-smooth 

back end

LOWS
The front end 

can’t quite balance 
with the rear’s 
plushness; big 

tyres on narrower 
rims create some 

riding quirks

BUY IF
You want a bike 
that’s quick to 

handle on the road 
and can handle 

being quick off it

ROAD

TEST

FOR A LOT LESS
SPECIALIZED DIVERGE COMP 
SMARTWELD   £2000  
The Comp uses Specialized’s 
Smartweld alloy construction for its 
metallic take on a rough-stuff rider.  

FOR EVEN LESS
SPECIALIZED A1 DIVERGE  £750 
Claris gears, TRP’s excellent Spyre cable 
discs and a carbon Zertz-infused 
Specialized fork. A good value place to 
start extending your riding horizons.

A great all-rounder  
with a familiar speedy 

character on road
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Below The oversize head-tube 
houses a tapered steerer 

Bottom The T5G’s bracing strut is strong, 
but we’re not sure of its aesthetic appeal

itespeed has built 

its reputation 

on handcrafted 

titanium since 1986, 

so why change now 

for its first gravel bike?

The T5 is Litespeed’s endurance 

bike, which has a taller head-tube 

and shorter reach than its racier T1, 

T3 and T7 models. The T5 Gravel adds 

thru-axles, huge tyre clearances and 

Litespeed’s signature bracing bar 

across the stays for the disc mounts. 

The T5G frame is made from 

cold-worked 3Al/2.5V titanium. Its 

oversized tubeset is most notable 

for its massively oversized 44mm 

diameter head-tube, which houses 

 LITESPEED T5 GRAVEL    
£5000 (as tested) £2000 (frameset) › Is the T5G a ti dream machine?

a carbon 11/8-1½in steerer fork. The 

front is 2cm taller than the bike on 

which it’s based, the angles are half 

a degree slacker and it also has a 

fractionally shorter wheelbase.

These tweaks have little effect on 

the bike’s on-road feel. The mid-

length wheelbase gives the T5G 

nicely reactive handling and it feels 

flickable and quick to turn, though 

the off-road Schwalbe Racing Ralph 

tyres hamper that to an extent. They 

roll well enough, even if the block 

pattern tread creates a little road 

rumble. But in corners, especially 

at speed, things get a little sketchy, 

as their soft compound causes the 

soft blocks to deform, so you do get a 

bit of two-wheel drift when leaning 

into a turn on fast descents.

Despite the tyre issues the T5G 

works well on the road, and a lot of 

that is down to the wheels. Zipp’s 

shallowest Firecrest design 202s are 

light, stiff and exceptionally smooth 

thanks to the new 77/177D hubset. 

With improved bearings, spoke 

tension and wheel stiffness these are 

among the best disc wheels around.

SRAM’s new 1x Force 1 drivetrain 

is the most striking piece of kit. This 

combines a single chainring with an 

ultra-wide cassette. A neat ‘clutch’ 

on the rear mech stops the chain 

bouncing over rougher ground, 

while the chainring’s uniquely 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.49kg  

(M/L) 
Frame 3Al/2.5v 

titanium  
Fork Carbon QR15  

Gears SRAM  
Force 1 (40, 11-32) 

Brakes SRAM 
Force  

Wheels Zipp 202    
Finishing kit 

Thomson stem, 
Thomson seatpost, 

Chris King InSet 
headset, Easton 
EA70 bar, Fizik 
Gobi saddle, 

Schwalbe Racing 
Ralph Evo LS tyres 

L

The T5G works  
well on the road,  

and a lot of that is  
down to the Zipp 
Firecrest wheels

GRAVEL BIKES
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profiled teeth hold the chain 

securely. Off road it’s a revelation, 

with quick, consistent fuss-free 

shifting and no chain noise.

Cassette choices include a 10-42, 

which combined with a 44t ring 

gives around 97 per cent of the range 

of a 50/34, 11-28 pairing. Our test 

bike’s 40t ring and 11-32 cassette 

gave a range that ’cross racers would 

be happy with, and was fine for 

climbing, but we found it all too easy 

to spin out on the road. Ideally we’d 

want to experiment with the gearing 

to boost the T5G’s all-round abilities.

Braking from the SRAM Force 

hydraulic brakes is brilliant – noise 

free and easy to feed in just enough 

braking power exactly when you 

need it. Elsewhere the T5G is a 

greatest hits of top-flight kit, Fizik, 

Thomson and Easton components 

hitting all the high notes perfectly.

On dirt the T5G is the most 

capable bike here, the Schwalbe 

tyres offering masses of controllable 

grip. Only a short patch of sticky 

mud gave us any grief with the tyre 

loading up. It exudes smoothness 

over bumps, filling you with 

confidence to go that little bit faster. 

The carbon fork does an equally good 

job, swallowing up bumps to make 

the front as plush as the rear. 

The T5G is also a bike you want 

to show off, but sadly our bike’s 

decals proved fragile. We contacted 

Litespeed’s UK distributor Wiggle, 

which told us the decals had already 

been changed to a baked-on formula, 

and it offered to replace ours. So we 

know its customer service is top class.

THE VERDICT
A brilliant ride but under-geared  

for the road 

 

HIGHS
Excellent off road, 
beautifully crafted 
titanium chassis, 
great components 

LOWS
Under-geared and 
over-tyred for the 

road

BUY IF
You want to build 
yourself an all-

road machine par 
excellence

ROAD

TEST

FOR THE SAME METAL, DIFFERENT DESIGN
LITESPEED T5 DISC  £1600 (frameset)
The T5D has Litespeed’s slightly racier 
‘performance’ geometry, front and 
rear thru-axles and clearances for 
28mm tyres too.

FOR A LITTLE LESS
GENESIS CROIX DE FER TITANIUM   
£2999.99
With 40mm tyre clearance and Di2 
compatibility the Genesis chassis could 
be upgraded to your heart’s content. 

It exudes  
smoothness over  
bumps, filling you  
with confidence  
to go that little 

bit faster
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WINNER
GT Grade Carbon Ultegra › GT’s newest ‘adventuroad’ makes the grade

e set out to see if the 

latest generation of 

adventure/gravel/

all-road (or whatever 

you call ’em) bikes 

could cut it as do-it-all, one-bike-

for-everything machines.  

As our least expensive test bike 

the Jamis’s kit  was always going 

to be compromised, but despite 

middleweight wheels it has an 

otherwise very impressive spec for 

the money. Its on- and off-road 

performance is impressive and with 

a few judicial upgrades the Renegade 

could be one of the best around. 

On paper, the Norco looked to be a 

contender, with great kit on a tough, 

well-thought-out frame. On tarmac 

it delivered, but too much chatter 

and misaligned fork dropouts 

counted against it.

Specialized’s Diverge proved to 

be great on blacktop, and equally 

capable off road, but it’s let down by 

a lower-spec wheelset. With wheels 

more deserving of its price point 

the Diverge would be a force to be 

reckoned with on any surface.

The Litespeed combines a superb 

frame with some of the best kit 

around. But the tyres were more 

suited to cyclo-cross than mixed-

surface use – as was the gearing. If 

you’re going for a single chainring, 

you need to get your gearing right.

Which leaves the Genesis Datum 

and GT Grade. The Datum’s smooth, 

soft ride quality is exactly what you’d 

want from an all-roader, and the 

componentry for the money is just 

about right. Some clever choices, 

such as the tyres, show the designers 

know what they’re doing.

But the Datum is just pipped 

to the (gate) post by GT’s Grade, 

for its breathtaking combination 

of on-road ability and off-road 

prowess. It’s smooth on tarmac, 

nimble and stable on rougher stuff. 

The only reason it doesn’t score full 

marks is the existence of the 500 

quid cheaper 105-equipped model, 

but its all-round ride is impeccable.

The GT Grade  
is smooth on  

tarmac, nimble and 
stable on rougher 

 stuff

W

ROAD

TEST

NEXT MONTH
In Britain only a 
small percentage 
of people commute 
by bike. Maybe if 
we all had the 
correct machine 
more of us would 
be tempted to 
tackle daily trips 
on two wheels. We 
put six commuter 
bikes to the test, 
featuring different 
gears, brakes and 
bars, to separate 
the mundane from 
the urbane in the 
world or urban 
cycling. Most cost 
under a grand, too.
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58cm

48, 51, 54, 56, 58,
61cm

9.97kg

Carbon fibre

Carbon fibre,  
11/8-1½in steerer

Head-tube, fork 
dropouts and rear 
dropouts very good

Shimano RS500, 
50/34, 175mm

Shimano press-fit

Shimano 105  
11-28T

Shimano

Shimano 105

Shimano 105

Alex ATD470, 15mm 
Maxle thru-axle front, 
quick-release rear

Clément X-Plor USH 
35mm

F 1.69kg R 2.3kg

Ritchey aluminium 
120mm

Ritchey Comp 
aluminium 42cm

FSA 

Selle Royal Seta SL

Jamis Carbon 31.6mm

TRP HY/RD cable-
actuated hydraulic 
discs, 160mm rotors

M

XS, M, L, XL 

9.06kg

Carbon fibre

Carbon fibre,
11/8-1½in steerer  

Head-tube and fork 
dropouts very good, 
rear dropouts perfect

Shimano 105, 50/34, 
172.5mm

Shimano press-fit

Shimano 105  
11-32T

KMC

Shimano 105

Shimano ST-RS505

Fulcrum Racing Sport 
DB, 12mm thru-axle 
front, quick-release 
rear

Challenge Strada 
Bianca Pro 30mm

F 1.42kg R 2.04kg

Genesis aluminium 
110mm

Genesis RandoX 
compact drop 42cm

FSA

Genesis

Genesis aluminium 
27.2mm

BR-RS505, 160mm 
IceTech rotors

JAMIS RENEGADE 
EXPERT 
£1400  

GENESIS  
DATUM 
£2099.99  

 Size tested

 Sizes available

 Weight

 Frame

 Fork

 Frame alignment

 TRANSMISSION

 Chainset

 Bottom bracket

 

 Cassette

 Chain

 Derailleurs

 Gear levers

 WHEELS

 Front and rear

 

 Tyres

 Wheel weight

 COMPONENTS

 Stem

 Handlebar

 Headset

 Saddle

 

 Seatpost

 Brakes

Jamis  
Cockpit 71.5cm 
Standover 85cm 
BB height 28cm
Fork offset 5.3cm 
Trail 5.1cm 

Genesis  
Cockpit 67.5cm 
Standover 80cm 
BB height 27cm
Fork offset 6.5cm 
Trail 5.5cm 

102cm

             

53cm

72˚
73.5˚

42cm

56cm

103.5cm

             

60cm

72.5˚
73˚

43cm

58cm

100.1cm

             

52cm

73˚
73˚

42cm

56cm

106.5cm

             

54cm

72.5˚
73˚

43cm

59cm

102.5cm

             

54cm

72.5˚
73˚

42cm

57.5cm

103.5cm

             

53cm

72.5˚
73˚

42cm

58cm
Norco
Cockpit 67.5cm 
Standover 82.5cm 
BB height 27.5cm
Fork offset 5cm 
Trail 5.5cm

GT
Cockpit 70cm 
Standover 85cm 
BB height 27.5cm
Fork offset 4.5cm 
Trail 5.8cm 

Specialized
Cockpit 70cm 
Standover 84cm 
BB height 27cm
Fork offset 5.1cm 
Trail 5.3cm 
 

Litespeed
Cockpit 68cm 
Standover 83cm 
BB height 28m
Fork offset 5.1cm 
Trail 5cm 

58cm

51, 53, 56, 58, 61cm

9.06kg

Carbon fibre

Carbon fibre  

Head-tube and rear 
dropouts very good, 
fork dropouts poor

Shimano 105, 50/34, 
175mm

Shimano press-fit

Shimano Ultegra  
11-32T

Shimano

Shimano Ultegra

Shimano ST-RS785

Alex ATD470, 15mm 
Maxle thru-axle 
front, 12mm rear 

Continental Contact 
28mm

F 1.59kg R 2.07kg

Norco 110mm

Ritchey WCS 
Evocurve aluminium

Cane Creek 10

Fizik Ardea VS

Norco UD carbon 
27.2mm

Shimano BR-RS785, 
160mm rotors

NORCO SEARCH 
ULTEGRA/105 
£2100  

M

S, M, M/L, L, XL 

8.4kg

3Al/2.5v Titanium

Carbon fibre, 
11/8-1½in steerer  

Head-tube and fork 
dropouts very good, 
rear dropouts perfect

SRAM Force 1, 40, 
175mm

SRAM PF30

SRAM Force 
11-32T

SRAM Force

SRAM Force 1

SRAM Force 1

Zipp 202 Firecrest, 
12mm thru-axle 
front and rear

Schwalbe Racing 
Ralph Evo LS 33mm

F 1.34kg R 1.72kg

Thomson 110mm

Easton EA70 42cm 
aluminium

Chris King

Fizik Gobi Kium

Thomson Elite 
31.6mm

SRAM Force Flat 
Mount

LITESPEED T5 
GRAVEL   
£5000    

58cm

49,52, 54, 56, 58, 61, 
64cm

8.53kg

Carbon fibre

Carbon fibre, Zertz 
inserts, 11/8-1¼in

Head-tube, fork 
dropouts and rear 
dropouts very good

FSA Hollow carbon, 
50/34, 175mm

FSA BB30

Shimano Ultegra  
11-32T

KMC

Shimano Ultegra

Shimano ST-R785

Axis 40 Asym

Specialized Roubaix 
Pro Gripton 30mm

F 1.42kg R 1.87kg

Specialized Angleset 
110mm

Specialized shallow 
bend alloy 44cm

Tange

Specialized BG 
Phenom, titanium rails

Specialized CG-R 
carbon 27.2mm

Shimano BR-RS785, 
160mm front rotor, 
140mm IceTech rear

SPECIALIZED 
DIVERGE EXPERT 
CARBON  £3000 

 

58cm

48, 50, 51, 53, 55, 56, 
58, 60cm

8.8kg

Carbon fibre

Carbon fibre, 
11/8-1¼in steerer

Head-tube, fork 
dropouts and rear 
dropouts very good

Shimano Ultegra, 
52/36, 175mm

Praxis BB30/press-fit 
converter BB

Shimano 105  
11-32T

KMC

Shimano Ultegra

Shimano ST-RS785

Stan’s No Tubes Grail 
rims, DT Swiss 240s 
disc hubs, 15mm thru- 
axle front, Q/R rear

Continental Grand 
Sport Race 28mm

F 1.42kg R 1.91kg

GT aluminium 
125mm

GT DropTune 44cm 
aluminium

FSA

Fizik Aliante S

FSA K-Fore Light 
27.2mm

Shimano BR-RS785, 
160mm IceTech 
rotors

GT GRADE 
ULTEGRA CARBON  
£2699 

GRAVEL BIKES
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QUARQ’S ROAD POWER meter range extends to 

five crank-based units, with two further retro-

fittable spider options. Beneath the range-

topping £1049 Shimano four-bolt ring-

compatible Elsa RS model are SRAM 

Red, Elsa R, and Riken R options. All 

of these share stiff and light carbon 

cranks, which limits their starting 

price to the Riken R’s £799, but the 

new forged aluminium Riken AL has 

changed that.

The Riken AL is available in 130 BCD 

(Bolt Circle Diameter) or 110 BCD sizes, 

doesn’t come with chainrings, but accepts 

10-speed Shimano numbers, and many other 10 

or 11-speed rings, so you may be able to continue 

with those you already have. There are 24mm 

GXP and 30mm BB30 axle options too, with the 

latter costing an extra £20.

We tested a Riken AL with GXP axle, 175mm 

cranks and 110 BCD, and fitted a single 38-tooth 

SRAM X-Sync ring, but it’ll run two rings as well. 

The cranks, axle, spider and all hardware weigh 

854g, or 924g including the ring, just 159g heavier 

than the carbon Riken R in 130 BCD format, so 

every extra pound spent between the Riken AL 

and R will save you 1g. The weight difference 

between the Riken AL and SRAM’s non-power 

meter, carbon Force 1 crank in equivalent 1x 

setup is around 250g. But, the increased 

durability, scratch resistance and probable 

longevity of aluminium evens things out.

Once fitted, there’s no further setup required, 

as the built-in accelerometer senses the slightest 

movement, switches the unit on, and its ANT+ 

data transmission links to a compatible head-

unit within moments. 

There’s almost no noticeable 

lag between rotation and 

power information display, 

the readout tracking your 

efforts very closely.

The Riken AL shares its 

measuring technology with 

the rest of Quarq’s power 

meter family, and having 

used an Elsa RS for nearly a year without a hiccup, 

we weren’t surprised to find the new model to be 

just as reliable. Its IPX7 waterproof rating relates 

to a test at 1m depth for 30 minutes, which 

is why we’re not worried about using it 

on a cyclo-cross bike this coming 

season. Similarly, its 10K active 

temperature compensation means 

our recorded figures won’t be 

bothered by winter’s worst, keeping 

data within SRAM’s claimed +/- 1.5 

per cent accuracy. Cadence is measured 

automatically via the built-in 

accelerometer, and with an expected lifespan of 

300 hours riding time, we won’t be replacing the 

CR2032 battery cell any time soon. 

 QUARQ RIKEN AL
�£639  › Cut price aluminium power crank  

WANTED
MOST

WE SAY
Top drawer power 

recording and great 
practicality  

at a competitive  
price

POWER2MAX FSA 
GOSSAMER  €940 

This 988g (including 
rings) German 
spider-based 
meter allows easy 
battery swaps, is 
available for all 
bottom bracket 
types, comes in five 
crank lengths and is 
supplied with rings, 
although is cheaper 
as spider only. Data 
accuracy is excellent 
and consistently 
reliable regardless 
of temperature, and 
weatherproofing is 
good, and all for a 
bargain price.

STAGES POWER 
CRANK  £799 

Stages power meters 
are the lightest out 
there, weighing 14g 
over standard cranks, 
but can only be fitted 
to aluminium left 
side cranks. With 
models starting at 
£599, they’re also 
one of the cheapest 
on the market. 
Transmitting in both 
ANT+ and Bluetooth, 
easily swappable 
between bikes and 
temperature stable, 
they’re consistent 
and durability  
has improved.

NEW 

KIT

HIGHS
Tough, robust 
and reliable 

performance

LOWS
Forged aluminium is 

a bit heavy
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Styling eyes  
The shape seems inspired by 

Oakley’s Jawbreaker mixed with 

the same brands Shields from 

the ’80s. The deep lens wraps 

closely to your face and the 

bright fluro frame adds to the 

’80s action hero looks.

Quality counts
Included is a cleaning bag, 

padded zipped case, low light 

lens and interchangeable nose 

pads (two sizes). The frame is 

well finished, with Megol 

rubber on the nose pads and 

temple grips. The lens’ wrap-

around shape offers 

great coverage, and if 

the standard model 

here is too big 100% 

offers the smaller 

lensed SL. The lens is 

anti-reflective and 

hydrophobic, and 

offers 100 per cent  

UV protection. 

Performance issues 
The size of the lens gives  

total coverage from wind and 

sun, and clarity is impressive. 

On hotter rides we didn’t 

experience much fogging, so 

the two small vents at the 

bottom of the lens do work. At 

35g, you don’t notice the glasses 

when riding, but we did notice 

the fluro yellow pieces at the 

bottom of the frame, when 

bright sunshine reflects off 

them they can be distracting.  

Value your sight 
They are very much homages to 

’80s Shield-style 

glasses. The modern 

materials and quality 

lens are good, but for 

£130 you could get a 

pair of Oakley Radars; 

the benchmark for 

performance one-

piece lens shades for 

many seasons. 

100% SPEEDCRAFT   
 PERFORMANCE   

�£139.99

 RAPHA CLASSIC   
 GLASSES  

�£195 
Styling eyes   
The Classics are inspired by 

vintage sunglasses. The lenses 

are deeper and more curved 

than pure fashion glasses, but 

you still have light penetration 

from the fairly open sides. 

Quality counts   
The glasses come in a metal tin 

with a cleaning cloth and real 

leather pouch. They combine an 

acetate frame with a wire core 

for strength, and the slender 

arms include small rubber 

temple grips. The lenses are by 

Carl Zeiss Vision (available in 

three colours, plus 

prescription through 

your optician at extra 

cost), and are 

hydrophobic and 

oleophobic-coated 

(to prevent fogging 

from water vapour 

and oily residues 

sticking to and 

smearing the lens). On the 

inside there’s an anti-reflective 

coating, and the lenses are rated 

for 100 per cent UV protection. 

Performance issues   
The swept curved shape 

provides coverage and 

protection from sun and wind, 

but still allows for a sizeable gap 

in front of your temples. At 

higher speeds wind can get 

through, leading to watery eyes 

on fast descents. On smaller 

faces they work better, plus 

their open shape means no 

fogging. At just 30g they’re as 

light as full-on 

performance shades.

Value your sight   
There is no getting 

around the price. 

There are better 

performing pure-

riding glasses, and 

cheaper casual ones. 

TO HEAD
HEAD

HIGHS
Huge coverage 

from Shield lens

LOWS
Visibly distracting 

bottom half of  
the lens

HIGHS
Quality optics  

and stylish 

LOWS
Expensive, not 

quite performance 
enough

NEW 

KIT

BEST
ON TEST

WE SAY
Straight-out-  
of-the-’80s  
design from  

100% gives full 
protection
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WHEN THERE IS so much technology to play 

with, your handlebar can end up looking like a 

Curry’s window display. You can easily have a 

GPS or bike computer, light and action camera 

vying for space, leaving you with precious little 

room to use the bar for its intended purpose. 

Guee Components has come up with a clever 

solution. It’s taken the out-front style of a 

Garmin GPS mount, made popular by the likes 

of K-Edge, and added a few extras. 

The base of the arm’s forward section 

integrates a horizontal bank of four LEDs into a 

neat visibility-aiding light (it’s not bright 

enough to ride with this alone). The light will 

run for 25 hours in flash mode, 20 in strobe or 

seven if powered constantly. It has a 

token right-hand side light port for a 

bit of side-on visibility. Charging 

takes just over two hours, and water 

resistance is excellent. A rubberized 

power switch on the rear of the  

clamp makes it simple to operate 

when riding. 

The under-mounting action 

camera bracket costs an extra £6.99, 

but is a worthy investment. If using a 

GoPro or action camera isn’t your thing, 

powerful fronts lights that use an action camera 

mount bracket can be found from Guee, 

Electron and Light & Motion. The mount not 

only works with GoPro but also Shimano, Sony 

and Garmin Virb thanks to its camera-standard 

0.25in thread tripod bush. 

If you don’t use a Garmin as your main ride 

recording unit the G-Mount’s G bracket 

(Garmin) can be switched for a C bracket (for 

use with Cateye computers) or add an S adaptor 

to make it compatible with Sigma’s Rox series. 

At 125g, including the camera mount, it’s 

weightier than options from the likes or 

K-Edge, but a lot lighter than the combined 

associated mounts and brackets you 

would need instead of this single-

stop replacement. 

In use the G-Mount is stable and 

secure, and the neatly off-centre 

mount sits inline with your stem. Our 

only criticism is that with Garmin’s 

larger Edge 1000 you have to mount 

the GPS horizontally rather than 

inline. It works just as well in 

landscape mode, but feels less racy. 

 GUEE G-MOUNT 
�£42.99 › Innovative space saver 

UPGRADE

HIGHS
Clever design, good 
light, and camera 
bracket is neat too 

LOWS
Only compatible 

with the Edge 1000 
in landscape mode

K-EDGE COMBO MOUNT XL   
£47.99 

The K-Edge Combo XL 
is a masterly showing of 
CNC-machining arts. The 
sculpted and slimmed design 
keeps weight down to an 
impressive 52g. The totally 
rigid construction helps 
when using a camera too; 
the solidity of the mount 
means less camera shake. 
Unlike the earliest K-Edge 
designs the XL also uses a 
special polymer insert for the 
Garmin mount that won’t 
damage your precious GPS 
(replacement mounts are 
just 99p).

NEW 

KIT

WE SAY
Stable and 

secure mount  
that saves  

you space on  
your bar 
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WEATHERPROOF JERSEYS 
 £125.99-£175 › Keeping the rain out and the chill off 

SHOOTOUT

VERMARC ZERO AQUA  
�£125.99  

The 332g Vermarc has a micro fleece 
lining, helping maintain a stable body 
temperature in different conditions. 
Light rain beads on the windproof Zero 
Aqua material, but sustained rain will 
saturate it. The rear drop panel 
protects from rear wheel spray, and 
two wide pockets store essentials. The 
cut is snug but not restrictive. 

 PARENTINI MOSSA     
�£175 

The Mossa has a micro fleece-lined 
collar and three drop pockets. In 
heavy rain, water soaked the water-
proof fabric, but didn’t penetrate. For 
temps below 10 degrees you may 
need a thicker base layer, but be 
aware that it’s a racy cut. It performs 
well, but the rear is cut a bit high and 
the reflective tail could be longer. 

 ENDURA EQUIPE CLASSICS 
�£139.99    

Its thin, high-stretch softshell  
fabric with thermal Roubaix underarm 
panels and asymmetric zip give a  
snug race fit, with flat sleeve/arm 
cover overlap, and non-slip grippers. 
A high-vis green drop tail and 
removable arms add versatility.  
It’s ultra-protective; no rain or wind 
gets through the fabric. 

SANTINI REEF   
�£139.99

The Reef has the longest tail on test, 
and two wide drop pockets. The double 
thickness collar is tall and snug, and 
the silicone-infused cuffs grip well.  
At 257g it’s warming, yet breathable, 
with decent wet weather performance 
thanks to the Tempo fabric’s three-
layer hydrophilic membrane. Sustained 
rain will eventually get through.

ALÉ KLIMATIK 
�£150         

At 388g this is one of the heaviest, 
but with its micro fleece-lined back 
panel, mid-height collar and high 
stretch three-layer laminated 
Windtex, it’s great for cold days. All 
that stretch means it’s not restrictive 
and doesn’t flap. In heavy rain, the Alé 
kept us dry far longer than most, and 
very well insulated.  

SCOTT RC PREMIUM FLEX WP   
�£139.99

This jersey has a heavyweight 
construction (354g, L) that needs no 
additional insulation. There’s a wide 
elastic gripper at the waist, three drop 
pockets and side zipped pocket. It feels 
warm when temperatures are in the 
teens, but breathes well. Water 
resistance isn’t as good as some, but it 
takes a while before you feel damp.

BEST
ON TEST
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UNLESS YOU’RE A closet hub fetishist, you may 

not be aware of Edco. The Swiss manufacturer 

produces high-end cassettes, hubs, and 

wheelsets like the carbon clincher 

Aerosport Furka 58mm on test here. 

Edco uses Reynolds rims, and with 

the US company’s history of carbon 

manufacturing and aerodynamic 

research, that’s no bad thing. The 

Furkas share their rim with the 

Reynolds 58 Aero, but Edco drills 

and builds them onto its own Aptera 

hubs with Sapim straight-pull spokes. In 

addition to allowing for a higher spoke count – 

20/24 in place of 16/20 – the drilling means Edco 

can match the precise angle of the spokes and 

internal nipples, avoiding unnecessary stresses. 

Durability is further aided by the 

triple-lacing configuration of the rear 

wheel, which uses twice as many 

spokes on the driveside for a more 

even tension balance. 

The black Aptera hubs look and feel 

well made, with quality SKF cartridge 

bearings. The freehub body accepts 

Shimano and Campagnolo cassettes 

without the need to swap parts. (You 

do need to use the supplied Edco lockring, 

which accepts a Campagnolo-spline tool only.) 

The rims are striking, with a preference for 

fat, blunt cross-sections in favour of a 

curved, yet pointy vee. Their external 

width is 26.2mm, but the 

‘Integrated Step Hook’ 

construction (a step in the outer 

edge of the rim designed to 

optimise airflow) means they 

measure a comparatively modest 

16mm internally, and give an 

unremarkable tyre profile with the 

25mm Continental GP4000S II tyres included. 

Ride quality is classic deep-section carbon 

clincher: firm, racy and stiff. At 1710g (with rim 

strips, plus 115g for skewers) the Furkas aren’t 

feathery, but are competitive for their 

58mm depth, and they whoosh up to 

speed. Noise is a constant, the 

resonant rims amplify everything. 

Braking is loud, albeit well modulated 

and confidence inspiring. 

The real surprise is how untroubled 

they are by crosswinds. They may 

resemble older style rims, but behave 

so much better. 

FLOW 
RIDERS  

With unusually 

profiled rims 

these wheels have 

solid aerodynamic 

credentials and 

very good braking 

for carbon.

SWING 
BOTH WAYS  

Edco’s freehub 

has the unique 

ability to accept 

both Shimano 

and Campagnolo 

cassettes without 

switching parts.

LACE-UPS 

The spokes 

come from  

Sapim of Belgium, 

one of the 

most respected 

manufacturers  

in the world.

 EDCO AEROSPORT FURKA 
�£2099.99 › Swiss hubs meet American aero

CUTTING EDGE

HIGHS
Quality parts, dual 
freehub, crosswind 

performance

LOWS
Reynolds version is 
cheaper, firm ride

ZIPP 404 FIRESTRIKE 
CARBON CLINCHER 
LIMITED  £2679  
Zipp’s update to its flagship 
carbon clincher is expensive, 
but it’s an improvement on 
an excellent wheelset. The 
Firestrikes weigh under 1600g 
for a set, offer cutting-edge 
aerodynamics with confidence-
inspiring crosswind handling, 
and are among the best braking 
carbon wheels on the market. 

GO WITH  

THE FLOW 

While manufacturers like 
ENVE and Zipp tout the 
virtues of bulbous, blunt-
sectioned rims for all-
round handling and speed, 
Edco’s Aerosport series 
uses what rim maker 
Reynolds calls Dispersive 
Effect Termination design,  
which is the brainchild  
of wheel guru Paul Lew. 
It’s a rim shape that, 
“approaches aerodynamic 
optimisation by 
challenging the popular 
perception that turbulence 
in the boundary layer (the 
thin layer of air on the 
surface of a rim or wheel) 
is beneficial, and instead 
examines the benefit of 
minimising turbulence.”

This entails a profile 
that resembles old-school 
vee sections from afar, but 
which on closer inspection 
is significantly wider and 
more complex in its shape. 
It curves subtly before 
tapering to a point, with a 
pronounced step at the 
rim’s outer edge. Based on 
both wind tunnel and 
real-world testing, 
Reynolds claims that this 
design is faster and more 
predictable in its handling 
than the profiles used by 
the competition. 

1 32

12

3

WE SAY
Quality and tech 

make for an 
appealing 

alternative to the 
big names

NEW 

KIT



The first real direct drive

“The Tacx NEO Smart is the ideal trainer: widely compatible with multiple devices and software, no sound, 

no maintenance and above all extremely powerful and accurate. After experiencing it in the Tour de France I 

definitely want it to become my standard training equipment as it is the best fit for my needs.” 

Alberto Contador
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ONE OF A KIND
SELLE ITALIA SLR 
MONOLINK  £154.99  

At 130g, this is one of 
the lightest saddles 
around, its ‘Friction-
Free’ nose also making it 
incredibly comfortable. 
The downside of the 
superb design is that it 
can only be used with 
the dedicated seatpost 
(included in the price). 

LIGHT FANTASTIC  
SELLE SAN 
MARCO ASPIDE 
SUPERLEGGERA  £295

Saddles less than 150g 
aren’t usually known 
for comfort, but at just 
104.7g San Marco’s 
handmade-in-Italy 
Superleggera defies  
that – highlighting  
just how well designed 
this super saddle is.

PROLOGO’S RANGE-TOPPING Zero C3 saddle 

follows the same shape as its cheaper Zero 

models but that’s where any similarities end. 

The C3 is constructed using a full carbon 

composite base, into which Prologo’s Nack rail 

is bonded. Rather than a standard carbon rail, 

this is carbon fused with Kevlar and aluminium, 

which is claimed to create a much tougher rail 

that won’t deform under prolonged use, while 

still remaining as light as those of the 

competition. Our 132mm wide test 

model weighs 154g (claimed 145g). 

The flat profile is designed very 

much for racing, yet we found the 

inherent give in the carbon hull made 

it a comfortable option for endurance 

riding. The flex only comes from the 

saddle’s centre so it still feels 

completely stable with no twisting or 

dipping from the flanks. The top-grade high-

density foam under the beautifully finished 

matt cover further enhances comfort. We were 

particularly impressed with how well it copes 

cushioning your hindquarters over rougher 

roads, its perfect mix of solidity and suppleness 

providing exactly what we expect from a saddle. 

Its 270mm length gives you plenty of room to 

shift your weight around and the slender, 

narrow nose is extremely well padded, so you 

stay comfortable even when moving 

your weight forward to hammer along 

on the flat or up a climb. We make no 

bones about this being a pricey 

investment but it does have everything 

you’d want – great shape, comfort, low 

weight and a stunningly good finish. 

Though a quid shy of £300 is hell of a 

price no matter how well it performs.

 PROLOGO ZERO C3 PAS NACK  
�£299 › As used by Alberto Contador

UPGRADE

NEW 

KIT

FABRIC ALM ULTIMATE 
CARBON  £225 

Instead of separate rails 
plugged into a base, the 
Fabric’s rails are part of 
the hull. This allows the 
anchor points to be 
moved outwards so the 
bit you sit on can flex 
more. The longer rails 
also add adjustability. It’s 
rigid, it has just the right 
amount of central give, 
its smooth lines allow 
you to move about and 
its thin textured leather 
top prevents sliding. We 
like the way it works and 
at just 120g it’s very light. 

ALLEZ ALIANTE! 
FIZIK ALIANTE R1 
BRAIDED  £219.99 

The Aliante’s first big 
redesign is also a major 
triumph. It retains the 
swoopy curved shape 
and flexible carbon/
nylon hybrid base, but 
it’s lighter and slimmer 
and you’ll struggle 
to find better long-
distance comfort. 

WE SAY
A great balance 
of solidity and 
suppleness but  
all this quality 
isn’t cheap...

SYNTACE 
P6 CARBON 
HI-FLEX  £195 
Syntace’s 
seatpost uses 
a blend of 
unidirectional 
and load-
orientated 
fibres within its 
carbon to offer 
controlled fore-
and-aft flex. 
This adds bags 
of comfort you 
can feel through 
the seat of your 
Lycra shorts.

HIGHS
Fantastic shape, 

comfort and finish  

LOWS
£299 is a lot of cash 

for a saddle 



WE BUILD YOUR DREAM BIKE.

CUSTOMIZED I INDIVIDUAL I COMPETENT

ROSE Bikes GmbH, Schersweide 4,  46395 Bocholt, Germany rosebikes.co.uk

XEON TEAM CGF | HIGH-END BIG SELLER FOR THE LONG ONE

2016

model
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IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO  describe the Vaypor S as a 

‘normal’ race shoe. The construction is just so 

different to the standard upper bonded to a sole 

that pretty much all of the competition uses.

Bont takes (high-grade Toray) carbon 

fibre and moulds it into a bathtub 

shape that encompasses both the 

sole and plenty of the upper, from 

an inch deep at the mid-foot to 

almost the full height of the heel 

cup. A Durolite ‘leather’ skin is 

then bonded onto this, over a 

proprietary base material. It’s then 

padded with closed-cell memory foam, 

with a soft brushed covering and heat-

formable EVA insole finishing things off. 

The carbon ‘chassis’ (it’s more than a sole) 

is heat-mouldable to provide the best fit. You 

just place the shoes into a pre-heated 

oven at 70°C/160°F for 20 minutes, let 

them cool a little then place your feet in 

and tighten the dials. Allow the shoes to 

cool and they’ll set in the shape of your 

foot. If you have any lumps or bunions 

use the round end of a screwdriver 

handle or similar to press out any rub 

points. If you don’t get it right, you can 

re-mould as many times as you like.

Pushing your foot into the bathtub shape 

means you get an incredibly secure fit, with 

your foot in a fixed position with no slop or play. 

They feel so secure you’d almost believe you 

could do away with the IP1 Boa adjusters. 

We love the placement of the Boas; 

the highest is angled to pull the 

upper in evenly with the lower 

pulling horizontally.

When riding, they’re totally free 

of flex, which is highly impressive 

in itself, and this is complemented 

by a very low stack height – the 

distance between your foot and the cleat 

– of just 3.6mm. A downside is that the shapely 

carbon chassis is easily marked even with the 

larger toe bumper and replaceable heel bumper. 

Some finish details show the Vaypor’s 

handmade nature, with the occasional 

glue spot and imperfectly finished 

edge to the upper material. These are 

all minor points and easily forgiven 

because you won’t find a stiffer and 

more secure, lightweight (502g a pair, 

size 45) race shoe anywhere. They’re 

available in standard, narrow or wide 

fits, and, if money really is no object, 

fully custom fit too.  

 BONT VAYPOR SPRINT
�£270 › Latest thermo-formable speed shoes 

UPGRADE

WE SAY
You won’t find  
a stiffer, more  

secure, lightweight 
race shoe  
anywhere

NEW 

KIT

ON THE  UP
RAPHA CLIMBER’S SHOE   
£280 �
This lightweight shoe from the 
British style supremo is based 
around the same Easton  
EC90 SLXII sole that Giro uses 
on its similarly low mass Giro 
Prolights. They share the same 
footbeds and some hardware 
too, but the usually premium 
Raphas are actually less 
expensive than Giro’s offerings. 

GO LIGHTLY 
GIRO PROLIGHT SLX II 
£299.99 
At 486g for a pair of size 45s the  
SLXs are some of the lightest  
non-custom shoes you can  
buy, thanks to the minimal 
straps, titanium hardware,  
and Easton’s super-stiff  
EC90 SLXII carbon sole. 

EMPIRE STATE  
GIRO EMPIRE £249.99  

The flyweight yet supportive 
upper is also married to Easton’s 
EC90 SLXII sole. They use Giro’s 
‘SuperNatural’ footbeds with 
interchangeable arches to tune 
the height of the instep. If you 
can live with lace-ups these are 
some of the lightest at just 418g 
(size 45, pair).  

HIGHS
Incredibly stiff, 

secure fit 

LOWS
Easy to mark 
carbon sole, 
expensive



ADRENALINE RACE CAPE

Lightweight compact translucent breathable/waterproof fabric   °   Back panel allows race number 
to be seen   °   Lightly padded collar and storm fl ap   °   Full length centre zipper with sprung puller     

°   No fuss pull-on elasticated cuff s and collar   °   Fully seam sealed   °   Athletic fi t   °   Refl ective trims 
and prints   °   Packs into small stuff  sack   °   Breathability: 20,000g   °   Waterproof: 15,000mm

+44 (0) 1506 497749        INFO@ENDURA.CO.UK         ENDURASPORT.COM              /ENDURAOFFICIAL              /ENDURA    

OFFICIAL TEAM KIT SUPPLIER
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MAVIC AKSIUM  
ELITE HELMET  

�£65  

PART OF MAVIC’S 2016 clothing line, 
we got the reasonably priced Aksium 
Elite helmet early. Our large model 
weighs 286g, has 26 vents and anti-
bug mesh at the front, and the slim 
Ergo Hold SL retention system has 
three height positions, plus a rear dial 
for adjustability. We found its rounded 
shape fitted securely, and on a dusty 
75-mile ride in 32 degrees, it remained 
comfortable, with decent ventilation.

  CASTELLI DAVID MILLAR  
CHPT. III COLLECTION  

  £TBC › Subtle and understated kit from  
the former pro, concentrating on the ride not the race...

TECH STYLE

THE NAME OF the collection refers to the 
new phase of David Millar’s career, the 
previous two being as a professional rider 
pre- and post-ban, and it launches with 
seven pieces, all known by codes: Rocka 
bad weather jersey (1.61), summer jersey 
(1.22), bib shorts (1.11), base layer (1.81), 
arm (1.91) and knee (1.92) warmers, and 
socks (1.93). 

For us, the highlight is the 1.61 Rocka 
jersey. It’s a windproof and water repellent 

jersey, similar to Castelli’s famous Gabba 
but reinterpreted by Millar. The fabric  
is thinner and lighter, the shoulders  
are fully articulated for freedom of 
movement and there’s a large storm flap 
that fixes to the same button either 
around the front or behind the neck  
when not required. 

From cooler summer days to milder 
winter ones and everything in between, 
the Rocka is as useful as it is stylish.  

SPORTFUL FIANDRE LIGHT 
SHORT SLEEVE JERSEY

�£95 

WE’VE HAD VERY variable (wet) 
weather this summer, so the Fiandre 
makes sense. It features a high-stretch 
windshield fabric on the front, and No 
Rain fabric that’s breathable yet sheds 
water droplets with ease on the back. At 
under 200g (size L) it’s light for an all-
weather jersey too. The fit is excellent 
with the longer elbow-length arms and 
dropped tail offering plenty of cover 
from the elements. 

GRIPGRAB EASY ON  
TOE COVERS

�£19.95 

TOE COVERS DON’T offer the 
protection of overshoes, but they do a 
great job of blocking the flow of cold 
air through the vents at the front of 
your shoes, perfect for chilly autumn 
commutes. GripGrab’s version is typical 
of the breed, with a cut-out that works 
with all cleat styles, and a nice secure 
fit. The price is up there with cheaper 
overshoes, but they’re useful enough 
that we don’t mind. 
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The eagle-eyed among you 

will have noticed that the 

SUV is an e-bike. Before you 

turn the page in disgust, let 

me put the case for justifying 

the Cube in my long-term bike line-up.  

It boils down to the nature of my job. An 

average week consists of Monday in the 

office to catch up, take meetings and plan 

what my team of testers and I will bring to 

these pages. Tuesday, Wednesday and 

Thursday are test days, and on average 

that’s at least five to six hours of 

riding each day. On Friday it’s 

back to the office to make sure 

everything I’ve asked for has 

been, or is being, done.

I like to ride to work on both 

office days, but my commute 

door-to-door is 26 miles, so 52 

miles a day. On the back of more 

than 15 hours’ riding mid-week 

it’s all too tempting to leave the 

CUBE SUV SL 27.5 
Original price £2699 Distance ridden 172 miles

OUT OF THE BOX  WEIGHT 20.9kg (L)  FRAME Aluminium  FORK HPC carbon    
GEARS NuVinci N360 H|SYNC with Autogear, Bosch Intuvia display  BRAKES Shimano Deore A-M615 

hydraulic disc  WHEELS Alex ZX24 rims on Shimano M525 front and NuVinci rear hubs   
FINISHING KIT Cube Performance seatpost, Schwalbe Super Moto-X 2.4in tyres, FSA Metropolis Urban 
cranks, 22 sprocket ring, Gates CDX belt drive, SDG Rock City saddle, Cube Performance stem, Cube Rise 

Trail 660mm bar 

bike in the garage and jump on the train. So, 

my thought was I could use an e-bike as a 

means of saving cash, and sanity, by keeping 

off public transport or using a car, plus I get a 

recovery ride in the process. 

That’s the ‘rational’ justification, now for 

the real truth – the SUV is a blast to ride. The 

massive Schwalbe Super Moto-X slick 

tyres [1] grip like a motorbike and the Bosch 

motor pumps in assistance whenever I need 

it, and always puts a smile on my face. Add 

in technical touches like the NuVinci rear 

hub [2] driven by a Gates CDX 

belt [3] that automatically adjusts 

the gearing in relation to pedalling 

efforts, and it’s a bike that’s 

simplicity itself to ride, yet cutting 

edge (for an e-bike). 

The mountain bike geometry, 

wide bar and low-slung frame 

allow you to chuck the SUV about 

too. The Bosch unit pumps out 250 

watts of assistance so even when 

you’re tired you can speed up hill at a rate of 

knots, and the 400-watt power pack 

(battery) gives a range of 145km when run in 

eco mode, while full-power turbo mode 

reduces it to around 70km. I’ve found that 

spinning a fairly high cadence helps the 

battery last longer. That said a full charge for 

the pack only takes three and a half hours, 

and 90 minutes will half fill its reserves.

In compliance with current regulations 

the Cube stops assisting at around 

15-18mph, but we’ve heard it’s capable of 

more. I’d love to try and turn off the limiter 

and see what it can really do, you know just 

for ‘scientific’ research. 

My upgrades
None so far     

Total spend  £0.00

TESTER’S CHOICE

LEZYNE MICRO 
FLOOR DRIVE 
GAUGE HP £41.99
This portable  
pump from Lezyne 

comes with a 
bottle cage 
bracket, has 
a fold-out 
foot, 
comfortable 
T-shaped 
handle and 
an in-line 
gauge that 
gives a 
reasonably 
accurate 
reading. 

ILSOIGNEUR 
CLASSIC MUSETTE 
£30
Ilsoigneur bags use 
recycled materials, 
and you can design 
your own from a 
choice of outers, 
liners and strap 
colours. I’ve used 
my Ilsoigneur bag 
nearly every day for 
two years and it’s 
still going strong.

WARREN

HIGHS
Smooth efficient 

automatic gearing,  
great ride position 

and comfort

LOWS
Weighty, could go  

a bit faster  
under e-assistance
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ALAS, IT SEEMS that the 

Scott and I are soon to part 

company, and for the first 

time in over four years I 

won’t have an Addict in  

my life. Since joining the Cycling Plus team 

I’ve ridden an awful lot of bikes, some of 

which have been outstanding, but I’ve 

never been disappointed to return to  

the Scott. It’s just so thoroughly good  

at being a bike, and it’s a useful  

benchmark against which to  

test others. 

In recent months the Addict 

has been subjected to a fair few 

commuting miles, some in 

absolutely filthy weather,  

where a pair of easily removed 

SKS Race Blade XL mudguards  

has proved very useful. I had to 

give back those lovely Hed 

Ardennes Plus FR wheels, but  

 SCOTT ADDICT  
10 2014

Original price £2799 › Distance ridden 2086 miles
OUT OF THE BOX  WEIGHT 7.2kg (S)  FRAME Addict HMF carbon  FORK Addict HMF 11/8-1¼in tapered 

carbon  GEARS  Ultegra 6800 Compact 50/34, 11-32 BRAKES Ultegra 6800  WHEELS Syncros RP1.5  
FINISHING KIT Syncros alloy bar and stem, Syncros Carbon FL1.0 seatpost, Syncros saddle, Continental  

Grand Sport Race 23mm tyres 

at one quarter the price, Superstar’s  

Pacenti SL23/Icon [1] set has proved to be  

a very acceptable substitute. These are 

decently light, and have one of those nice 

wide rim sections I harp on about 

constantly, ideal for getting the most  

out of your tyres.

Despite being subjected to all manner  

of indignities, the Addict has demanded 

only the most basic of maintenance: a  

squirt of lube here and a blast of the hose 

there. I treated it to a new  

chain from Shimano [2] a few  

weeks ago, but that was more 

because I felt I owed it something 

having enjoyed it so much,  

rather than because it actually 

needed it. Returning a bike  

I’ve come to think of as my  

own will be a real wrench, but  

I understand that all good  

things must come to an end. 

MATTHEW

HIGHS
The Addict is as 
light and fun  

as ever

LOWS
It hasn’t got any 
more colourful

TESTER’S CHOICE

CASTELLI CORE 
MESH BASE 
LAYER  £35
Unless it’s 

absolutely 

scorching, I like  

to have a wicking 

layer underneath 

my jersey to 

regulate 

temperature. The 

Core does a good 

job, and looks 

reassuringly 

expensive when I 

unzip my top. 

GRIPGRAB 
INSULATOR 
GLOVES  £29.95
Supposedly it’s 

been summer for a 

while, but on chilly 

mornings these 

lightweight gloves 

with a fleecy  

lining have been 

something of a 

lifesaver. They’ll 

make good liners 

in winter when  

the temperature 

drops.

My upgrades
WHEELS Superstar Pacenti SL23/Icon Ultra 

£249.99
 SADDLE Specialized Romin Evo Expert Gel £85 

Total spend £334.99
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Speak to an expert adviser
on 01584 856881.
www.islabikes.co.uk  

• Lightweight and easy to ride
• Child-specific design
• Exceptional quality
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TRAINING

With more computing power on your handlebar and in your  

jersey pocket than took man to the moon, how best can you use all  

that information to simply get faster on a bike?

 ith our GPS computer 

reading our speed, 

distance, cadence, heart 

rate, power, pedalling 

efficiency and more, live-linking all that 

information to social networks and online 

training programmes, while our 

smartphones sit in our back pockets just an 

app download away from becoming even 

more powerful than the computer on our 

handlebar, we’ve never had it so good when 

it comes to being informed about our 

cycling.

But is there such a thing as too much 

information? Perhaps not, if you have a 

team of analysts working to fine-tune your 

training programme on a daily basis. But 

assuming you’re not a principal rider at 

Team Sky, is there a danger we could get lost 

in the fog and crushed by the weight of all 

those numbers? If so, how do we know 

which numbers to pay attention to?

WORDS 

Paul Robson

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Adam Nickel
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required power and it can sometimes take 

one or two months before sessions can be 

completed successfully. Whether this is for 

physiological or psychological reasons is 

unclear but I expect it, and the athletes are 

made aware of it so they don’t feel they’re 

failing the sessions. 

“I use power during all turbo sessions 

and also during longer rides if there are 

specific efforts to be achieved. Average 

power (riding time only) is the most  

useful metric if the ride is even paced.”

3 Monitoring 
progress

Heart rate monitors are often seen as old 

hat in the age of power, but both Garmin’s 

Harman and the Endurance Coach’s 

Thomas are insistent that they still have  

an important role to play for anyone who 

takes their training seriously and is  

seeking progression.

“While the Vector 2 pedals are a direct 

power meter allowing you to monitor how 

much force you are producing,” explains 

Harman, “heart rate data is an indicator of 

2 Power  
your training

 

A power meter can be hugely 

advantageous in training,” says Thomas, 

“but only if the power values make sense 

and their relevance to training is 

understood. Sports science testing  

provides accurate training zones for  

power and heart rate, and also enables 

progress to be measured with retesting  

at regular intervals.

“Almost everyone that we’ve tested 

is surprised how much harder they need 

to work to reach the required effort in 

training than before [I can vouch for this! 

– Paul]. They initially struggle to hold the 

While many people 

regularly update their 

phones, they often 

neglect to do so with 

their cycling devices. 

They are missing out

TRAINING

Our aim, naturally, is to get quicker on 

our bikes, but our speed on training rides 

should be the least of our concerns. As Nick 

Thomas of The Endurance Coach explains: 

“I’m never interested in the speed 

someone trains at as it’s influenced by 

many factors including weather, terrain 

and fatigue. At the same power, heart rate 

or perceived effort your speed will vary 

from day to day.”

So if getting back home a minute quicker 

on the same loop as last week isn’t telling us 

anything useful, what should we look for?

Garmin’s UK fitness and wellness 

product manager, Shane Harman, explains 

the thought processes behind the 

information that his company’s units offer 

users: “The Edge range allows cyclists to 

monitor distance covered, time taken, and 

speed data – and without a device riders 

won’t have that accurate feedback on their 

performance. This basic data alone can help 

riders looking to improve.

“However, for optimum training, 

cadence and heart rate monitors and power 

meters can be used to provide improved 

performance detail; cyclists can use this 

information to make small improvements 

each ride, allowing them to develop on a 

ride by ride basis.”

1
Know  
your numbers

 

“General Edge unit, GPS and GLONASS 

(Russian GPS) compatibility progression is 

huge,” says Garmin’s Harman. “Just like 

mobile phone technology – our software 

advances extremely quickly. But while 

many people regularly update their phones, 

they often neglect to do so with their 

cycling devices, and they are missing out.

“We can now offer advanced 

performance data like Functional 

Threshold Power (FTP), for those with  

a power meter, and estimated VO2 max 

figures (as seen on the Edge 520 and above), 

and these can help you build a successful 

training plan. A pre-loaded power-based 

workout enables you to calculate your FTP 

figure, which you can then build all your 

training zones around.

“FTP provides the user with a watts per 

kilogram of body weight figure, which is a 

universally recognised and comparable 

figure. So riders can see how well they stack 

up against the pros!

“VO2 max is the maximum volume of 

oxygen per kg of body weight per minute  

an individual can process. The higher this  

is, the ‘fitter’ an individual is. Again this is 

an internationally recognised data field. 

This is usually done in a laboratory (where 

you’ll see somebody with an oxygen mask, 

running on a treadmill and hooked up to 

machines to get this type of data).”
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Some athletes 

have significantly 

increased their 

aerobic power 

without using a 

power meter at all 

how much effort you are putting into 

producing that force. Your heart rate doesn’t 

lie, so it is a great way of tracking exertion 

and is fantastic for motivating yourself to 

keep pushing as hard as possible.”

Thomas is also keen that people using 

power should do so in tandem with 

heart rate. “Relying solely on power can 

potentially cause problems in the medium 

to long term,” he explains. “If training is 

effective then power output will gradually 

increase at any given heart rate intensity, 

but only referring to power zones over 

several months will prevent this increase 

from happening as there is no progression.

“To address this a heart rate monitor 

can be used to achieve the correct heart 

rate intensity, and power at that intensity 

will consequently rise as fitness increases. 

When you consider that some of our 

athletes increase their aerobic power by 

40-50 watts over five months it’s clear 

to see why they shouldn’t have rigidly 

adhered to their original power zones. 

“For this reason some athletes have 

significantly increased their aerobic power 

without using a power meter at all. By  

using heart rate or perceived effort they 

were able to achieve progressively higher 

power without realising it until they  

were retested.”

4 Watch  
your cadence

“Many cyclists believe specific cadence 

ranges are optimum,” says Garmin’s 

Harman, “therefore having a cadence 

sensor will allow the rider to push for these 

figures and also to accurately experiment 

with other cadence ranges to decipher what 

works best for them.”

The Endurance Coach’s Nick Thomas 

also sees value in measuring cadence, 

particularly when seeking specificity in 

training. “Producing a certain level of effort 

in a hard gear at 60rpm will provide a very 

different workout to producing the same 

effort level in an easy gear at 110rpm – one 

will build leg strength while the other will 

improve neuromuscular coordination 

(training the muscles to switch on and off 

at a higher than normal cadence will help 

you work more efficiently at your optimum 

Tech  
knowhow...

Garmin’s Shane Harman and 
Strava’s Jacob Tipper explain the 
best little-known features

 
Garmin
1. RoundTrip Routing 

“This is a great feature that people should 

be aware of,” says Harman. “It allows users 

to choose the distance they would like to 

cycle, anywhere from one to 200 miles, 

and the device will plot the route for them 

based on this distance, and guide them 

through it using turn-by-turn navigation. 

This feature is only available on the Edge 

Touring and 1000, but it goes down well 

with the more leisure-based cyclist. Taking 

the effort and confusion out of planning a 

route is a real benefit to cyclists and the 

route can even be altered to avoid factors 

such as busy roads and elevation etc.”

2. LiveTrack

“Available on the Edge 25, 520, 810 and 

1000, this lets the rider share their location 

with anyone in real time,” says Harman, “so 

where they have been, as well as other ride 

data. They don’t even need to have a 

Garmin Connect account to view this.” 

 

Strava
1. Find Fellow Riders

The original purpose of Strava, its makers 

say, was ‘to recreate the locker room 

environment they experienced during 

rowing training’. This remains one of the 

app’s strong points with 100,000 new 

members signing up globally each month. 

“While there’s still the competitive element, 

as you can see how friends have fared, it can 

also help you find out where others are 

riding at home or overseas,” says Tipper. 

Strava’s Photos feature allows you to upload 

your pics to your activities and you get the 

whole montage of segments and selfies.

2. Find Fresh Routes 

Through Strava Route Builder, you can plot 

a path anywhere in the world while the 

new Local Guides (www.strava.com/local) 

pulls together recommended routes for 

some of the most well-known cities – and 

tucked away locales - across the globe. 

“Local cyclists curate this element of the 

Strava guide to include routes of varying 

difficulty as well as highlighting the scenic 

spots and crucially the favourite places for 

riders to grab coffee,” adds Tipper. 
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cadence) – so your cadence can be crucial  

to getting the most out of your training 

session,” he explains.

5 Don’t get 
stressed out

A measure of cumulative effort, stress  

is an increasingly prominent figure on 

Garmins, smart watches and training 

websites such as Training Peaks. The idea  

is that the figures will indicate to you when  

it’s the right time to go hard and when to 

ease off. The Endurance Coach’s Thomas  

is wary, however.

“I personally prefer to not rely too much 

on technology in this area and would always 

consider the athlete’s perceived fatigue 

when assessing how the body is dealing 

with training stress,” he expands. “If you 

feel tired then you are tired regardless of 

what a gadget tells you.

“Recording fatigue levels daily when 

waking is useful and can help ‘predict’ 

excessive fatigue before it becomes 

apparent. The two questions I have people 

answer are: 

How energetic do you feel?    

0 = no energy  5 = very energetic

How motivated are you to train?   

0 = no motivation  5 = very motivated

“I’m looking at the overall trend - not any 

particular day - so I would hope people 

would be scoring 4-5 most days with 

occasional 2-3 especially after hard days. 

Two or more days of 0-2 would suggest  

the athlete needs one or two rest days  

and the training programme needs 

adjusting for the following week. Ignoring 

the data will likely lead to further fatigue, 

increased risk of illness and/or injury  

and reduced performance.”

For newer riders who don’t have the 

luxury of an expert to turn to, however, 

training stress scores can be a useful 

indicator of approaching fatigue.

Jacob Tipper of cycling social website 

Strava explains: “The Power Analysis tools 

that Strava offers premium members work 

with power meters to help analyse fitness 

metrics, such as form and how fatigued  

you are.”

Find a  
fitness plan6

For anyone new to training, or getting 

more serious without expert guidance, the 

training plans contained with their bike 

computers or on training websites can be 

useful starting points. Online social and 

training site Strava has its own training 

plans – a series of set-period programmes 

(four weeks) that help to improve speed 

and performance as well as fitness levels. 

“Users get to customise the plan to suit 

their weekly training volumes and can  

help improve whatever their target, be it 

for a 30-second sprint or a two-hour 

climb,” explains Strava’s Jacob Tipper.

7 Bring balance  
to your life

“The left/right balance data offered by the 

Vector 2 power pedal is a great tool,” 

enthuses Garmin’s Harman. “Using the 

average left/right balance figures, riders 

can strive towards creating a perfect 50/50 

power output, greatly increasing efficiency.

“Riders can then actually see where they 

are distributing their power on each pedal 

using the Platform Centre Offset – PCO – 

figures.” These can help riders looking to 

perfect their bike fit, or correct long-term 

injuries caused by overstressing certain 

areas when pedalling.

8
Concentrate  
on yourself

For riders who use Strava in an area where 

elite riders train, the chances of topping a 

KOM leader board can be remote. “Instead 

riders should use Strava as a motivational 

tool to compete against themselves,” says 

Tipper. “Targeting your own best times and 

using Strava’s fitness modifications by 

syncing with FitBit’s activity tracker to 

measure tangible fitness improvements is 

useful too.” Syncing Strava with FitBit is 

straightforward and free and provides 

metrics like calorie burn for riders to see 

how well they’re shaping up. It also 

incorporates activity from your day into an 

overall measure of your fitness, so you are 

not just measuring training stress from 

your cycling sessions. This could be useful if 

you have a physical job from which you 

need to incorporate recovery if you are to 

train at the required intensities.

1. Strava

Goes without 

saying, really. Great 

for keeping in 

touch with your 

friends and their 

riding, but also 

features a host of 

power- and heart 

rate-based training 

tools for you to 

focus on yourself.

2. Training 

Peaks

For the serious 

rider, Training 

Peaks offers a 

serious package 

of training tools 

and advice and is 

the choice of many 

pros for tracking 

their training. Extra 

content is available 

at a price, but the 

app and its basic 

content are free.

3. Wahoo 

Fitness

It pairs easily with 

Bluetooth sensors 

and, with a Wahoo 

Key plug-in you 

can pair with ANT+ 

sensors, too. It also 

uploads to all the 

best sites. If you’re 

a data hound, 

you’ll also love the 

number-heavy 

presentation of 

the app, with eight 

customisable pages 

of data on speed, 

power, heart rate 

and more.

4. Cyclemeter

Only for iPhone, it 

turns your phone 

into a great cycling 

computer with lots 

of customisable 

options during 

the ride, but more 

importantly tons of 

post-ride analysis. 

Plus, you don’t have 

to log in to any site: 

the data stays on 

your iPhone. 

5. MapMyRide

Better equipped for 

tracking – not only 

rides but nutrition, 

weight and more – 

but it can also get 

you where you need 

to go. The premium 

version ditches 

the ads and gets 

you training plans, 

more advanced 

routing options 

and live tracking 

you can share with 

family and friends.

TRAINING

’Appy 
shopper...

The phone in your pocket has the 
power to transform your training, 
so what apps should you be loading 
up to get the most out of it?

 Smartphone 
 technology lets
 you have loads 
 of info in the 
 palm of your hand
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THROUGHOUT BIANCHI’S 130-YEAR  

history, the Specialissima has been 

the pinnacle of the Italian legend’s 

road machine line-up. The name has 

been resurrected for a bike using the company’s 

unique Countervail (CV) carbon material. 

A partnership with US composites group,  

MSC, led to the patented Countervail material 

being optimised for use in Bianchi frames  

and forks. The viscoelastic material was 

sandwiched between high-modulus carbon  

layers in a unique lay-up. 

Bianchi’s Countervail technology 

has been used on the classics 

special Infinito CV, and latest time 

trial machine, the Aquila CV. The 

Specialissima uses the CV technology 

to create a bike that’s all about 

handling prowess downhill and reactive 

acceleration up, Bianchi claiming that 

the CV material gives the Specialissima 

improved handling and superior 

traction, thanks to its blend of stiffness 

and vibration reduction. The key factors 

in the bike’s design were light weight 

and rigidity. By using the Countervail 

material weight has been reduced 

to a respectable 780g +/- 5 per cent 

(black painted 55cm frameset) and the 

matching Countervail-infused fork 

adds just 340g. 

The tapered 1 1/8-1 1/4in head-tube (1) 

borrows from the aerodynamic lessons learnt 

from the Aquila, with the head-tube showing 

a slight arrowhead shape, and the smooth 

integration of the fork a nod to cheating the wind.

Geometry-wise it mirrors the Oltre’s pro-race 

setup, so a 55cm frame features a 72.5-degree 

head angle, 73.5 seat, combined with a short 

wheelbase and a low 145mm head-tube. It’s 

available in seven sizes stretching between a 

tiny 47cm to 61cm. The range is high end, with 

only Campagnolo Super Record (2) (EPS and 

Mechanical) and Shimano Dura-Ace 

(Di2 and mechanical) models available, 

wheel options are a deep Campagnolo 

Bora Ultra, or Fulcrum’s Racing Zero 

carbon shallow rim and chainset 

options of 50/34 or 52/36. 

All Specialissimas are painted in 

Bianchi’s Italian facility, so the bike is 

the first from Bianchi without ‘stickers’ 

or decals (all graphics are painted 

on). The standard bike’s available in 

black or this fluro take on the classic 

Celeste colour scheme called CK16 (3). 

Bianchi’s launched a custom project 

called Tavolozza (Italian for painter’s 

palette), where you can choose from 

over 20 custom colours in matt or gloss 

finishes for paint and graphics, or any 

combination you can dream up.

 BIANCHI SPECIALISSIMA    
£TBC  ›  Only the best wear the name

VERY IMPORTANT BIKE

SPECIFICATION
Weight 6.08kg 

(57cm) 
Frame Countervail 

carbon 
Fork Countervail 

carbon 
Wheels 

Campagnolo Bora 
Ultra 35 tubular  

Gears Campagnolo 
Super Record 

Brakes 
Campagnolo  
Super Record   
Finishing kit 

Vittoria Corsa CX 
23mm tubular 

tyres, FSA OS99 
stem, K-Force bar 

and seatpost
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was making a bad situation even 

worse. I mentioned it to Claire and 

she put me in contact with Bike 

Minded. A meeting led to a chance 

that would change my life.” 

Warren was kitted out with a trial 

road bike, helmet, hi-vis vest and 

bike lock. “The project support 

meant I had to only pay £25. It’s the 

best money I’ve ever spent. Jackie, a 

cycle coach attached to the project, 

took me through my paces back on 

the road. It was the first time I’d 

cycled in 25 years.” 

At first I was a bit apprehensive, 

the volume of traffic has changed a 

lot! I soon found that with her help  

I was getting back into the rhythm 

of road work.”

Warren maintains that getting 

involved with Bike Minded has been 

a journey back into society. “Having 

a bike has enabled me to be more 

social and feel less isolated. It’s 

improved my self-esteem through 

a simple formula of exercising 

outdoors in fresh air and sunlight – 

a simple pleasure that has brought 

pleasures to all areas of my life. 

“I’m working again now, I cycle 

for my commute and I’m part of the 

Life Cycle cycling team. We meet at 

weekends and do rides around the 

Facing long-term illness and recovery 
from life-threatening emergencies, for 
these riders getting out on their bikes has 
truly been a life-changing experience 

CYCLING  
SAVED MY LIFE

“I suffered with depression 

since I was 18. I’ve spent half 

my life on antidepressants and it 

got to a point in late-2011 when I 

thought things were not going to 

end well for me if my life carried on 

the way it was going.” 

Bouts of medication and 

counselling had little positive impact 

for Warren Sneary. But a friend 

came to his aid with an unusual 

idea. “Claire was volunteering for a 

project called Bike Minded for the 

LifeCycle.org.uk charity. The aim is 

to encourage and enable people to 

get into the countryside and 

experience the joys that cycling 

offers,” he explains. “It’s not just 

designed to be a healthy activity, 

it’s very much focused on trying to 

improve mental wellbeing too.” 

At the time Warren was out of 

work. The strain on his finances 

meant he could no longer afford to 

run his car – restricting his freedom 

and reducing his opportunities to 

get back on to the career ladder. “It 

W A R R E N  S N E A R Y

WORDS ROB KEMP  

PHOTOGRAPHY JOBY SESSIONS

I N S P I R A T I O N A L  R I D E R S

REAL RIDERS
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Without cycling, 
Warren thinks that he 

may not be around 
enjoying life today

Warren Sneary
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Bristol and Gloucestershire area, as 

well as awareness-raising events. 

Being outdoors in the sunlight with 

the camaraderie has an amazing 

effect on how I feel, plus I’ve lost 

over three stone. It’s transformed 

me both mentally and physically.” 

S U R V I V O R
W I L L  B O Y E S                        

W
ill was diagnosed with cystic 

fibrosis (CF) aged 18 months. 

The genetic disorder, for which 

there is no cure, affects the lungs in 

particular – causing breathing 

problems, severe congestion of the 

lungs and respiratory system and 

susceptibility to chest infections. 

“Tests for CF in the ’70s weren’t 

always reliable,” says Will. “I had it 

for sure but I found that riding my 

bike as a kid helped me enjoy life 

and get out among friends. I had a 

proper genetic test in 1994, which 

confirmed the original diagnosis. 

“Cycling has been a saviour to 

be honest, both physically and 

mentally. You live your life with 

CF and your lungs are prone to 

becoming clogged with thick, sticky 

mucus. If you can’t keep them clear 

it can lead to severe infections and 

inflammation. Over time that’ll 

cause long-term lung damage.” 

His condition also affects his 

sinuses and digestive system. 

“My pancreas can’t absorb fat 

without supplements so I have 

to be careful what I eat,” he says. 

Almost everyone with CF has some 

permanent, low-level lung infection. 

“I have three different bacteria 

growing in my lungs at any time, 

one of which is particularly nasty 

and very hard to treat if it flares up. 

“The key to combating the 

condition is to keep my lungs 

clear, and cycling does this. It’s the 

catalyst for cardiovascular activity 

that stops the mucus forming. 

I can’t risk running to do this 

because the constant jogging of my 

lungs will damage them. I’ve been 

mountain biking in the past over 

some pretty treacherous terrain and 

the shocks led to minor bleeding in 

my lungs.” 

Will progressed his life-changing 

habit into something more 

competitive in his teens. “I used to 

borrow a friend’s dad’s road bike, 

until I saved up and bought my own. 

When I was 16 I was riding most 

weekends with my local cycling club 

and competing in time trials.” 

University life reduced his 

competition involvement for a few 

years but in 1998 he started taking 

part in road races and hill climbs. 

“I did love the mountain biking 

but my chest doesn’t cope too well 

with long rides on rough surfaces. 

Today it’s road cycling, it gets me out 

of breath and is very low impact, but 

I have to be careful when racing. It 

sometimes feels like I’m balancing 

on a knife edge. I take fewer risks 

now than I used to, I know that a 

serious stack could have some pretty 

traumatic effects on my lungs.” 

Will rides at least every other day 

to help fight off lung infection. 

“Some days it’s a 30-minute 

high-intensity turbo session. I ride to 

work twice a week – a hilly 30-mile 

round trip between Huddersfield and 

> Dave Readle 
supports 
Macmillan’s 
Physical Activity 
Campaign, 
macmillan.org.
uk/movemore
 

> Warren appears 
courtesy of 
LifeCycle.org.uk 
– a charity helping 
people combat 
mental illness

> Carl is raising 
awareness for 
Epilepsy Action @
epilepsyevents

> William, thanks 
to the Cystic 
Fibrosis Trust: 
cysticfibrosis.org.
uk 0300 373 1000

> Fiona appears 
courtesy of Breast 
Cancer Care  
breastcancercare.
org.uk
 

> Megan supports 
the Stroke 
Association 
Helpline 0303 
3033 100

Camaraderie 
has an amazing 

effect on how  
I feel, plus  

I’ve lost over  
three stone
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Barnsley – and at weekends I’ll do a 

couple of hours on my own or with 

my wife Lesley one day, then a club 

run on the Sunday. I ride with the 

Huddersfield Star Wheelers and with 

Team CF, based in Barnsley.” 

His most recent competition was 

the British National Hill Climb 

championships. “I finished 108th 

out of 180. I also completed a 10-day 

End-to-End, raising over £3000 for 

the CF Trust. I was coughing for a 

couple of days afterwards but I’m 

proud of those results. I know the 

quality of my life would be much 

worse if I couldn’t ride.”  

Will details what would happen if 

he wasn’t cycling. “Within a couple 

of weeks the inactivity would 

compromise my lung function. I 

would fall victim to the 

slightest infection but 

one that would 

manifest itself in the 

severest form. I’d 

need physiotherapy 

on a daily basis. I 

wouldn’t be able to 

keep my airways clear 

and as a result I’d need 

more frequent hospital 

care. That involves a 

period of weeks on 

extremely strong 

intravenous antibiotics.  

“I’d most likely need to have an 

operation to fit a permanent line in 

my arm or chest to deliver drugs 

more easily. I’d struggle with work 

and might need to quit if it became 

too much. Ultimately, frequent 

chest infections could damage my 

lungs so much that I’d need to be 

placed on a transplant waiting list.”  

Riding his bike means Will doesn’t 

have to face this nightmare scenario. 

S U R V I V O R 
C A R L  F O S T E R                      

A
t 14 Carl Foster was diagnosed 

with epilepsy. “It confirmed the 

episodes that had changed my 

life drastically. It was so severe that 

I wasn’t allowed to leave the house 

alone in case I had an attack. I was 

a teenager, but one who couldn’t 

be independent. It goes against 

everything you naturally want to do 

at that age.”

Carl had to live his life carrying 

out checks and safeguards, 

restricted to where he could go 

and what he could do on his own. 

“Driving was out of the question 

of course and it still is today,” he 

says. As his peers found their own 

way, Carl was restricted to the 

help of others and, when it came 

to exploring the outside world, the 

mercies of public transport. 

Regular monitoring of his 

condition meant that, in time, he 

was able to do more. “I got 

the green light to cycle 

on my own and that 

has helped me create 

a whole new life  

for myself.”

Short rides 

into town, then 

between home and 

college progressed to 

commutes and much 

more. “Today a regular 

week includes three cycle 

commutes to and from 

work – around five miles a 

time, then at the weekend I’ll do 40 

to 50 miles around my home county 

of Yorkshire. You can’t really find 

anything flat, but that’s okay, the 

climbs are a challenge I enjoy.

“In good weather I’ll do another 

20 miles a couple of evenings a 

week. Without cycling I would 

have missed out on some great 

experiences. I cycle with friends, 

I’ve taken part in RideLondon 

(twice), the Great Yorkshire Bike 

Ride and many other sportives.” 

Today, 12 years after not being 

able to leave his own house 

unaccompanied, Carl rides 

whenever he’s able to. “Last year  

I rode through Camino de Santiago 

in northern Spain, cycling first 

thing in the morning and then 

taking a long lunch to avoid the 

heat. The Vuelta a España started 

while we were there and it was great 

to see the pros riding on some of the 

same routes we had tackled only 

days earlier.

“I treasure that experience and 

the rewards riding has given me in 

life. I always make sure I wear my 

helmet and carry identifying 

information that says I have 

epilepsy just in case anything did 

happen. I tend to go out riding with 

friends, except when commuting, 

that’s when I’m solely independent. 

Just myself and the bike, something 

I once feared that I’d never be able 

to say.”  

S U R V I V O R 
F I O N A  J E F F E R S O N                

T
he cancer is in my bones now. 

I’ll never be rid of it so I need to 

live my life to the full. Cycling 

has been a salvation. It has helped 

me psychologically to come to 

terms with my diagnosis and the 

prognosis. It has kept me fit when 

my previous love – running – was 

no longer something my body would 

allow me to enjoy.” 

Fiona speaks to Cycling Plus two 

weeks prior to flying to Vietnam for 

her greatest cycling challenge to 

date. “I’m riding with a friend from 

Ho Chi Minh City in North Vietnam 

to Angkor Wat in Cambodia. I’ll aim 

to cover approximately 500km over 

eight days.”

Although Fiona’s preparation for 

the epic challenge of the Southeast 

Asia excursion has been a focus for 

her cycle training of late, riding the 

bike has been an escape from the 

trials of living with inoperable 

cancer for many years.

“The bike has kept me fit and 

healthy. It’s provided the strength I 

need to deal with treatment and the 

perfect means for me to get out of 

the house and do the exercise I 

love,” says Fiona who, following a 

second breast cancer diagnosis in 

2008 would run events such as the 

Great North Run, between bouts of 

chemotherapy and radiotherapy, to 

raise money for cancer charities. 

“I was told I had breast cancer in 

2004 when my daughter was just 

three years old. I underwent surgery 

and chemotherapy and began 

REAL RIDERS

W I L L  B O Y E S
Cycling helps Will 
prevent serious  
lung infections

I do suffer a lot of discomfort. The cancer 
has affected my pelvis too and some  
days are much tougher than others but 
the bike has been a salvation
Fiona Jefferson



running again, doing various 10ks 

to raise money for cancer research 

and breast cancer care. I learnt that 

I had the BRAC2 gene and in 2008 I 

received that second blow.

“After running the Castle to 

Castle event I suffered severe pain 

in my back and hips, which I put 

down to a trapped nerve.” For three 

months she took strong painkillers 

until further checks revealed 

malignant tumours were causing 

the pain. “I had secondary breast 

cancer in my bones. It was a very 

scary time again.”

Fiona had thrived on the therapy 

that outdoor competition gave her, 

but the pain she felt through the 

impact of running became too much 

for her. 

“I hadn’t really considered 

cycling but just to keep healthy and 

to support my immune system I 

started doing spin classes. Then I 

got a bike and took to the 

roads. I’ve been doing 

around 30km a week 

over the past couple of 

years fairly regularly 

around the roads 

and canal paths of 

Warwickshire. I’ll 

mix it with longer 

rides in preparation 

for the Vietnam to 

Cambodia trek. I’ve been 

testing myself off-road 

too in Scotland and Wales.

“I do suffer a lot of 

discomfort. The cancer has also 

affected my pelvis and some days 

are much tougher than others 

but the bike has been a salvation. 

I can’t get out on it enough. As a 

single parent of a teenage daughter 

finding the time isn’t easy. But 

the quality of life it gives me, the 

opportunity to still fulfil ambitions 

and to remain strong is something 

I’m thankful for. Living with cancer 

is a mental challenge in itself. I get 

on the bike and I get on with life in a 

more positive way.” 

S U R V I V O R
D AV E  R E A D L E                       

D
ave attributes time on his bike as 

giving him courage to continue 

fighting his cancer. “I was 

diagnosed with skin cancer in 2012. 

I’d noticed red marks on my face 

and body. I’d studied overseas when 

I was younger and I was a sucker for 

the sun lounger; it caught up with 

me eventually.” 

Skin cancer hasn’t been the only 

setback Dave has had to contend 

with. “I was a shot putter, and was in 

contention for the Commonwealth 

Games in Manchester in 2002 but I 

ripped my pectoral muscle clean off 

my chest while bench-pressing and 

that was me out.” 

He diverted his athletic ambitions 

towards study and became a sports 

psychologist, eventually joining 

British Cycling under the tutelage of 

sports psychiatrist Dr Steve Peters. 

“When I joined the team I 

started riding. I took some 

stick from the pros 

at first. I had to get 

alongside them and 

get a feel for what it 

all entailed – they 

told me I needed to 

learn to ride a bike 

properly! I kept at 

it and made the 2009 

[paracycling] world 

championships and won 

silver [piloting Simon 

Jackson in the 1km  

tandem TT].” 

In 2010 Dave broke Sir Chris 

Hoy’s longstanding student kilo 

record at the British Universities 

and Colleges Sport Championships 

at the Manchester Velodrome. Then 

he got the diagnosis. 

“The skin cancer has meant 

bouts of treatment that are strength 

sapping but I keep riding – it gives 

me a focus, keeps my fitness up and 

keeps me mentally positive even 

when I’ve faced some personal 

tragedies.” Hospitalisation and 
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Without cycling I would have missed 
out on some great experiences. I’ve 

taken part in RideLondon, the Great 
Yorkshire Bike Ride and sportives

REAL RIDERS

Carl Foster

D A V E  R E A D L E 
From shotputter to 
sports psychologist 

to track cyclist… 



therapy have meant long periods 

of time out from competition, 

but Dave returned for the 2014 

Commonwealth Games as a pilot for 

visually impaired teammate James 

Brown in the paracycling. 

“I was undergoing treatment but I 

decided to defer it because it was the 

opportunity of a lifetime. For years 

I’ve been told I couldn’t do certain 

things, but I’ve learned that it’s all 

about perseverance, taking the 

knocks but never giving up.” 

Megan’s cycling journey looks set to 

take her to Brazil in 2016 and a shot at 

a paracycling gold medal. It’s a long 

way from her journey to an accident 

and emergency ward in Warwick in 

January 2013 after fainting at work. 

“I was getting severe headaches 

prior to that. I had a blood-shot eye 

and a stiff neck on arrival at A&E.” 

An initial brain scan failed to show 

anything more serious, but the 

doctors advised her to stay in for 

further observation and scans. 

“I had further tests and then 

experienced some spasms in the 

hospital. I was then told I had a 

subarachnoid brain haemorrhage, 

in basic terms a stroke,” explains 

Megan, who was just 27 at the time. 

Her condition worsened and she 

was transferred to Birmingham’s 

Queen Elizabeth hospital to undergo 

emergency surgery. As a result of the 

stroke Megan was left with issues 

including paralysis of her right side, 

vision and hearing damage, issues 

with swallowing and memory. 

“It was devastating but I 

remained positive and truly believed 

I would be fine. I was so active prior 

to the stroke. I used to enjoy any 

form of sporting activity, especially 

rugby. That was now impossible. I 

was desperate for the ‘high’ I’d get 

from exercise but my body was 

preventing me from getting it. I’d 

stay at home, scrolling through 

internet pages for inspiration. I 

needed to find a sport I could do as a 

‘less able’ person.” 

Megan had only ever cycled before 

as a child. “I saw what happened at 

the Olympics, and since then. More 

people were cycling, parasport had 

more of a presence and I figured it 

could work for me.” 

She bought a bike, but only stayed 

on it a few minutes at a time before 

falling off. After contacting the 

Stroke Association and explaining 

how she wanted to pursue a dream 

to ride her bike on the roads and to 

become an athlete on two wheels 

she received some help to invest in a 

turbo trainer and rollers. 

It took Megan months to develop a 

technique she was comfortable with 

– some days proved to 

be better than others. 

Since her stroke she 

has also suffered  

with epilepsy. 

“The rollers made  

a huge difference to 

my training and helped in my 

rehabilitation, especially balance, 

coordination and strength. And on 

days when I wanted to ride but was 

struggling with my paralysis the 

static bike work came to my rescue.” 

But as she gained confidence and 

competence the bike came to her 

rescue in a number of ways. “After 

the stroke my relationship with my 

partner broke down, we split up and 

I became very depressed. Getting on 

the bike provided me with a focus 

and, in some ways, an escape.” 

Megan manages much more than 

staying on a bike for a few minutes 

these days. “An average week 

features six days of riding,” she 

says. “That includes ‘effort days’ 

with interval sprints over two hours, 

recovery and distance rides of up to 

30 miles, turbo/rollers work, time 

trials over a 10-mile distance and 

then weekend club rides of anything 

between 40-80 miles.” 

Barely two years since she 

suffered the stroke Megan is now 

racing with the Great Britain 

Cycling Team, working towards and 

preparing for the chance to compete 

at 2016 Paralympics in Rio. “I’ve 

recently moved to Manchester to 

get the routine needed to be a true 

contender as an athlete and give 

everything I can to make it to Rio, I 

am now competing nationally and 

internationally. It really drives me 

to be the best, cycling has helped me 

through such very tough times.”  

Megan scored two fourth places in 

her first world track championships 

in March, and a pair of bronze 

medals on the road at the paracycling 

World Cup in Italy, in June.

M E G A N  G I G L I A 
S U R V I V O R
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We test 16 of the best waterproof jackets ready to tackle the worst wet weather

 RAIN JACKETS
One big problem with being 

an island surrounded by sea 

is that a lot of that water 

ends up sucked into clouds 

then spat onto our heads on 

a regular basis. It can dampen enthusiasm 

for riding and potentially leave you 

dangerously, not just miserably, cold and 

wet. That’s why you’ll find a vast range of 

‘waterproof’ riding jackets, all claiming 

excellent protection and magical sweat 

shifting (or breathability) performance. But 

how do you choose the best one for your 

riding, what performance can you expect 

and is a waterproof really the best answer?

Price is a key aspect. As a rule spending 

more money should get you a more 

protective, faster breathing fabric in a 

jacket with a more complicated, better 

fitting cut. Actual performance for price 

varies though and don’t forget that pockets 

or other features add cost. 

How hot you get and/or hard you ride is 

important. You can get away with a much 

less protective but better breathing shell 

for short, flat-out training rides than a 

steady sportive-style effort. Heavy 

sweaters need better breathability and 

temperature regulation features, while 

more cold-blooded reptilian riders will 

appreciate a better sealed and warmer coat. 

Work out whether you’ll get more use from 

a lightweight packable shell or a bulkier 

coat for better protection.

Finally do you really need a waterproof? 

While performance of ’proofs is gradually 

getting better, even the most expensive 

jackets can’t cope with the sweat of flat-out 

riding and many cheaper jackets don’t feel 

much better than bin liners. Statistically 

you don’t ride in the rain nearly as much as 

you’d think, even during a dodgy summer 

or commuting year. Lighter weight taped 

Windstopper-style shell jackets might  

leak a bit more but they breathe better  

and pack smaller for ‘just in case’ or  

short, fast ride use. While it will absorb 

rain, a windproof softshell with a fast 

wicking thermal backing will generally 

keep you feeling drier and definitely 

warmer than a waterproof shell in  

filthy weather.

If it’s definitely a rainstopper you want, 

we’ve spent all summer storm chasing the 

worst weather (sadly not hard!) to bring you 

our pick of the vast world of waterproofs 

vying to keep you dry. 

FEATURES
Reflective detailing 

is invaluable if 
you’re riding at 
night. Pockets 

can be useful too, 
but inevitably 

add weight and 
cost, which means 
openings that let 
you get to jersey/

jacket pockets 
underneath are 
becoming more 

popular. 

6

WEIGHT AND 
VOLUME

We’ve listed 
the weight and 

compressed volume.  
Anything under 
500ml is an easy 
jersey fit while 

1000ml is going to 
be a proper bulky 

lump sticking out of 
your back pocket.

5

TEMPERATURE 
REGULATION
Excess sweating 
soaks you from 

the inside out, so 
being able to vent 
away body heat 
to keep you cool 

can help perceived 
breathability. Vents 
vary in effectiveness 

and add weight  
and cost.

WATERPROOFING
Different fabrics 
keep out water in 
different ways - 
generally with a 

membrane or a spray 
on DWR treatment. 

Some ‘bead’ 
water off, while 
others ‘wet out’ 

while still staying 
impermeable.

BREATHABILITY
Different fabrics 

have different WVT 
(Water Vapour 

Transmission) rates. 
Wicking describes 

the way fabric sucks 
sweat off your skin 
and spreads it over 
the largest possible 

area to increase 
evaporation or 

breathability rates.

1 2 3

FIT
A close fitting 
jacket is more 

aerodynamically 
efficient and wicks 

sweat faster. 
Extended tails 

increase rear wheel 
spray protection, 
while snug collars 
and cuffs seal out 
weather better. A 
more casual cut 

looks less freaky off 
the bike.

4

GEAR 

GUIDE
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WE SAY 
Snug, minimal pack 
size speed shell with 
good wind protection 

and breathability
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 LOUIS GARNEAU COURSE 
�£89.99 

Weight 290g Volume 700ml  
Sizes XS, S, M*, L, XL, XXL Colour Black

LG’s Course fits great but performance 

isn’t as good. The clever multi-panel cut 

gives a snug but not restrictive fit with tall 

double collar, jersey fabric cuffs and lower 

back-hugging hem with deep silicon 

gripper strip. The relatively casual cut 

won’t cause stares off the bike and it packs 

pretty small. There’s a zipped rear pocket 

and small zipped forearm pocket. Wind 

protection is reasonable and it’s taped for 

waterproofing but the fabric wets out and 

permeates in minutes even when new in 

heavy rain. Skin feel is sticky and 

breathability noticeably limited.

 
 ALTURA 
 PODIUM        

�£99.99
Snug but clammy  
pocket-sized protection 

Weight 200g Volume 500ml Sizes XS, S, M*, 
L, XL, XXL Colours Red/black, green/black

Altura’s Podium jacket is a snug, minimal 
pack size speed shell with surprisingly good 
wind protection and breathability for the 
price, but wear feel and waterproofing leave 
it feeling deceptively clammy. The snug 
double collar and long Neoprene-style cuffs 
trap heat for a sudden jump in temperature 
when you put it on. That’s 
great if you’re caught out 
in a storm and offsets the 
fact that the React fabric 
actually wets out and starts 
seeping water through pretty 
fast. The increased heat and 
tight fit create a clammier 
character than the 
highly breathable fabric 
statistics suggest. Pack 
size and weight are small 
if you do peel it off though.

HIGHS
Impressive warmth 

for weight

LOWS
Clammy 

feel, limited 
waterproofing 

 VERMARC EXTREME RAIN     
�£82.99

Weight 270g Volume 800ml Sizes S, M, L*, 
XL, XXL, XXL, Colour Black 

This Belgium-designed jacket is very 

protective but plasticky in feel and the 

basic cut means trying before you buy is 

crucial. The two-layer microfibre fabric, 

with waterproof zip and tall collar can 

shrug off storms for a prolonged period 

when new. The rubbery inner face feels 

clammy straightaway and you don’t have 

to go hard to start getting damp inside. 

You can pull the Velcro-tabbed cuffs up 

but they’re tight if you do. Otherwise sizing 

is very large, which can mean rear wheel 

spray going up the long but loose fitting 

tail as well as draggy billowing on the bike. 

 ENDURA FS260-PRO  
 ADRENALINE RACE CAPE 

�£64.99

Weight 160g Volume 350ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Black, green, white 

Endura’s pocket packer is protective, 

versatile and good value. The light semi-

transparent fabric wets out immediately 

but it takes a while for the damp to 

percolate through, and it doesn’t sweat too 

much. There’s enough windproofing to 

take the edge off at the start of a ride or if 

the weather turns. The cut relies on fabric 

stretch and is relatively generous with a 

dropped tail and soft wicking collar to 

enhance comfort. Its simple design means 

it packs into a cola can-sized stuff bag. 

BEST
VALUE
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Cycle 40 miles  •  Climb Snowdon  
•  Canoe Llyn Gwynant

For further information and to register 

www.actionforcharity.co.uk
email: events@actionforcharity.co.uk  •  tel: 01590 677854

Snowdonia Charity Challenge is managed by  

Action for Charity on behalf of REGAIN

Registered Charity Number: 1030693

    ction 
for charity

l i f e c h a n g i n g e v e n t s  

Sign up today to secure your place in this famous 

team event. Pay a registration fee of £195 per 

team of 4 and commit to raising funds to improve 

the lives of injured sports men and women.

Snowdonia 
Charity 
Challenge
raising funds to support men and 
women paralysed in sporting accidents

SATURDAY 11 JUNE 2016
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4239KM 
— 9 DAYS 
— 23 HOURS 
— 54 MINUTES
TRANSCONTINENTAL 
RACE WINNER 2015 
Josh Ibbett 



WE SAY
A tall wicking collar 
and tight tail add  

to the feeling  
of snugness

The ASV is identical to the coats worn 
by the Wiggle Honda team, and its 
extremely breathable minimalism makes 
it a potentially versatile bargain, despite 
a basic fit. 

The eVent fabric is super-breathable 
as heat builds up, and while it doesn’t 
shift sweat with the sustained speed of 
the best GoreTex fabric for example, it 
effectively ‘resets’ if you cool down on 
descents so generally feels drier on the 
inside when you’re on the road. Pack size 
and weight are minimal if you need to 

take it off anyway. 
A tall wicking 

collar and tight tail 
add to the feeling 
of snugness. The 
arms are short 
compared to a 
baggy body though 
and while it holds 

Taking care of your 

waterproof 
Considering how 
expensive they are, 
we’re amazed how 
many people chuck 
high performance 
coats in the washing 
basket with their 
smalls or wander 
around with a 
rucksack on and 
then wonder why 
they don’t work 
very well anymore. 
Firstly, you should 
always read the 
laundry label. As 
a rule though, 
more aggressive 
- particularly 

biological - cleaners 
can strip waterproof 
coatings very 
quickly, while 
conditioners can kill 
breathability. So, 
(apart from eVent 
fabrics) we would 
just wipe down with 
clean water. If you 
do have to wash 
your jacket, follow 
any reactivation 
with tumble 
drier, cool iron or 
reproofing spray 
instructions very 
carefully to make 
your investment 
last as long  
as possible. 

INSIDE INFO

  DHB ASV EVENT  
+++++�£99.99 › Very breathable, super-light, packable 
performance bargain

off steady rain, proper storms come 
through surprisingly fast. 

GEAR 

GUIDE

HIGHS
Breathability, size 

and price

LOWS
Short arms, limited 

stormproofing
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 MADISON APEX  
 �£99.99

Weight 370g Volume 1100ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Blue, black, white 

Madison’s pro team-developed Apex is 

bulky but its excellent fit and temperature 

regulating features give impressive long 

ride performance for the price. Fit is snug 

but not restrictive with well sealed cuffs on 

the long arms, tall wicking collar and 

gripper hem. It shrugs off heavy rain when 

new and even the rear pocket gets a 

waterproof zip. Basic fabric breathability is 

okay but the zipped inside-forearm and 

side-of-chest vents, plus a two-way main 

zip and flank exhaust holes hidden under a 

flap, dump body heat really effectively 

without blowing up like a parachute. 

Weight 160g Volume 550ml Sizes S, M*, L, XL, XXL Colour Graphite 

BEST
ON TEST
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Train with Garmin Vector and 
leave your rivals behind 

DON’T RISK IT

TODAY

GET INSURED

Theft, loss, damage, liability

20% DISCOUNTLizzie Armitstead
Cycleplan Ambassador

Think cycle insurance, think

cycleplan.co.uk/cp95
Freephone 08000 92 92 68 Quote CPAD915

*0% APR available on all policies with an annual premium of over £20.

Terms and conditions apply. Policy wording available on request. Cycleplan is a trading name of

JRW Group Services Ltd which is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Pay monthly 0% APR*

Multi bike policy
���������1DWLRQZLGH�μDW�UDWH
    Lowest price promise



WE SAY
A tall lined collar  
and a full bum-

wrapping tail stop 
gusts and gaps

 
 SANTINI   
 GWALCH        

�£99.99
Comfortable but not 
stormproof softshell 

Weight 320g Volume 1200ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL, XXXL Colours Red, black

Santini’s Gwalch soft stretch shell copes 
okay with sweat but is less convincing when 
the clouds open. A tall lined collar and a full 
bum-wrapping tail stop gusts and gaps but 
arm length is adequate not generous so it 
suits a more upright rather than stretched 
riding position. Dotted cuffs add signalling 
visibility and there’s an open inner chest 
pocket and zipped rear pocket, but they add 
weight and bulk. Breathability and skin feel 
is good but quoted waterproofing stats are 
the lowest on test so unsurprisingly it wets 
out and soaks through very quickly in heavy 
weather. Drying is slow too so it’s cold even 
after the rain stops.

GEAR 

GUIDE
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 DARE2BE AEP CHASER 
�£100 

Weight 450g Volume 1100ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL, XXXL Colour Red/black 

The AEP Chaser is loaded with features 

but the fabric is only adequate. The cowled 

Neoprene-style cuffs scoop onto the back 

of your hand and tighten with bellows-

style zips. The fleece lined collar gets an 

extra seal flap and the elasticated tail is 

long. This means minimal gusts and gaps 

in the windproof protection, and the back 

is stretchy to stop billowing when you’re 

tucked. The ARED V02 fabric isn’t 

particularly breathable or waterproof so 

sweat build up and soak-through are swift. 

The back panel stays damp and cold and 

the jacket’s bulk make carrying awkward.

 NORTHWAVE PRO TECH  
�£124.99 

Weight 270g Volume 700ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colour Black 

Northwave’s Pro Tech is well shaped but 

fabric performance is poor for the price. As 

you’d expect for a ‘Pro’ jacket it’s cut for 

crouching with a tall collar, stretch side 

panels and a separate mid-back panel to 

give a great tail-hugging shape. The 

sleeves aren’t so sorted, with baggy upper 

arms but brutally tight elastic cuffs. While 

the grid print inside helps wick sweat over 

a wide area it feels clammy as soon as you 

pick up the pace. It’s below par in terms of 

outside to inside protection too, wetting 

out and starting to feel damp after just a 

few minutes of medium strength rainfall.

 PEARL IZUMI ELITE WXB  
�£149.99 

Weight 330g Volume 700ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Green, blue, black 

The Elite is a super high-vis breath of 

fresh air for sweaty riders after maximum 

safety. The fabric has a soft-on-skin feel 

and breathability is great so you’ll stay dry 

and comfortable, unless you’re really 

pushing yourself. A sealed tall collar stops 

drips and draughts and the loose elastic 

wrists can be pulled up to vent. It wets out 

fairly quickly in heavy rain but copes with 

lighter rain and showers. PI’s BioViz design 

uses contrast fluororescent ‘directional 

hazard’ panels and quality reflective 

material for maximum eyecatching safety 

in traffic and it packs down small.

HIGHS
Soft feel, decent 

breathability

LOWS
Limited 

waterproofing, 
high bulk
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WE SAY
One of the few  

jackets that managed 
to keep out August’s 

torrential storms

 
 POLARIS    
 FUSE        

�£119.99
Practical, properly 
waterproof and well priced

Weight 350g Volume 1000ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Green/black, cyan/black

The highly protective and practical Fuse 
is worth breaking the £100 barrier for. It 
was one of the few jackets that managed to 
keep out August’s torrential storms during 
testing. The tall collar, long tail and elastic 
loop and extended sleeves stopped water 
sneaking in through gaps and earned it 
‘properly waterproof’ status. Breathability 
is good enough to cope with a decent work 
rate and it doesn’t feel overly clammy. Two 
generous back pockets are supplemented 
with zipped tail and inside chest pockets for 
valuables. The non-stretch fabric is noisy, 
not very aero and relatively bulky but it’s 
already a foul weather favourite.

GEAR 

GUIDE
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 BONTRAGER VELOCIS  STORM  
 SHELL �£150.00 

Weight 380g Volume 900ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Firebrand, yellow, black 

Bontrager’s new snug fitting softshell is 

great to wear and protective, but is weighty 

for its minimal design and chilly when wet. 

The soft cloth feels good against skin and 

the stretch fit is unrestrictive. It’s 

impressively breathable, so you have to 

work reasonably hard to make it damp and 

it dissipates quickly if you back off. While it 

wets out quickly it takes sustained heavy 

rain to soak through. Long drying time can 

suck an uncomfortable amount of body 

heat away and the open collar can be 

draughty. It’s bulky despite just a single 

chest pocket and elasticated cuffs and tail.    

 GORE 30TH ANNIVERSARY  
 OXYGEN 2.0 �£219.99 

Weight 340g Volume 1100ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Black, red/black 

Gore’s 30th Anniversary present is an 

outstanding performer if you can afford it. 

Fit is pure performance with extended, 

bellows zipped reflective Neoprene-style 

cuffs, spiral cut arms, slim body with 

extended tail and tall collar with extra nape 

flap. Zipped tail slashes allow easy access 

to pockets. Complete waterproofing of the 

Gore-Tex Active fabric is ‘money back’ 

guaranteed, and it’s extremely windproof. 

It’s also Gore’s most breathable waterproof 

fabric, only steaming up slightly more than 

eVent and NeoShell when you’re working 

hard. It’s a bulky parcel to pocket though.

 7MESH RE:GEN       
�£238.99 

Weight 290g Volume 850ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL Colours Black, blue 

7Mesh Inc is a new brand but its premium 

performance clothing experience is shown 

in this effective and versatile jacket. Casual 

styling hides spiral Helix sleeves with 

stretch cuff inserts and bellows zips for 

close but unrestrictive fit and ventilation, 

with a fleece-lined collar and dropped tail. 

The windproof Gore-Tex Active fabric is 

guaranteed to be waterproof. Open rear 

‘gills’ allow jersey pocket access and 

exhaust hot air and enhance already good 

breathability. It’s got its own zipped stash 

pocket but minimal seams and taping 

mean it’s just about pocketable. 

HIGHS
Properly 

waterproof, decent 
storage, fit

LOWS
Bulky, noisy,  

non aero 
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SEPTEMBER

sabbathbicycles.co.uk

british designed titanium bicycles

Ride

Sport Road � Adventure � Commute. All seasons!  

Book your test ride now and ride a Sabbath September

Sabbath September

from £1,999

Sabbath September AR-1 Disc 

from £2,399



GEAR 

GUIDE

WE SAY
Breathability is 

excellent in dry or  
wet conditions so 
works fine as a 

windproof

 CASTELLI 
TEMPESTA  
 RACE �

£290 Sweet-fitting posh 
weather proofing 

Weight 300g Volume 700ml Sizes S, M*, L, 

XL, XXL, XXXL Colour Grey

Castelli’s new Tempesta is more 
breathable, packable and waterproof than 
its legendary Gabba. The ultra-light eVent 
fabric is soft and silky. Breathability is 
excellent in dry or wet conditions so works 
fine as a windproof. Neat magnetically 
captured drawcord cuffs, a tall wicking 
collar and super-long bum-hugging tail 
give impressive sealing. There are two big 
rear pockets and it packs down okay. 
Heavy rain can seep through even when 

new though and 
eVent needs more 
TLC over time. The 
main zip jams on its 
backing flap 
frequently and the 
fabric is worryingly 
fragile given the 
excessive cost. 

HIGHS
Outstanding 

breathability and 
‘invisible’ comfort

LOWS
Fragility, sticky  

zip, price

VERDICT 
 

Terms like waterproofing and 
breathability are so vague and general 
understanding so limited that some 
manufacturers proudly quote dreadful 
performance figures even in premium 
priced jackets. Some jackets fit and feel 
like they were ‘designed’ in five minutes 
or have ‘clever’ features added without 
being tested on the bike. That means 
you’ll see a lot more could-do-better 
scores in this test than normal. 

If you’re short on money and ride 
time Endura’s FS260-Pro Adrenaline 

Race Cape is versatile, packable and 
more protective than you’d expect, to 
win our value award. The extra 
reflectivity and extended protection of 
Gore’s 30th Anniversary Oxygen 2.0 

give it the most wanted win. The overall 
win was a mid-pack tussle involving 
DHB and its breathable eVent jacket 
and Polaris with its more protective and 
sturdy Fuse but the excellent fit and 
comfort of Madison’s Apex stood out 
during max heart rate power hours or 
days touring the Dales.  
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SUGOI RSE NEOSHELL  
�£259.99 

Weight 410g Volume 1100ml Sizes S, M*, L, 
XL, XXL Colours Black, red

Sugoi’s casually styled RSE jacket is 

breathable and tough but expensive, heavy 

and suffers from irritating details. 

Polartec’s NeoShell fabric transfers hot air 

and moisture at a lower pressure so it 

breathes better and feels cooler than any 

other jacket here. It beads off downpours 

well at first, but it’s not as waterproof as 

Gore-Tex in sustained rain. The arm cut is 

tight and short in a tuck and the offset 

main zip leaves the front flap banging on 

your throat and chin when open. Zipped 

rear pocket openings are tight with winter 

gloves and it’s bulky when bundled too. *
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TRAINER 
 & SIMULATOR

Video
Routes

3D Real
Weather

Velodrome
Games

3D World + 500,000
 routes

Multi-player

bkool.com

INSTEAD

OF  £24 

£0.99

3 MONTHS

PREMIUM FOR

AVAILABLE IN STORES



Find your Funkier stockist at- www.bob-elliot.co.uk

or contact us below-

sales@bob-elliot.co.uk, TEL- 01772459887

 



BIKE TEST

 H
arrogate has become an epicentre for bike riding 

since it hosted a stage finish of the Tour De 

France, and the conductor of the rattle-can train 

across the flatlands from York is clearly used to 

pedal powered passengers. The fat tyres, multiple 

bags and rugged look of the Genesis Vagabond are 

attracting more attention than the traditional 

pannier-loaded, coach line-painted Ridgeback Panorama. 

As designated driver of the Genesis for the first section 

of our deliberately intertwined double helix route I’m the 

one fielding the most questions from people taking their 

minds off the rain running down the windows. “Where 

are you going?” “How far is it?” “Are you sleeping 

rough?” “Where did you get the bike?’ And most 

frequently of all, “What sort of bike is that?” It’s a valid 

question and, to be honest, I’m not entirely sure myself. 

The tubes sticking out from the bundles of Alpkit luggage 

are skinny steel and covered with the cargo-carrying lugs 

and bosses that make long distance riders lick their lips. 

The throat gusseted steel frame seems to have come 

straight out of the 1980s and even the cable adjuster 

barrels are corrosion-resistant brass. 

There’s a lot about the steeply sloped top-tube, flared 

drop bar and fat tyres that remind me of the first 

experimental ‘All Terrain’ bikes of that era too. Not the 

racy Raleigh of US showman John Tomac, but UK pioneers 

like the English Cycles Rattus or modified Muddy Foxes. 

Even the bar end gear shifters are a transmission 

throwback to the days before indexed gears. The 29er 

wheelsize is definitely modern, as are the disc brakes. 

BIT OF                  ROUGH
How does the new breed  
of ‘adventure’ bikes 
compare to a traditional 
tourer? We head deep 
into the Yorkshire Dales 
on affordable examples 
of each to find out

WOR DS  GU Y KESTEV EN

 PHOTOGR A PH Y  MICH A EL KIR K M A N
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In contrast the Ridgeback is as traditional as 

its midnight blue and gold paintjob. Cantilever 

brakes and a wide range triple chainset-driven 

transmission provide the stop and go. There are 

three bottle cages on its Reynolds steel frame, a 

rear rack as standard and you even get a full size 

frame pump pegged onto the offside seatstay. 

It’s the full mudguards that fellow rider Ben is 

looking smug about as we splash through not so 

summery puddles, retracing the line of the 

railway back north to join the cycle path towards 

the Dales.

Handle with care
We’re already noticing big differences between 

the bikes’ handling. The couple of clunks up and 

down small kerbs has highlighted the contrast 

between the two tyre setups when it comes to 

absorbing shock. We’re deliberately running 

low pressures in the big WTB tyres of the 

Genesis, but the way it sucks up bumps, humps 

and holes is hovercraft-like in its impact 

ignorance. In contrast, the tough Continental 

tyres of the Ridgeback thump across edges, with 

the Thule panniers amplifying each bump like a 

pair of drums. The first handling challenge 

proves more tricky on the traditional tourer too. 

It’s only a short shallow climb with a 

staggered anti-motorbike gate, but the rearward 

turning centre shift of the Ridgeback is 

immediately noticeable, and Ben wobbles as the 

Thule panniers squeeze through the gap like a 

fat feline through a cat flap. There’s a lot of flop 

and wobble as he tips the bike sideways to 

leverage the gear like you would on an unloaded 

bike. We rapidly learn that this is a bike to keep 

upright and spin the pedals Froome-style rather 

than dance up climbs like Contador. What’s 

surprising is that the Vagabond wobbles and 

sways much less out of the saddle, despite all 

the weight being carried higher up on the bike. 

There’s nothing low down to catch the metal 

moped-stopping hoops either, so I shimmy 

down the slope on the far side as easily as I got 

up the nearside. 

Back on the flat of the disused railway track 

the Ridgeback is clearly the express train of the 

pair, holding speed with ease while the fat tyres 

of the Genesis bounce and buzz in its wake. Ben 

seems to be shifting around a lot on the 

Panorama’s saddle to find a comfortable spot 

while the Vagabond glides along like a luggage-

draped limousine. 

Harrogate’s houses soon peel away to the left 

as we dodge dog walkers towards a viaduct high 
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VP headset, alloy 
seatpost, 

Ridgeback saddle, 
chromoplastic 

mudguards, alloy 
rear rack, three 
bottle cages and 

pump

HIGHS
Good value, fully 

equipped, classically 
styled, quality steel 

road tourer

LOWS
Sturdy frame and 

tyres can be jarring 
on rougher roads

 
BUY IF

You want a classic 
tourer for road and 
cycle track roaming

SPECIFICATION
Weight  

13.54kg (L)
Frame Reynolds 

725 chrome 
molybdenum steel
Fork Triple-butted 

chrome 
molybdenum steel
Gears Shimano XT 
11-34 rear mech 
with Sora front 

mech and shifters, 
Alivio triple 

chainset
Brakes Shimano 

BR-CX50 
cantilevers

Wheels Alex DH19 
rims, Shimano 

Deore hubs
Finishing kit 

Ridgeback 115mm 
stem, 440mm bar, 

RIDGEBACK PANORAMA £1149



The big  
pillowy tyres of  

the Genesis make 
progress a lot
more pleasant

above a wooded gorge. Skinny singletrack 

vanishing into the trees calls out to the 

mountain biker in me and when I content 

myself with a couple of off-piste swoops where 

the gravel trail allows the Vagabond seems 

equally keen to explore more feral route options. 

It’s not until we’re past the Tour De France 

monument, tall-walled castle and postcard 

pretty estate village of Ripley that Ben and I part 

company experimentally for the first time. As 

he glides away up the silk-smooth Nidderdale 

Greenway following the line of a Roman road, I 

peel northwards up a gravel road climb on a 

permissive bridleway short cut. I’ve actually 

done this track before on a conventional road 

bike with 28mm tyres as part of the Scotton 100 

Roubaix-style race so I know it’s navigable on 

any sort of bike. There’s no doubt that the big 

pillowy tyres of the Genesis make progress a lot 

more pleasant and I’m surprised how fast I’ve 

got used to the bar end shifters to knock me 

down a few gears. 

I know Ben is spinning up a similar hill just to 

the east but after we drop down and I head off 

road again up a grassy farm track I don’t see him 

as our routes briefly intersect again. I keep 

taking the direct route past a dairy, more farm 

tracks and even a small wood near the weird 

stone stacks of Brimham rocks before it’s 

suddenly obvious I’m in the Dales. Well, pedants 

will point out that Nidderdale is actually an Area 

of Outstanding Natural Beauty just outside the 

Yorkshire Dales National Park, but the moors 

above the steep-sided valley heading north 

certainly look Dalesy to me. 

My more direct route has obviously been 

quicker than Ben’s more Etch a Sketch road plot 

as it’s me waiting for a bit at the first 

BIKE TEST



rendezvous and swap-over point. It sounds like 

he’s had fun on the rise and fall roads round 

Fountain’s Abbey, so we double check the next 

phase of the route and go our separate ways.

Split personalities
I can see why Ben was shuffling about like a dog 

with worms as I try and find a happy place on 

the centre-holed saddle, and having got used to 

fat-tyre comfort and disc brake-control the 

narrower reinforced rubber and wooden feeling 

cantilever brakes of the Ridgeback are a shock. 

It’s a heavier bike to get going too, and my first 

over exuberant out of the saddle climb attempt 

shows the need to apply power more carefully. 

In fact the wobble-amplifying effect of the 

panniers nearly stuffs me straight into a hedge 

so I settle down into a seated spin. 

The STI levers and triple chainset make 

finding the right ratio remarkably easy after the 

retro shifters and double chainset of the 

Genesis and I’m soon ticking off the villages 

northwards with effortless ease. Ben’s delayed 

appearance at our next designated swap point 

in the beautiful brewery town of Masham 

suggests his off-piste route wasn’t as easy. He’s 

rattling on excitedly about middle of nowhere 

trails with curlew soundtracks and little valleys 

of dark loamy woods, which underlines the fact 

that it’s the journey that’s as important as the 

getting there when it comes to touring. 

We regroup to swap again on the 

spectacularly arse-worn steps of the medieval 

market cross in Masham to plot our next 

divergent route selection and it’s the biggest 

difference in our rides so far. Ben is reversing 

the first stage route of the 2014 Tour De France 

north on one of the few A-roads in the area. I’m 

taking a punt on a side spur of the already 

remote valley of Colsterdale, and as I climb up 

an old mining track on the Genesis it’s all 

smugness and smoothness as the Vagabond 

sucks up the gravel and sand surface with ease. 

As the bridleway dwindles into narrow sheep 

track the ride becomes an enjoyable challenge 

as the ribbon of heather-hidden trail bobs and 

weaves ahead of my handlebar cargo roll and 

the flared bar and big tyres give me a surprising 

amount of control. It isn’t long before the 

optimistic dashed line of the bridleway only 

exists in the minds of Ordnance Survey though 

and I’m soon off and pushing through 

increasingly deep heather. I pull out my  

phone in the hope the GPS will put me back  

on track, but apparently I’m in the right place 

so trudging through the drizzle on a compass 

bearing towards the top of the moor is my  

only option. 

While the sleeping bag on the bar gives me a 

literal safety blanket, each stumble down an 

unseen hole or ankle-twinging trip on a rock 

underlines how vulnerable I am out on my own, 

even on a very domesticated definition of 

wilderness. As my shins get increasingly 

scratched and my socks get soggy I’m picturing 

BIKE TEST

The  
Ridgeback’s 

STI levers and  
triple chainset make 

finding the right  
ratio remarkably  

easy
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Ben well past Jervaulx Abbey and quite possibly 

taking rain refuge in the ice cream parlour down 

the road. 

Just when I start to wish I was chewing the 

chilled cud with him I finally catch sight of a 

distant dry stone wall line, sheltering the 

double track descent down into West Scrafton. 

It’s exactly the soft grass, sheep track surfing 

lift I need to restore my spirit of adventure and I 

couldn’t care less that Ben has been waiting at 

Middleham for a while as we make another 

market cross rendezvous.

Judging by how keen he is to swap bikes he’s 

equally eager to escape the road rattle of the 

Ridgeback in favour of the soft tyres and 

securely strapped soft luggage of the Genesis. 

To prove the point it’s not long before he dives 

off onto another bridleway, but as I take a quick 

map break in the beautiful dale-naming village 

of Wensley the sun comes out, my jacket comes 

off and I realise the Panorama and I are 

becoming good pals too. I’ve found a comfy spot 

on the saddle and adjusted to the different 

rhythm and ride balance that panniers bring. 

While today is all about experience not speed, 

the difference between perceived and actual 

speed on the two bikes is very interesting. On 

freewheeling glides on smooth roads the 

Ridgeback has the edge, but when I briefly 

headset, alloy 
seatpost, Genesis 

MTB saddle

HIGHS
Charismatically 
comfortable and 

impressively capable 
go-anywhere 
adventurer 

LOWS
Mountain bike tyres 
are slower rolling on 

smooth roads

BUY IF
You want an  
enjoyable but 

affordable Sherpa for 
limitless exploring

SPECIFICATION
Weight  

12.47kg  (M)
Frame Genesis 
Mjolnir steel

Fork Chromoly 
steel disc

Gears Shimano 
Deore 11-36, 

40-28 chainset
Brakes TRP Spyre 

disc 
Wheels Alex Volar 

tubeless-ready 
rims, Formula hub 
(F),  Joytech disc 

hub (R)
Finishing kit 

Genesis 110mm 
stem, Rando X 

flared 400mm bar, 

GENESIS VAGABOND £999.99 
The Dales Bike Centre sits 

just south of Reeth in a 

superb network of Tour De 

France-approved roads and 

old mining tracks that 

owner Stu knows like the 

back of his hand. There’s a 

fully equipped workshop, 

well stocked shop and hire 

fleet for your biking needs, 

a superb cafe to satisfy  

your belly and bunk bed 

accommodation for when 

you’ve finished staring at 

the sunset and the stars. 

That makes it the perfect 

destination, mid-ride 

stopover or base for a break 

whether you’re gunning a 

road race bike round the 

Dales Jens Voigt-style or 

vanishing into the back of 

beyond on something like 

the Vagabond.

dalesbikecentre.co.uk 

01748 884908

Dales Bike Centre
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swap back onto the Genesis up the steepening 

climb to the stunning Castle Bolton I’m 

surprised with the way the buoyant bounce of 

the big tyres and skinny, curving steel frame 

keep pace with the firmer feeling Panorama. 

With all the current research pointing to bigger, 

smoother tyres rolling better than harder, 

narrower ones this might be the ultimate 

expression of the potential plump rubber gains. 

God’s own county
I’m definitely glad of the crawler gears of the 

Ridgeback as the road to Reeth kicks up on the 

last climb of the day. Without having to grind 

and curse I can fully appreciate the stunning 

views of Wensleydale scrolling away to the east. 

Even the return to constant drizzle can’t 

dampen the joy of tapping out a tempo in direct 

connection with this wonderful landscape, not 

separated by a sheet of glass, a contour-erasing 

engine or distracted by the need to dodge rocks 

or nurse steering across slithering scree. I can 

actually see the luminous dot of Ben on the 

gravel ribbon of the Apedale road behind and 

below me, so I pause on the lip of Swaledale to 

drink in the day. With comedy clichéd timing 

the clouds break and bathe the vale ahead in 

glorious late day sunshine, picking out Reeth 

and the brooding hills around in HD colour. I 

roll down towards the Dales Bike Centre on 

perfect curving roads, the Ridgeback showing 

impressive balance as I let it run between the 

apexes, even if I’d probably add a low rider rack 

and smaller panniers to spread the load myself.

Ben’s grinning from ear to ear as he gallops 

down towards me on a diagonal bridleway, 

dodging old mineshaft heads and deep wheel-

eating rain ruts. He’s literally buzzing with 

descriptions of how a brief lost moment 

following the wrong sheep track was sweetened 

by the sound of bees the second the sun broke 

through like some biblical epic, with Swaledale 

as our promised land. 

It’s not long before he peels off again to make 

the most of the final chance of some singletrack 

descent into Grinton, proof if any more were 

needed that he’s loving the total trail freedom 

the big 29er tyres are giving him. For me it’s a 

final ‘Shut up luggage’ over the same cattle grid 

that Jens Voigt stormed over solo 13 months ago 

before a brief pause staring into the crystal clear 

waters of the Swale surging under the ancient 

bridge as I wait for Ben to catch up. Just to prove 

a point he ducks onto the permissive path the 

other side of the dry stone wall for the last few 

hundred metres to the Dales Bike Centre. 

Owners Stuart and Brenda Price are used to 

people arriving speaking in rapturous tongues 

about the beauty of this landscape, and it’s easy 

to see why Stu never left after setting up a bike 

hire business 20 years ago. With bike shop, 

superb coffee, homemade cake and killer local 

bacon butties waiting in the two converted 

barns it’s the perfect cycling oasis in what has 

to be one of Britain’s most perfect cycling areas. 

As Ben and I sup a brew we compare notes on 

the day behind us, it’s clear both bikes have 

their pros and cons. The Panorama is the easier 

mile eater, with fast but sturdy tyres and gears 

to spare on every gradient, weight low for 

stability and full mudguard puddle ignorance. 

Its occasionally blunt ride feel, chuntering 

panniers and numb brakes are a far cry from the 

playful buoyancy, soft-bagged silence and disc 

brake control of the Vagabond. 

While the route choice has meant the 

Vagabond has generally got to each swap  

point second, its easy speed when we’ve  

shared the road has surprised us and we’ve  

even got used to the bar tip shifters. There’s 

nothing to stop you sticking thinner tyres or 

racks on the Genesis and while you can go most 

places on 32mm touring tyres, it’s more fun on 

a 53mm mountain bike tyre. 

It’s our various off-road adventure anecdotes 

that dominate the conversation in the pub  

later and as we shovel down cereal before our 

bacon butties appear the next morning, and the 

map shows far more bridleway than road 

options for the return leg. As Stu asks us  

about the bikes Ben sums it up neatly: “I’d 

happily get old riding the Genesis anywhere  

I fancied, whereas the Ridgeback makes me  

feel a bit old already.” 

The Panorama 
is the easier mile 

eater, with fast but 
sturdy tyres and gears  

to spare on every  
gradient

BIKE TEST



BBBCYCLING.COM

HELMETS

ICARUS / BHE-05

When it comes to road helmets, I 

accept no compromises. The constant 

urge for aerodynamic helmets makes 

riders forget they need ventilation for 

optimum performance. This is where 

the Icarus comes in; compact enough 

to be aero and an open design for 

perfect ventilation. And on top of 

that? It looks great!

FOR THE FULL STORY, CHECK:

BBBCYCLING.COM/BIKE-WEAR/HELMETS/BHE-05

WHERE 
AERODYNAMICS 
AND 
THERMODYNAMICS 
COME TOGETHER.

Thibaut Pinot

Team FDJ





 DISC-READY   
 WHEELSETS
With pro teams now testing disc brakes, it’s time to 
put the top disc brake-ready wheelsets to the test

For the past year wheel 

companies have been 

running round like 

headless chickens, pretty 

much failing to produce any 

decent wheels that represent real 

upgrades for disc-braked bikes. As wheels 

are so crucial to a bike’s  ride quality and 

responsiveness that was a real sticking 

point for disc brake bike evolution. Even 

Shimano didn’t have a wheel for ages and 

when it appeared it was heavier than their 

mountain bike options. Other brands still 

use their standard rims rather than a 

lighter disc-specific rim, often matched 

to simple, overly heavy disc hubs that 

lacked easily swappable axles.  

We’re not really sure why, as wider, 

700c compatible tubeless rims and 

versatile disc brake hubs in sub-1600g 

wheelsets have been available for 29in 

wheeled mountain bikes for years. It’s as 

if some road wheel designers deliberately 

ignored what may have been happening 

just a couple of desks away. The upgrade 

situation wasn’t helped when the first 

complete disc-braked bikes from Giant, 

Specialized and others came with 

impressive own-brand wheels. Cue the 

moment when we ‘upgraded’ a Giant  

Defy with a £1500 carbon wheelset and 

found we’d only trimmed 60g – and lost 

rim width and slowed freehub reaction 

speed. Thankfully for us, 2015 has seen  

a dramatic improvement in the quality  

of some wheels at both ends of the  

price spectrum.

Because they don’t have to worry about 

the heat or friction created by a rim brake, 

disc rims can be made lighter but stronger 

than conventional rims. Spoking patterns 

have been altered to cope with different 

braking forces. And the fact that different 

axles mean swappable end caps or 

changeable axles is an advantage too. 

That’s because their larger diameter 

bearings mean larger diameter hubs and 

shorter spokes. That in turn creates a 

stronger wheel that the screw-in axles 

attach to your frame more securely. A 

win-win.

Best of all, because getting it right is 

more about smart design than expensive 

components, some of the best wheels here 

- and our overall winner - cost much less 

than you might think.   

RIM

A disc rim doesn’t 
need a braking 

surface but many 
wheels still use 

conventional rims 
for convenience. 
Wider rims that 
add volume and 
support bigger 

tyres are becoming 
more common, 

which is great for 
ride quality and 

confident handling. 
Deeper rims can 
also add an aero 

advantage. 

FREEHUB

The quicker a 
freehub engages, 

the faster and 
more responsive 
the wheel will 

feel. Steel freehub 
bodies resist 
scarring and 

sticking better. 

AXLE

Being able to use 
different axles 

makes sense with 
frame standards 
in such a state of 
flux, but some 
conversion kits 

work better than 
others.

HUBS

Disc hubs use a six-
bolt rotor fixing or 
Shimano’s splined 
Centerlock, which 
you can get six-
bolt adaptors for. 

You’ll find 
variations in shape 

and diameter.

SEALING

Tubeless finally 
looks like becoming 
the next big thing, 
especially if you’re 

using bigger 
tyres on rougher 
surfaces. Sealing 
levels range from 
fully airtight rims 
or hard rim strips 
with pre-installed 

valves, through 
tubeless tape in the 
spares bag to just 
a more secure rim 

edge for DIY sealing 
using a kit.

 GEAR 

GUIDE

2

 4

1

 5

BUILD

Today’s machine-
built wheels  

are more durable 
than they used  
to be, even if  

they can’t quite 
match the 

durability of a 
handbuilt wheel.

 3

6
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JRA 
 JAWBONE 
 DISC LITE

�£380
Handbuilt in Yorkshire at a 
too-good-to-be-true price

HIGHS
Superb ride quality 

and versatility

LOWS
Not the lightest 

option 

GEAR 

GUIDE

Weight 795/865g  Width 19/23.5mm 
Depth 26mm  Rim material Aluminium 

Sheffield-based custom wheelbuilder 

JRA also produces these disc-specific 
off-the-peg wheels, whose Pacenti SL25 
rims are very wide for a much fatter, more 
stable tyre shape. They come with tubeless 
tape for secure low-pressure running (with 
tubeless valves £11 a pair). This gives them 
a super-smooth flow, and they zip around 
corners and accelerate almost as well as 
the carbon wheels here. The outstanding 
handbuilt quality and premium Sapim CX- 
Ray spokes haven’t flinched during testing, 
removing our initial worries about alloy 
nipples, and JRA – Just Riding Along – also 
offers a free re-truing service. We found 
the Bitex hubs bombproof too. You can 
specify axle type and rim graphics colour 
when ordering.

FULCRUM RACING SPORT DISC      
�£164.99

Weight 830/1080g  Width 16.5/21.5mm 
Depth 27.5mm  Rim material Aluminium 

Fulcrum’s new budget disc wheels offer a 

tight, tough ride with good looks all at a 

very attractive price. Their mid-width 

asymmetric rim can take a battering 

without complaining and the straight-

gauge, straight-pull spokes and block 

flange hubs offer taut tracking and precise 

braking. Fulcrum bearings are typically 

smooth and the steel freehub won’t scar 

with cheaper separate cog cassettes, but 

their hefty weight and a long pause before 

the freehub engages mean acceleration is 

poor. While front wheels are available in 

fixed quick-release or 15mm format, it’s 

quick-release only for the rear.

SUPERSTAR ARC 31 DISC  
�£249.99

Weight 890/1040g  Width 18.5/23.5mm 
Depth 31mm  Rim material Aluminium 

If you’re not weight obsessive, Superstar’s 

bombproof workhorses have amazing 

long-term back-up for the price. The wide 

Arc rims make 25mm plus tyres noticeably 

fatter and they’re tubeless ready. Weight 

definitely dulls acceleration and climbing 

enthusiasm, but they hold speed once 

they’re rolling. They’re very well built in 

Britain with Sapim’s Race spokes and 

Polyax nipples and while we’ve never had 

to call on it, they come with free re-truing 

for life. We’ve never had any issues using 

these off road for years, their SKF bearing 

Switch hubs are versatile and 11-speed 

road compatibility is imminent.

HUNT 4 SEASON DISC      
�£349

Weight 730/890g  Width 16/21mm 
Depth 27mm  Rim material Aluminium

Hunt’s 4 Seasons are great value all-

rounders that are crammed full of features. 

The semi-aero disc-specific rims aren’t that 

wide but they support 25 and 28mm tyres 

well and are even okay with fatter cyclo-

cross rubber. The ride is taut and responsive 

but not harsh. Brass nipples, triple-butted 

Sandvik spokes and a steel freehub 

reinforcement increase longevity, and our 

test set remained unscathed after long-

term ’cross battering. They have Centerlock 

splines with six-bolt adaptors, and 

changeable rear axles to fit all bikes. They 

come with tubeless tape and valves, and 

Schwalbe One tyres can be added for £90.

WE SAY
JRA’s British-made 

wheels overcome their 
modest price to deliver 
a stunning all-round 

performance
 

BEST
VALUE

BEST
ON TEST



SAVE ON YOUR WINTER  
CYCLING TR AINING!

       £50  
    SAVING
            ON YOUR  

            BOOKING!

• Book before 30/9/15

• Offer applies to bookings of one bedroom  
 apartments and one bedroom suites of at  
 least 7 nights

• You must stay between 26/11/15-16/12/15  
 or 7/1/16-3/2/16

• Applies to new bookings only

• Cannot be combined with any other offer

Book online at www.clublasanta.co.uk and  
use the promo code CLSCP15

C Y C L I N G  P L U S  T R A V E L

Save £50 per booking when you book your training  
week at Club La Santa in Lanzarote this winter

CLUB LA SANTA in Lanzarote is the World’s 

number 1 sports and activity holiday resort.

It is well liked by famous cyclists and 

regularly a winter training camp venue of top 

professional teams.

By booking a stay at Club La Santa, you can 

join in some of the organised rides taking 

place during the week, opt to join a planned 

training camp (at extra charge) or arrange 

your own training camp with friends or club 

mates.

We are offering you the chance to save £50 

per week per apartment off the current online 

prices when you book your trip before the end 

of September.  

To qualify for you discount, you need to 

organise your stay between the following 

dates: 26th November and 16th December 

R
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 SHIMANO 
 RX830         

�£849.95
Shimano’s Ultegra-level 
disc wheels 

HIGHS
Solid, surefooted 

and potentially very 
durable

LOWS
Weight, bearings, 

engagement

Weight 845/1015g  Width 17/22mm 
Height 32/34mm  Rim material Carbon/alu 

These disc wheels are proper workhorses 
but disappointing performers. The carbon-
wrapped alloy rims are tubeless ready and 
wide enough to comfortably support ’cross 
tyres and add volume to 25-28mm wide 
tyres. The steel freehub is bombproof, the 
wheels are impressively stiff and strong 
and even coped with tandem rides during 
testing. Which is all good. But the rims’ 
carbon skin is very easy to damage and the 
adjustable bearings need regular TLC to 
keep them tight and running smoothly. 
The slow freehub reaction and high weight 
also make them feel horribly sluggish and 
unresponsive, and they’re also quick-
release only, rounding up a surprisingly 
disappointing package from Shimano.

HALO DEVAURA DISC 
�£459.99

Weight 790/900g  Width 18/23.5mm 
Depth 31mm  Rim material Aluminium 

Halo’s new hoops give a smooth ride 

matched with a tyre-fattening, tubeless- 

ready rim. But they’re currently quick-

release only, the build quality is acceptable 

rather than amazing and the value average.

The 31mm deep rims offer a small aero 

advantage and are in step with ‘a fatter 

tyre is a faster tyre’ thinking. Production 

sets will come with tubeless tape, but it 

was hard work fitting conventional tyres. 

The straight-pull spoke build was tight 

initially, softening within a couple of rides,  

which is great for comfort but not for kick. 

The alloy nipples make truing trickier and 

the alloy freehub marks quickly too.

PRO-LITE REVO A21 DISC  
�£350

Weight 760/870g  Width 17.5/23.5mm 
Depth 21mm  Rim material Aluminium 

Pro-Lite’s Revos are affordable, tubeless 

ready, add noticeable width to road tyres 

and welcome support to fatter ’cross tyres 

– but we had numerous niggles with ours. 

The initial high tension of the bladed 

Sandvik spokes has relaxed and led to a 

light wobble on both of our test sets. The 

overall feel is still firm, though, and 

rotating weight low enough to accelerate 

acceptably well. They currently don’t come 

with a 12mm front spacer, tape or valves. 

The 15mm front adaptors on the 6-bolt 

version can squeal and drag noticeably if 

you tighten the axle firmly and the alloy 

freehub scars relatively easily too.

STAN’S NO TUBES ZTR GRAIL 
�£495

Weight 750/860g  Width 19/23.5mm 
Depth 24.5mm  Rim material Aluminium  

Their wide, tubeless-ready tyre-fattening 

rims make these perfect for ’cross, gravel or 

tarmac riding, but they’re frustratingly 

quick-release only and pretty expensive.

The semi-aero rims come taped and with 

tubeless valves but they offered a smoother 

ride than any of the alloy rims here even 

with conventional tyres. The BST bead 

design is very secure and the two-cross 

build, using Sapim Laser double-butted 

spokes, amplifies the smooth and resilient 

ride, which explains Stan’s popularity for 

extreme ’cross races like the Three Peaks. 

The alloy freehub notches quickly unless 

you crank it up to an absurdly tight level.

GEAR 

GUIDE
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WE SAY
Shimano’s usual 

bombproof build is  
let down by high  

weight and a sluggish 
freehub 

 





DT Swiss has created the ideal stiff race 

wheels for masochistic riders in search of 

maximum speed. The 28mm deep carbon 

rims, Aerolite bladed spokes and low-block 

hubs are an incredible 210g lighter than 

any other wheel here. Add ultra-tight 

Spline lacing and a fast-reacting freehub 

and these wheels accelerate and climb in a 

different class to anything else here. They 

come with axle adaptors and a full tubeless 

conversion kit, but 

fatter tyres and 

lower pressures  

feel unstable and 

unpredictable and 

we had repeated 

unexpected corner 

fumbles when we 

raced cyclo-cross on 

Plan for the future 

If you’ve already 
got a bike with disc 
brakes then you’re 
obviously open to new 
technologies – but it’s 
always worth making 
sure that your wheel 
choice doesn’t restrict 
future potential.

Thru-axle standards 
have been in flux for  
a while now, but it 
looks to us as if 12mm 
front and 142x12mm 
rear will become the 
default standard.

We’re still surprised 
by how many wheels 
today are still only 
available in quick-
release versions, 
especially as hubs 
that offer a choice of 
axles are universal in 
mountain bike wheels.

If you’re buying any 
of the wheels we’re 
testing here, make sure 
that it’s available in a 
format that suits your 
bike frame – getting it 
wrong could prove an 
expensive mistake!

INSIDE INFO

 DT SWISS RC 28  
 SPLINE C DB   

�£1330 › Super-lightweight Swiss rollers

them. They’re harsh and unforgiving on 

rough surfaces too, but their raw 

performance is outstanding for the money.

HIGHS
Extremely light and 

very stiff

LOWS
Harsh, narrow rim, 
sketchy traction

GEAR 

GUIDE
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Weight 755/935g  Width 18.5/27mm 

Depth 38mm  Rim material Carbon

MAVIC KSYRIUM PRO DISC  
�£795

Weight 800/910g  Width 18/22.5mm 
Depth 29mm  Rim material Aluminium 

The new Ksyrium Allroads are accurate, 

sturdy, tubeless go-anywhere wheels but 

expensive even with tyres included and 

unforgivingly stiff. Their stiffness, 

outstanding braking and fast reacting 

‘Instant Drive’ freehub also make them feel 

lighter than they are. The rim bed is 

undrilled and valves are included for easy 

and secure tubeless sealing, and Mavic has 

– a tad belatedly – also joined the ‘fatter is 

faster’ camp. The greater internal rim 

width noticeably plumps up the rubber and 

grippy, gravel-friendly 30mm Yksion 

tubeless tyres are included. But they’re still 

unforgiving in both feel and cost. 

WE SAY
Lightweight and  

fast Swiss flyers, but 
they’re a hard ride over 

poorer surfaces and 
don’t suit wider  

tyres



WWW.MERLINCYCLES.COM 01772 432431 | UNIT A4-A5 BUCKSHAW LINK, ORDNANCE ROAD, CHORLEY PR7 7EL

N E W  
MERLIN BIKES

Frame: 6061 Aluminium Road Bike Frame

Groupset: Shimano Claris with 
FSA Tempo Chainset

Wheels: Mavic CXP-22

Finishing Kit: Merlin Alloy

Frame: 7005 Series Aluminium Frame

Groupset: Shimano Tiagra or 105 Mix

Wheels: 4ZA Wheels

Finishing Kit: 4ZA Alloy

Frame: 24 Ton High Modulus Carbon

Groupset: Shimano 105 Mix or Full 105

Wheels: Mavic Aksium

Finishing Kit: 4ZA Alloy

Frame: 24 Ton High Modulus Carbon

Groupset: Shimano Ultegra or Ultegra Di2

Wheels: Fulcrum Racing 4 Wheelset

Finishing Kit: 4ZA Stratos

Frame: HFT HydroFormed Tubing

Groupset: Shimano 105 5700 with FC560
Chainset & 105 BR560 Calipers

Wheels: Supra RA Comp Rims / Supra Hubs

Finishing Kit: Supra Comp Line

ONLY

£349.99

TIAGRA ONLY 

£499.99 

105 MIX ONLY 

£599.95

MERLIN FF1 TIAGRA ROAD BIKEMERLIN PERFORMANCE PR7 ROAD BIKE 2016

MERLIN FUSE ROAD BIKE MERLIN CORDITE ROAD BIKE

FELT Z2 DISC ROAD BIKE - 2015 SENSA ROMAGNA SPECIAL

105 MIX ONLY 

£899.00 
105 ONLY 

£999.00

ULTEGRA ONLY

£1,339.00
ULTEGRA DI2 ONLY 

£1,999.00

ONLY 
£3,799.00

SAVE
19%

ONLY 
£599.00

SAVE
29%

Z2 Disc frame constructed from Felt Endurance 
Road Disc UHC Performance carbon fibre using 
MMC InsideOut construction. 

Shimano 11-speed Ultegra Di2 road disc with 
Di2 hydraulic brakes. 

See online for full specification.



HIGHS
Sublime ride feel  

and handling

LOWS
Not tubeless 

compatible; price

GEAR 

GUIDE

 ZIPP 202   
 FIRECREST 

�£2145   
Zipp’s shallowest carbon 
clincher rim  

Weight 710/840g  Width 16/24mm 
Depth 32mm  Rim material Carbon 

Zipp’s Firecrest 202 is one of the best-
handling wheels around and still has a 
braking track – making it ideal if you’re 
looking to upgrade to discs later. We 
found the Zipp’s rounded rims impervious 
to winds with a wonderfully floaty feel, 
in spite of the fact that the rims aren’t 
the widest out there. The 202s tread an 
excellent balance between precise, accurate 
explosiveness under power and forgiving 
damping of the roughest rocks and holes. 
That makes them a great upgrade for any 
bike, especially as they will handle any 
axle. New non-adjustable hubs improve 
reliability too. The only downsides are the 
lack of tubeless compatibility – a pain for 
low pressure or ’cross use – and price.

NOVATEC R3 DISC   
�£1299

Weight 710/860g  Width 13/20.5mm 
Depth 38mm  Rim material Carbon

Novatec’s carbon R3 disc is light, 

responsive and useful if you have rim brakes 

now but might want discs later; it’s not for 

fans of thru-axles, wider tyres or tubeless.

The rim is very narrow and will pinch 

anything bigger than a 23mm tyre. It’s 

extremely stiff too, combining with the 

large flanges and aero spokes to create a 

harsh ride that chatters rather than 

connects over rough surfaces. The fast-

reacting steel-reinforced freehub is stiff, 

light and offers great acceleration. The 

rim’s reinforced braking surface and six-

bolt disc hubs cover every braking 

eventuality. Axles are quick-release only.

HOPE CARBON 45 XC6   
�£1000

Weight 880/980g  Width 16/22.5mm 
Depth 45mm  Rim material Carbon 

Hope’s legendarily well-sealed and 

user-friendly hubs form the centre of 

these tough wheels but they lack the 

lightweight ride you’d expect from carbon. 

The rim shape is relatively narrow rather 

than bulged, so they’re fast on still days 

but can catch in the wind. They can handle 

a 25 or 28mm tyre without it feeling 

pinched, and they’re comfortable for long-

distance cruising. The Lancashire-made 

hubs can handle a huge range of axle types 

and are superbly sealed and easy for you to 

service yourself. But the wheels are heavy 

and sluggish and they’re not tubeless 

compatible either.

REYNOLDS  46 AERO DISC 
�£1899

Weight 760/890g  Width 15.5/26mm 
Depth 46mm  Rim material Carbon 

The 46s are stiff, accurate, high-speed 

wheels for racers with deep pockets who 

like disc brakes and traditional tyres. Weight 

is reasonable despite them having the 

deepest rims here, and the very tight build 

with straight-pull aero spokes makes them 

impressive in sprints and on power climbs. 

The bulged rim with a lipped edge delivers 

very neutral handling despite the speed-

sustaining aero effect, but the pinched 

rims mean wider tyres can feel unstable. 

You’ll also need to look to cheaper but 

newer Reynolds wheels such as the Assault, 

Attack and Strike if you want to go tubeless. 

All common axle spacers are available.
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WE SAY
Zipp’s usual  

superlative ride 
quality and high price, 

though we’d have  
liked tubeless 
compatibility

 





VERDICT
It’s easy to assume that ultra- 

expensive wheels have special powers 

worth paying for. Yes, the Bontrager, 

Zipp and Easton wheels are lovely to 

ride and can transform a rough-

feeling frame, but the super-stiff DT 

Swiss wheels were the only ones here 

that radically changed the a bike’s 

responsiveness compared with an 

average alloy wheel. A set of adequate 

performances typifies the mid-price 

wheel market, which focused the 

smart money for the win on the 

£300-£400 category. If you’re 

sticking with 25-28mm tyres the 

British-designed Hunt 4 Season 

discs are ersatile, tubeless-ready  

and handled everything we threw at 

them at a bargain price. But it’s the 

Tykes who can cheer loudest, with 

Sheffield’s JRA taking our overall win. 

Its handbuilt Jawbone Disc Lites lace 

together surefooted, tubeless-ready 

control with fantastic ride feel at a 

fraction of the cost of similar-feeling 

carbon wheels. 

GEAR 

GUIDE
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   EASTON 
 EC90 SL DISC    

�£2299.99  
Does the ride quality match 
the stratospheric price?  
Weight 755/935g  Width 18.5/27mm 
Depth 38mm  Rim material Carbon 

 

Easton’s super-wide carbon-rimmed 

wheels make even the harshest frame feel 

as smooth as a limousine, but all this 

comfort comes at a stratospheric price.

The 38mm deep Fantom rim is tubeless 

ready and broad enough to make any tyre 

noticeably plumper. The bulged belly gives 

a wonderfully damped ride that makes 

rigid frames feel like premium supple steel. 

Handling is gloriously confident, balanced 

and surefooted, goading you to push well 

past your normal limits on road or off. 

Enhanced aerodynamics and smoothness 

mean they hold speed with insolent ease 

even on rough 

roads. Acceleration 

is steady and they 

do take some work 

to grunt them up to 

speed, and while the 

M1 hubs have 

upgraded seals, 

bearing life is still 

relatively short.  

HIGHS
Tubeless ready 

and great ability to 
sustain speed

LOWS
Poor bearings, only 
steady acceleration

WE SAY
The acceleration 

may only be steady  
but the Eastons will  

smooth even the 
harshest frame

 

BONTRAGER AELOUS 3 DISC   
�£2199.98

Weight 720/820g  Width 18.5/26mm 
Depth 30mm  Rim material Carbon 

Bontrager’s latest carbon disc wheel is 

the ultimate sweet-riding all-rounder – if 

you can afford it. The US-made OCLV rim 

is tubeless ready, includes valves and has a 

fat D3 shape that shrugs off the wind. The 

handling is precise and accurate without 

being punishing even when you’re riding 

on rough tracks or racing ’cross. Its internal 

width fattens tyres for even more float, 

and it’ll happily take 30mm plus. We’ve 

hammered them relentlessly without any ill 

effects and they’re one of the few wheels 

here without a rider weight limit. They’re 

light, responsive and dynamic with cost as 

the only serious problem. 
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GAUGE INTEREST   

 Our club was triggered by 
one event – a charity bike 

ride. The follow-up interest from 
potential members meant we 
knew that a club could work. We 
registered with British Cycling 
and started thinking about 
our ethos and image. We’re 
community focused, offering 
an opportunity for riders of all 
abilities to come out on our 
weekly rides and get to know 
like-minded folk. 

CATER FOR ALL  

 We set out running two to 
three groups on a club night 

with routes decided through 
Facebook and WhatsApp as well 
as Strava recommendations. 
We’re building the ability to share 
GPX files through our website 
too. Club nights currently take 
place each Tuesday, meeting at 
the local cricket club at 7pm for 
7.15pm start. Our club rides are 
mixed ability allowing riders to 
get to know each other.

KIT IT OUT   

 London-based Milltag – 
who produced the Tour De 

Yorkshire leaders’ jerseys – was 
one of the top names on our list 
for kit. It bought into our vision 
and was really helpful, coming 
to a club night, presenting a 
bit about the company before 
allowing members to try on kit. 
Setting up a good relationship 
with your kit supplier is pretty 
important, kit is one of the main 
things people want from a club.

FIND A BASE    

 We’re lucky to have a 
clubhouse to socialise 

in, and to be able to leave the 
membership management to 
those with more experience. We 
use the British Cycling club tool 
to oversee everything, and the 
federation is a really good place 
to turn for advice when you’re 
getting set up (http://tinyurl.
com/nmxzyc5). We do have to 
charge membership fees, but try 
to keep them to a minimum.

START YOUR OWN CYCLING CLUB 
Daniel Blackman, of London-based Foxgrove Cycling Club (www.foxgrove.cc),  

reveals how to put together a team of riders from scratch 
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FUELLING FOODS FIRST

  I loosely arrange 
‘supplements’ into 

three groups. There are 
sports foods – gels, 
bars and drinks – that 
are more a less a given 
to have before, during 
or after rides. They 
provide carbohydrates 
in optimum, easily 
digestible formats for 
energy or in the case of 
post-race shakes, 
protein for recovery. 
However, these are 
easily as obtainable 
from everyday foods 
and energy snacks that 
you can make yourself. 
Then there are 
performance supporting 
nutrients and the 
dietary boosting 
vitamins and minerals.

PERFORMANCE PEPS

 Performance 
supporting 

supplements 
concentrate nutrients 
from everyday foods, 
such as creatine or beta 
alanine. Beta alanine is a 
naturally occurring 
amino acid, which – 
according to research in 
the International Journal 

of Sports Medicine – can 
help increase power 
output during cycling. 
To get a useful amount 
from foods you’d have 
to eat a couple of kilos 
of turkey for example. 
Also, while coffee  
and cola can provide 
caffeine, it’s 
supplements such as 
ProPlus that work  
better for some  

cyclists and are designed 
to deliver measured 
‘ideal’ amounts.

 HIT THE VITS 

 These 
supplements are 

ones you can’t get as 
easily from your diet, 
and their worth is 
open to debate. What 
may work for some 
doesn’t for others. For 
endurance athletes any 
‘topping up’ should 
centre on iron – to aid 
in blood transportation 
– and vitamin D, which 
the body struggles to 
produce naturally in 
the winter and recovery 
boosting fish oils, 
as the modern diet 
doesn’t provide enough 
Omega-3 fats.

 Top up with 
 additional fish 
 oil to enhance 
 your diet  WIN THE  

 COLD WAR  
COLD-BUSTING ADVICE 
FROM EMMA 
BARRACLOUGH, SENIOR 
SPORTS NUTRITIONIST FOR 
SCIENCE IN SPORT (SIS) 

KNOWLEDGE

Nigel Mitchell, British Cycling and Team Sky 
nutrition advisor’s tips to supplement your diet  

 SUPPLEMENTS TO  
 BOOST PERFORMANCE

NUTRITION

INSTANT  
EXPERT 

Drink plenty of 

liquid to keep  

the mouth and 

throat moist

1  VEG OUT   
The easiest and most sensible 

adaptation to make to your diet is to 
make sure you are consuming a wide 
range of fruit and vegetables, with 
varying colours being an indicator of 

TRAINING
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different nutrients on offer. There are 11 
vitamins and minerals that have health 
claims attributed to improving immunity, 
including vitamins D, C, A, B6 and B12, as 
well as copper, folate and iron.  

2  UP ENERGY     
It’s important to remember that 

after long sessions the body’s immunity  
is always depressed. Replenishing 
carbohydrate stores will help the 
immunity function to get back up to full 
strength. Riding in the winter months can 
stifle your motivational energy too, which 
in turn can make you more susceptible to 
cold. Vitamin D, which is produced during 
exposure to sunlight is something that 
endurance athletes, particularly in the 
northern hemisphere, should monitor 
over the winter. 

3  DOWN TIME   
Research suggests that especially 

tough rides or training sessions can 

deplete the body’s natural killer cells  
and salivary IgA – the antibodies that 
combat bacteria and viruses. It can take 
up to 72 hours for levels to be fully 
restored, so a thorough recovery routine 
should be followed including sleeping  
or taking additional naps, avoiding 
sharing drinking vessels with fellow  
riders and drinking plenty of liquid to 
keep the mouth and throat moist, all 
strengthening the body’s natural 
immunity in the process. 

4  CHECK OUT  
Riders can use technology to 

monitor their training and help ensure 
they’re not compromising their immune 
system. The likes of Strava’s Freshness 
and Fitness feature, that monitors 
training loads and performance, give an 
idea of an overall volume and an indicator 
of how you’re performing. Mainly listen to 
your body; if you feel tired or rundown, 
take a break and let it recover properly. 

All fixings are equal, but 
some are more equal than 
others, so follow our tips 
should things get loose

 BOLT YOUR BIKE  
 BACK TOGETHER 

TIGHTY RIGHTY  

 If you perform regular checks  
on your bike and tighten  

anything that feels like it’s coming 
loose you can avoid this problem,  
but hey, we’re not all gold medallists  
in fastidiousness so it’s well worth 
knowing what to do should something 
work its way loose when you’re out  
on a ride. The first trick is to learn 
which fixings are vital, and which  
you can do without (well, at least  
for a bit). 

SCREW LOOSE  

 Should you lose a bolt from 
somewhere that you really can’t 

do without it (for example one of the 
bolts that hold the handlebar in  
the stem), stop immediately, but try 
and remain calm. As a short term 
measure, to get you back on the  
road and on your way home, you  
can take one from somewhere that’s 
not safety critical (such as those 
holding in the bottle cage) and pop it 
into that vital slot. 

You will probably find that you  
have four bottle cage bolts, and if  
you lose more than four bolts on  
a ride then you’re either extremely 
careless or currently riding around  
the world. 

Stuff the now-loose bottle cage 
(and the bottle, probably) into your 
jersey pocket until you can make  
your way to a bike shop to buy new 
bolts, or get yourself home. Once  
back home you can make good use  
of that stash of old bolts you have  
lying around and always knew would 
come in handy one day...
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SET MASSAGE TARGETS  

 When glycogen stores 
start to deplete and the 

lactic acid starts to build, the 
first area this will be noticed 
is the lower limbs. A good rub 
down will expel the side effects. 
A massage needs to focus on the 
powerhouse muscles such as the 
rectus femoris, hip flexors such 
as the psoas and the gluteals. 
Particular attention paid to the 
semisplenius capitis (upper and 
back part of the neck) and erector 
spinae (three columns of muscle 
extending down the vertebral 
column) can ease those aching 
anti-gravity muscles.

STRETCH OUT YOUR RECOVERY 

 A muscle is bound by two 
fixed points of contact. 

Post-ride stretching reduces 
the sensitivity of perceived 
muscle tightness in the range 
a muscle functions. Phil Burt, 
lead physio to Team Sky and GB 
Cycling Team advises four post-
ride stretches within an hour 
of finishing your ride. They are 
the Bulgarian Squat, the Indian 
Knot, Modified Hurdler Stretch 
and foam rolling the iliotibial 
band – ITB (Google ’em). A single 
quality 30-second stretch and 
60 seconds of foam rolling is 
effective in alleviating aches.

SWITCH THE SHOWER 

 Switching between hot 
and cold water on your 

legs can be a simple but effective 
way of stimulating muscle-
nourishing blood flow – but 
reconsider braving the ice bath. 
New research suggests we should 
leave the ice in the freezer and 
enjoy a soak in a hot bath for 
15-20mins instead. Ice baths 
have been shown to reduce the 
gains from training as it reduces 
the inflammatory process and 
muscle soreness, and it has been 
proven that these chemical 
processes are fundamental in 
performance gains. 

KEEP ACTIVE TOO   

 Once you have finished  
a ride, your active recovery 

starts straight away. At the  
end of a long ride you should 
aim for a 10-minute cool-  
down cycle on flat terrain  
or even on a turbo trainer 
working in heart rate zone 1  
(for information on heart rate 
zones see British Cycling – 
http://tinyurl.com/ps26x4g). 
Later in the evening you may 
even want to try an easy cycle  
or go for a walk or run to 
encourage the body to remove 
metabolic waste products  
from your muscles. 

 RIDE, RECOVER AND RIDE AGAIN...  
 If you’re on a multi-day ride follow these rapid recovery tips from Stephen Garvey,  
 cycling injury specialist with Six Physio (sixphysio.com)

 Recover properly 
or your cycling  

will go downhill

KNOWLEDGE
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PLAN TO WIN  

1  Knowing that you  
have done all you can 

to give yourself the best 
opportunity, leaving nothing 
to chance, can instil and 
develop your confidence. 
Focus and reflect on how 
good your preparation  
has been leading up to  
the race or event. Make  
a mental checklist and  
allow yourself to feel good 
about it. Emotionally  
engage with the positive 
healthy energy that you  
feel as a result of working 
hard, careful planning and 
being completely ready for 
the task ahead. 

SEE YOUR SUCCESS  

2  Think great, feel great 
and perform best! 

Affirm positive, reinforcing 

self-statements over again; 
‘I’m ready’, ‘it’s my day 
today’, ‘I am a winner’.  
Follow the lead of so many 
conquering athletes by 
visualising your success.  
See yourself achieving  
your perfect race and  
practice in the mind’s eye. 
Neurologically, the same 
neural pathways are fired up 
in the brain as when you 
move for real. The brain is as 
active when you visualise as 
when you compete. Engage 
with this cerebral workout 
prior to the race. 

USE AIR FLOW   

3  Focus on centring  
your energy and 

concentrate on your 
breathing prior to the event. 
This internal process – 
listening to yourself 

breathing, picturing the 
inhale and the exhale –  
will stop your thoughts 
becoming scattered or 
uncontrolled. You raise  
the attention you need to 
devote to the ride and 
simultaneously you’re  
able to cut out any  
unwanted distraction.  

SAVOUR THE MOMENT  

4  Allow yourself to enjoy 
the moment too. 

You’re out there doing  
what you love and loving 
what you do. Re-energise 
your mind and spirit by 
celebrating the moment of 
competition. It’s what you 
train and prepare for. It’s all 
about being better than you 
were the night before not 
always being better than  
the opposition. 

 DEVELOP A  
 WINNING MINDSET  
 Sports psychologist Tom Bates (TomBatescoaching.com)  
works with cyclists to foster positive mental attitudes 

TRAINING

If it all starts going wrong 
out on the road, how can you 
ensure you make it home?

 RESCUE  
YOUR RIDE

HAPPY EATER
If your ride is falling apart then it  
can often be put down to bad fuelling. 
You should eat little and often before 
you feel hungry, but it’s too late for 
that advice now. Something easy to 
digest is your best bet (remember 
Richie Porte fetching that gel for  
Chris Froome at the 2013 Tour de 
France?) so always ensure you have  
an extra gel or energy bar in your  
jersey pocket that you can call on  
in emergencies. 

REMEMBER THE GOOD TIMES
In any long distance ride you will go 
through good times and bad, and 
having the mental capacity to 
remember when you have overcome 
tough times in the past will help  
you to realise that you can get  
through this one too. Tell yourself  
that if you push the pedals a little 
harder you’ll get to where you’re going 
quicker – even if that is just the next 
feed stop or shop to refuel, or just the 
next landmark on the road. If you’re 
riding an event, buddy up with 
someone for a while. Chatting will  
help you focus on something other 
than the pain! 

TAKE A BREAK
Have some time off the bike at the 
next cafe or feed stop. It’s amazing 
how you can arrive at a cafe on your 
knees and, 30 minutes later after some 
food and a mental and physical break, 
be flying again. An indoor environment 
will also help raise your core 
temperature and leave you feeling 
more comfortable. Always take your 
phone and some money on every ride 
just in case, but don’t give up easily. 
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GET YOUR PROTEIN DELIVERED 
STRAIGHT TO YOUR DOOR...
You’ve never tasted better steak!

Exclusively for Cycling Plus readers, 
Royal Warrant-holding butcher, 
Donald Russell, brings this amazing 
RƫHU�GLUHFW�WR�\RXU�GRRU���

Protein should be an essential part of a cyclist’s 

diet as its amino acids help to repair and build 

muscle. High quality, lean meat is a great source of 

dietary protein and Aberdeenshire-based Donald 

Russell specialises in the very best naturally reared, 

premium grass-fed beef. Each side of beef is selected 

specifically for the ideal balance of succulent lean 

meat and beautiful marbling. It is hung to mature  

for up to 35 days to allow the rich natural flavours  

to develop and for the meat to become incredibly 

juicy and tender. Then its butchers expertly cut  

and trim it by hand into the finest cuts of gourmet 

steak you’ve ever tasted. Finally, each cut is vacuum 

packed and professionally frozen to lock in the 

flavour, before being delivered direct to your door  

on a day to suit you. 

The Traditional Steak Selection is a fantastic way to 

sample the quality which has led Michelin-starred 

chefs and even the Royal Household to be among 

Donald Russell’s customers.

Traditional Steak Selection

• 2 sirloin steaks, individually packed, 190g each

• 2 ribeye steaks, individually packed, 190g each

• 1 Pavé rump steak, 150g 

• 4 Pavé rump medallions, pack of four, 240g pack

Was £58, now just £29

Plus, we will also send you, free of charge

• 6 mini steak burgers, 270g per pack

• 4 pork sausages, 280g per pack

       WAS 

NOW £29
PLUS FREE DELIVERY 

& FREE GIFT 

SPECIAL OFFER

Donald Russell Ltd, Harlaw Road, Inverurie AB51 4FR. For terms and conditions visit donaldrussell.com
Offer expires 30 November 2015

Offer is strictly limited to one per household. Free delivery is available for UK mainland only. Additional surcharges may apply — if in doubt please call first to check. Donald Russell reserves the right to 
replace any offer with something of equal or greater value. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other Donald Russell offer. Immediate Media, publisher of Cycling Plus, is committed to protecting your 
privacy. We may wish to contact you in the future with details of products and services that might be of interest to you. If you do not wish to receive these, please write NO INFO on your order.

To order, visit donaldrussell.com/cycle001  
or call 01467 629666 and quote cycle001
Send a cheque made payable to Donald Russell Ltd. plus your details to   
Donald Russell, FREEPOST SCO 4131, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire AB51 4ZL

C Y C L I N G  P L U S  F O O D

Each side of beef is selected    
      specifically for the ideal   
            balance of succulent lean  
       meat and beautiful marbling...
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Tips to avoid exercise- 
induced bronchospasm

 HOW TO  
 BREATHE EASIER 

THE SYMPTOMS
Exercise-induced bronchospasm (EIB) 
causes a cough that occurs during or 
after at least five minutes of exercise. 
Other symptoms include shortness of 
breath, decreased endurance, a tight 
feeling in the chest and a sore throat. 
Symptoms will be worse in cold dry 
weather and in the spring and autumn, 
when higher levels of airborne 
allergens can have an effect.  

BREATHE DEEPLY
Deep breathing through the mouth at 
the fast rates needed during intense 
exercise causes loss of heat and water 
from the airways. They become 
inflamed and start to narrow. Triggers 
such as pollen, pollution or smoke can 
contribute. Symptoms will usually be 
worse five to 10 minutes after stopping 
exercise and resolve within 20 to 30 
minutes. Some individuals will 
experience symptoms up to 12 hours 
after stopping exercise. These ‘late-
phase’ symptoms are less severe and 
can take up to 24 hours to settle.

HELP YOURSELF 
Warming up before intense efforts, 
covering the mouth and nose in cold 
weather, breathing through the nose, 
and cooling down properly – gradually 
reducing the intensity of exercise over 
10-15 minutes - are recommended. 
The inhalers used by asthmatics can 
be helpful, salbutamol (a reliever), 
taken 15-30 minutes before exercise, 
works well in most cases. This is only 
available on prescription, so visit your 
GP. Asthmatics should have a review 
of their treatment to make sure it’s 
optimal. The problem tends to improve 
as you get fitter, so keep pedalling! 
Andy Ward, GP and cyclist 
@awkwardcyclist 
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 USE A SPORTS CAMERA 
Capture your most exhilarating moments or just  
keep drivers on their best behaviour 

TRAINING

PERFECT POSITIONING  

 Finding the perfect 
spot for your camera is 

about balancing practicality 
against the results you want. 
If you’re using your camera 
for safety it’s better on your 
helmet – drivers are more 
likely to notice they’re on 
camera, and you’ll be able to 
get specific shots by looking 
around. The advantage of 
helmet mounting is a more 
interesting variety of shots. 
Place the camera towards the 
rear of the helmet to make 
the weight less noticeable.

FOREGROUND INTEREST  

 If your goal is to film 
the ride, try a headset 

or chest mount. With chest 
mounts, have the camera 
protruding slightly so your 
racing tuck doesn’t point 
it at the ground. The lower 
the camera, the faster the 
footage looks. Professional 

camera operators look for 
what they call foreground 
interest – something to 
create a sense of depth in 
the dead spot in front of the 
lens. Using a chest or headset 
mount will put your bar in 
shot as foreground interest 
and make even mundane 
cornering look dramatic.

 THE NUMBERS GAME 

 4K –4000 pixels – is 
the next big thing, but 

it’s not ideal for bike footage. 
It amplifies imperfections in 
other settings and quickly fills 
your memory card. The 1080 
or 1440 pixel modes are your 
best bet. The extra height of 
1440 is wasted on a helmet 
mount but will build a sense 
of distance into shots from a 
chest- or bike-mounted 
camera, while 1080p has the 
advantage of being widely 
compatible. Higher frame 
rates are great for slo-m0 

shots, but they also smooth 
out any inadvertent ‘wagon 
wheel’ effects. 

ACCESSORISE 

 Start with an extra 
battery. Most cameras 

will only manage around 
three hours on a good day, 
and that will drop in cold 
weather. Buy a Class 10 
memory card too – HD video 
is a firehose of data that 
ordinary photographic cards 
can’t always keep up with. 

APPY TALK 

 If you’ve already got a 
phone, a Garmin, and 

lights on your bar, pick a 
camera that can be 
controlled via a smartphone 
app. That way you won’t 
need to squeeze on an extra 
remote control, and can 
double up on a device that 
will presumably be running 
Strava already. 
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now  £49.00
was £70.00

now  £50.00

Castelli Entrata Jersey FZ
Black. Sizes available - M, L, XL & XXL

now  £2,600
was £3,600

White.
Sizes available - 55cm
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UP TO 

50% OFF 
CLOTHING

ONLINE AND IN STORE

Chilli Red. Sizes available - M, L, XL & XXL

Sugoi RS Pro Jersey

now  £44.99
was £74.99

£1,000
Off

£700
Off

now  £1,799
was £2,499

Wilier Zero 9 Ultegra 2015 Road Bike

Black and Grey. 
Sizes available - M & L
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£250
Off

now  £499.99
was £749.00

Wilier Montegrappa Sora 2015

Black. 
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All colours
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 IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN, AND AFTER  
 A SEASON OF LONG DISTANCE RIDING, HOW  
 CAN I IMPROVE MY HILL CLIMBING IN A  
 HURRY BEFORE THE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP? 

 EDDIE FLETCHER, WATTBIKE’S LEAD 
SPORTS SCIENTIST, SAYS:  

Training to improve your hill climbing ability 
is an area where I have controversial views. 
The data I have collected over the years has 
led me to think that the old way – the 
traditional method of ‘grinding’ round at 
high gearing and low cadence – is not the 
better way. 

The traditional method ‘hurts’ the muscles 
(leading to potential recovery and injury 
issues), chokes the engine physiologically 
and compromises pedalling technique. In 
short, they always feel like hard workouts 
and because they’re so hard, we feel like they 
must be doing us some good, right? 

Well, maybe. But there is a better, more 
effective way. To climb quicker we need to 
improve our physiological adaption, muscle 
activation and pedalling technique. My data 
shows that the best combination for this is to 
concentrate on producing power while 
staying in the saddle, at lower gears and with 
higher cadence, and doing this in short bursts 
of 10-20 seconds during 1-minute intervals. 
Workouts consisting of up to three sets of 10 
intervals (you may have to start with just one 
set) and leg speeds of 150rpm (if doing a 
10-seond burst) down to 130rpm (for 
20-second bursts).

On the road with a suitable hill, intervals 
can be for longer durations, with greater 

recovery between reps. Leg speeds are more 
difficult to maintain at the high levels, but 
suitable workouts can be devised. Of course, 
this method relies on knowing your numbers 
and what constitutes a low gear for you 
personally; if you’re not used to leg speed 
work then it may take some time to adapt to 
higher rpms. 

The gains can be huge, both 
physiologically and in hill climbing ability. 
Don’t get carried away thinking that these 
sessions are easy because they’re not; but 
they are more manageable than the 
traditional way and allow for rapid recovery 
with just a rest day or recovery workout 
needed the following day. 

Suggested workout (for turbo/Wattbike)

20 seconds/40 seconds off, low gear at 120-
130rpm 
15 seconds/45 seconds off, low gear at 130-
140rpm 
10 seconds on/50 seconds off, low gear at  
140-150rpm 
For the 40, 45 and 50 seconds off maintain a 
steady 90rpm 

Do 10-30 intervals in sets of 10 with 5 
minutes in between sets 

It is essential to warm up and cool down well.

 DO ONE THING 
THIS MONTH...
GET THE RIGHT GEAR
Have a good think about your gear set. 
I recommend that your small chainring 
is in the range 34-38t and largest 
sprocket 28-32t. This will give you the 
low gears to use on steep gradients 
while staying in the saddle and 
maintaining good leg speed, allowing 
you to also conserve energy and 
therefore make climbing easier.

In association with

www.wattbike.com

ASK OUR 
EXPERT 
Need training 
advice? Send 
your questions 
to: cyclingplus 
@immediate.
co.uk

EXPERT
ASK THE

TRAINING

HONE  

YOUR LEG 

SPEED DRILLS  

Think “leg speed” 
on all workouts (I 
prefer 90rpm as a 
minimum, even 
for warm up and 

cool down so 
select low gears). 
Include short high 
leg speed bursts 
even in your warm 
up, do at least 
three during your 
warm up.

BEGINNER’S TIP
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LET 

THERE BE

LIGHTS!

10% OFF LIGHTS
with the code CPLIGHT10

*Offer expires 15/10/2015. Full terms and conditions are available from our stores or from: Leisure Lakes Bikes, PO Box 328, Leyland, PR25 9BN. Prices are correct at time of printing and may vary from the ones stated, visit www.leisurelakesbikes.com for current prices.
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T H E  B A C K  

D O O R  T O  T H E 

V E N T O U X
Having previously completed the Cinglés challenge of climbing 

Mont Ventoux via all three road routes in one day, we went back 
to the bald mountain armed with a GT Grade and an ambition to 

discover a little-known fourth route 

ADVENTURES

BACK  R
OAD  TO  V

ENTOUX

WORDS PAUL ROBSON | PHOTOGRAPHY MANU MOLLE 
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THE CLUB DES CINGLÉS DU Mont Ventoux 

is an informal affair, but it is one of which I 

am proud to call myself a member. To date 

there are still fewer than 8000 of us. Back  

in 2010, a year after my first ascent, I came 

to Provence and tackled the Giant via all 

three road routes – from Sault, Malaucène 

and Bédoin – in one day. It was a hugely 

rewarding 11 hours on the bike (okay, so  

we stopped for omelette and chips at  

Chalet Reynard and coffee in Malaucène  

but this wasn’t a race), and the small  

plastic medal I received from the club’s 

curator, Christian Pic, still sits proudly on  

a shelf at home. 

A few days later I recreated for myself the 

2009 Tour de France stage that finished atop 

Ventoux. Having grovelled up the climb 

from Bédoin ‘to find out how hard the 

hardest route up feels after a full stage’ I felt 

that the mountain and I were done. 

If there is a spiritual side to cycling, and I 

feel that there is, then for me it can be found 

in the bare roadside rocks that make this 

mountain a climb apart from all others. 

History and the ghosts of this great sport are 

all around you on Mont Ventoux, and cycling 

on this hallowed terrain can give you a sense 

of what it might be like to hit a serve on 

Centre Court at Wimbledon. I craved a 

Okay, you could hire a mountain bike, but 

do you fancy hauling that up the road 

routes? (Plenty do, but they’re not climbing 

this thing four times.) The answer 

potentially lies in GT’s Grade – the road bike 

you can take off road if GT is to be believed, 

and judging from the way the bike handled 

Ric McLaughlin’s trip to the Scottish 

highlands (issue 304) it should have what it 

takes to cope with bone-dry Provence in 

mid-summer. 

BEST-LAID PLANS
It was not, therefore, the equipment that 

scuppered my plan to elevate myself from 

Cinglé to Galérien, but myself. Having 

booked our stay at the magnificent 

VeloVentoux (veloventoux.com) in Faucon, a 

stunning Provençal village a perfect warm-

up ride’s distance from the mountain, for 

July, I broke my collarbone in the Alps in 

June. Undeterred, it was decided I could 

at least add the Route Forestiere to my 

collection, even if in isolation. 

During a balmy summer evening chat 

over the local rosé in the VeloVentoux 

garden, host Craig Entwistle talks me 

through his own recent Galérien attempt 

and tells me he would have warned me off 

attempting it in mid-July anyway. “It’s 

The lower slopes 
still have trees 
- the rest were 

cut down to 
make ships from 
the 12th century

return, but what new challenge could tempt 

me back? 

I noted with interest the growing talk of a 

fourth route to the top of Ventoux, an 

unmade road known variously as the Route 

Forestiere or Route des Cèdres that wound 

its way through the forest, and had been 

added to the Cinglès challenge by Monsieur 

Pic to form what he called the Galérien 

challenge – to ascend and descend the 

Ventoux four times. 

There are, of course, certain challenges to 

adding what I’d heard amounted to an 

‘off-road’ ascent to the day’s climbing. 

Coming in just behind the extra 1620m of 

climbing, the biggest concern was whether 

it was even feasible, let alone advisable, to 

attempt to take a road bike where road bikes 

fear to tread.

Behind the extra 1620m of 
climbing, the biggest concern 
was whether it was even 
feasible, let alone advisable, 
to attempt to take a road bike 
where road bikes fear to tread

ADVENTURES

BACK  R
OAD  TO  V

ENTOUX
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A rare moment 
out of the saddle 

for Paul, who 
was recovering 
from a broken 

collarbone

Paul pays 
homage to Tom 
Simpson who 

died on Ventoux 
during the 1967 
Tour de France

really something you should do in spring or 

early autumn,” he says. “You do need the 

daylight hours, but the temperatures at this 

time of year will be a real problem. I’d also 

recommend not leaving the Route Forestière 

until last, as I regrettably did, because it’s 

tough. Slot it in between the Bédoin and 

Malaucène ascents, or maybe Malaucène 

and Sault, instead.” 

With those warnings about not taking  

the forest road lightly, I set off at dawn  

to discover the mystery of Ventoux’s  

fourth way. 

The ride to Bédoin, and indeed the first 

6km of our ascent, gives the Grade ample 

opportunity to display its smooth-riding 

prowess on the tarmac. I’m lucky to have 

been lent the Carbon Ultegra model, with 

full carbon frame and Ultegra Di2 to keep 

weight down, and the 28mm tyres offer an 

armchair ride across Provence’s admittedly 

excellent road surfaces. 

Heading away from Bédoin the climb of 

Ventoux begins deceptively steadily: on 

well-paved roads climbing at around five 

per cent it is pretty easy progress through St 

Colombe and Les Bruns to the hamlet of St 

Estève, which is where the road famously 

kicks round a hairpin bend and takes on its 

unrelenting 10 per cent gradient for the next 

10km. I don’t have to worry about that, safe 

in the knowledge that I’ll soon be turning off 

this well-ridden road onto something new 

and unfamiliar. I do have to worry about the 

fact I am already in the 30T cog at the back, 

and the 36T ring at the front, meaning I only 

have one more gear to bail out into when 

things get tough.

LET’S OFF ROAD 
After just over 2km of the steep stuff, a wide 

gravel road appears on the left-hand side of 

the road and I draw glances from my fellow 

cyclists as I nip out of the line of riders 

hauling themselves up the route and hit this 

mysterious fire road. I’m pretty sure most of 

those looks are afforded because no one, at a 

glance, will have realised my Grade is 

anything other than a road bike.

It is, though, and as soon as I’m on the 

broken tarmac and gravel of the Route des 

Cedres, the fat tyres and wide bar come into 

their own. The gradient isn’t too 

troublesome to begin with, and with a rough 

but decent surface beneath me I feel I’m 

getting one over on the hordes tackling the 

Tour de France route that I have left behind.

The climb from Bédoin actually wasn’t too 

busy thanks to the crack of dawn start, but it 

can become a veritable conveyor belt of 

cyclists of all shapes and sizes as the day 

wears on. Not so the Route Forestière. Out 

here photographer Manu and I are alone. As 

the road twists its way we are afforded 

glimpses of the summit, but never fellow 

‘road’ users. There are tracks leading off the 

road we’re on, hinting at the hikers and 

mountain bikers who must be out there at 

play on the mountain, but the Ventoux is a 

big playground and they are probably all 

feeling as alone as we are. 

Following the Route Forestière is pretty 

simple despite those deviations, they are 

not routes you’d want to tackle on anything 

but a mountain bike (or by foot in my case!) 

so sticking to the ‘main’ road will keep you 

heading in the right direction. The relatively 

good road that greets you at the foot of the 

forest route gradually gives way to an 

increasingly rough track. Strewn with 

potholes and rocks it is a test of both the 

Grade’s handling and my slowly healing 

collarbone, while the gradients that at first 

eased off also return to ensure some of the 

roughest terrain is tackled alongside 

inclines of 10 per cent. Fortunately in the 

last week I have finally been able to get out 

of the saddle without too much pain in my 

shoulder, unfortunately the idea of doing so 

and maintaining traction here is pure 

fantasy. Grinding away seated I do manage 

to maintain forward momentum, but I 

wouldn’t want to be out here on anything 

less than the Grade and its fat Conti tyres. 

Towards the top, 
before Paul nips 

back down to 
Chalet Reynard  
for a pleasant 
post-ride refill

A wide gravel road appears on 
the left-hand side of the road 
and I draw glances from my 
fellow cyclists as I nip out of 
the line of riders hauling 
themselves up the route
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There is no doubt that this middle section 

is the toughest and most remote of the ride. 

It can be very difficult to work out exactly 

whereabouts on the mountain you are at 

times, but put your faith in following the 

main route and you will be rewarded. At the 

only truly confusing junction you will find a 

signpost pointing in three directions, and 

someone – presumably that nice Monsieur 

Pic – has stuck a fading Club des Cinglés 

sticker on the arrow that points up and left. 

WIND YOUR WAY UP 

From here you are crossing from the Bédoin 

ascent where you started to the almost as 

tough Malaucène road on the opposite side 

of the mountain. No one claimed this was 

the most direct route to the summit! 

The worst, it becomes clear, is behind us 

though. The surface begins to improve so 

that soon we are back on the kind of gravel 

surface we began on and on which the Grade 

excels. At the same time the gradient eases, 

becoming something of a false flat for a while 

and, still in the shade and quiet of the trees, 

things are extremely peaceful. On another 

day this would be a great spot for a picnic, 

but we’re on a mission and must press on. 

Another kilometre or so of rough gravel 

and I can see light at the edge of the forest, 

beyond which lies the final 4km of the 

Malaucène (and my) climb. A couple of 

Italian riders get a surprise as they take the 

hairpin at the exit from the forest road and 

spot me emerging from the trees. 

Back on tarmac the Grade makes short 

work of the final kilometres, though my 

initial enthusiasm at being back on solid 

ground sees me put a little too much effort 

in a little too soon, and my pace noticeably 

tails back off as the weather station at the 

summit comes closer into view. 

Reaching the summit of Mont Ventoux is 

always a special moment, no matter which 

way you arrive, but still bathed in the early 

It may be one of the race’s most notorious 
climbs, but Mt Ventoux didn’t feature in the 
Tour de France until 1951, and only 14 times 
since. Nine of those stages had summit 
finishes, with Chris Froome victorious the 
last time the Tour went there in 2013. The 
fastest ascent of the Beast of Provence – 
55m:51s at an average of 23.1kph – was 
achieved by Iban Mayo in the 2004 
Dauphiné. The rest of the top five is rounded 
out by Tyler Hamilton, Jonathan Vaughters, 
Oscar Sevilla and Alexandre Vinokourov, 
with Marco Pantani in sixth place. All have 
doping convictions except for Sevilla, who 
was implicated in Operación Puerto. Chris 
Froome’s time of 59m:02s is only the 23rd 
fastest, when he averaged 21.86kph en 
route to his 2013 stage and Tour victory.

morning sun and with clear views across to 

the Alps as I haul myself round the final 

bend it is more beautiful (and more quiet) 

than ever.

That beautiful conclusion to the ride is 

almost perfect, but not quite. Okay, I don’t 

have the condition to climb this mountain 

three more times today, but I am 

determined to pay my respects to Tom 

Simpson. I drop down towards Chalet 

Reynard, eager to sample again the final few 

kilometres of the classic Bédoin route… the 

famous, treeless ‘moonscape’ that winds up 

past the memorial to the British world 

champion and wearer of the yellow jersey 

who lost his life on these slopes. 

Clip-clopping up the steps to the 

monument, I add a Cycling Plus bidon to the 

many that have been left in reverence to the 

great champion and pause for reflection. 

Yes, he was racing the Tour, and yes, he had 

ingested amphetamines and alcohol, but 

Simpson’s death is perhaps the starkest 

warning of just what this mountain can do. 

Any ascent of the Giant of Provence 

should be approached with respect, and you 

can add the Route Forestière to that list. 

Both the Grade and I were up to the task, but 

you are heading off into the unknown when 

you take that left turn. Ensure you have 

enough food and water for the journey 

because you won’t find any in the forest. 

Take a fully charged phone, ride with due 

care, and revel in the wilderness and the 

achievement. Do what we didn’t and add the 

three road climbs to your day out and you 

will be one of only 500 cyclists to have 

managed the same. 

Paul rides on 
smooth tarmac 
for the finale, 

relieved to leave 
the rough stuff 

behind him

Ventoux’s 1911m 
is over 6250ft 

– nearly 2000ft 
higher than Ben 
Nevis, the UK’s 
highest point

Tour riders may 
have it tough on 

Ventoux, but 
they never have 

to cope with 
surfaces like this

Another kilometre or so of 
rough gravel and I can see  
light at the edge of the forest, 
beyond which lies the final  
4km of the Malaucène  
(and my) climb

ADVENTURES

BACK  R
OAD  TO  V

ENTOUX
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T H E P R O G R A M

John Hodge got used to telling stories of debauched behaviour with his screenplay for 
Trainspotting, so perhaps he was the perfect choice writer for The Program, the drama inspired by 
journalist David Walsh’s pursuit of Lance Armstrong. Cycling Plus takes a first look at the film...

WORDS  
JOHN WHITNEY   

IMAGES  
TIM DE WAELE, STUDIO CANAL   
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 Before the scandal was 
 revealed Armstrong 

 dominated the Tour de 
 France, pictured here 

 following stage 21 
 in 2005 



You’ve read the news articles, watched the TV reports, 

seen the documentaries and perhaps even trawled 

though the affidavits. So, it was only a matter of time 

before you got to see Lance Armstrong’s story play out 

as Hollywood drama. Twice Oscar-nominated Stephen 

Frears’ film is the first, but surely not the last, past the 

post in what was a rise and fall of such monumental 

proportions it was always destined for the multiplex. 

The Program was inspired by, rather than adapted 

from, David Walsh’s book Seven Deadly Sins, the Sunday 

Times journalist’s 2012 book that served as a greatest 

hits – and something of a 

vindication - of his turbulent 

13-year quest to expose Lance 

Armstrong as a drugs cheat. 

To pad out the narrative writer 

John Hodge also pored over 

the US Anti-Doping Agency’s 

(USADA) ‘Reasoned Decision’, 

its investigation into 

Armstrong and the goings on 

at his US Postal team. 

Production was a whirlwind; filming was finished less 

than a year after Walsh started work on his book. 

The opening scene is promising; Armstrong, 

climbing alone and silently but for the sound of his 

heavy breathing, at the head of a stage of the Tour de 

France with the camera slowly closing in behind him. 

It’s a relief to see cycling on the big screen that feels 

real. We’re then sent back to 1994, via Walsh’s (Chris 

O’Dowd) first encounter with Armstrong at his debut 

Tour a year earlier, to La Flèche Wallonne, the Belgium 

classic where the Gewiss-Ballan team cleaned up with a 

1-2-3. Its doctor was the now-disgraced Italian Michele 

Ferrari (Guillaume Canet), 

who’d become so intertwined 

in the US Postal scandal. 

Armstrong, still apparently 

clean, is hammered in defeat 

and, spurred on by a warning 

by future collaborator Johan 

Bruyneel that he won’t get 

anywhere without dope, 

encourages his Motorola 

teammates to do what much 

of the peloton is seemingly doing. 

The racing scenes here, splicing real and dramatised 

footage are, like those in the rest of the film, the best 

things about it and do a fine job in capturing both the 

era and the world of bike racing. Currently working 

on his own documentary about the inner workings 
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“THE OPENING SCENE IS 
PROMISING; ARMSTRONG
CLIMBING ALONE AND 
SILENTLY BUT FOR THE 
SOUND OF BREATHING” 

 
ARMSTRONG AT 
THE MOVIES: 
AVAILABLE AND  
ON THE SLATE...

The Armstrong Lie 

(2013)

Renowned 
documentary 
filmmaker Alex 
Gibney was 
approached by 
Armstrong to  
follow him on his 
comeback trail in 
2009. Gibney had 
his film locked  
and loaded and 
ready to go but then 
Armstrong’s deceit 
was exposed and it 
was suddenly 
superfluous, 
necessitating a swift 
change of direction 
and a very different 
finished film. Gibney 
faced accusations 
that he got too close 
to his subject but he 
wouldn’t be the first 
to be mesmerised  
by the charisma  
of Armstrong. 

Untitled JJ Abrams 

Project (TBC)

In the aftermath  
of Armstrong’s 
downfall Hollywood 
circled his story like 
a vulture over a 
carcass. News of JJ 
Abrams’ bid to turn 
Juliet Macur’s book 
Cycle of Lies into a 
film surfaced in late 
2013, but this was 
shortly before he 
jumped into bed 
with Disney to helm 
the new Star Wars 
film, another story 
about a dastardly 
master and 
apprentice. Little 
has been heard 
since, leaving this 
one very much  
in limbo.

 Spot the 
 difference. 
 It’s uncanny – 
 except the zip
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of the pro racing world, multiple TdF stage winner, 

David Millar’s role as ‘cycling consultant’ has paid off. 

The story rattles along, touching the well-known 

bases: the cancer diagnosis, the hospital scene with 

teammate Frankie Andreu (Edward Hogg) and his wife 

Betsy (Elaine Cassidy), where he allegedly admitted to 

performance enhancing drug use, the Festina Affair… It 

might prove a challenge for those less familiar to the 

story than this writer to fill in some of the occasional 

blanks. Walsh’s sudden switch from believer to sceptic 

doesn’t feel earned, while the importance of characters 

such as Emma O’Reilly (Laura Donnelly), Armstrong’s 

former soigneur, doesn’t quite register on screen. 

Every story needs a villain and while Armstrong is 

hardly portrayed as a Boy Scout – his tirades against 

O’Reilly, blackballing of Walsh and intimidation of 

rivals with a simultaneous smile for the cameras reveal 

his sinister side. He’s such a complex character that 

Frears wisely adds shades of light, particularly towards 

the end as his house of cards tumbles. Guillaume  

Canet as Ferrari chews up everything in sight with a 

pantomime menace that plays on how he was portrayed 

in the written press for years. Dramatised, however, 

he’s a scarcely believable character. In a lecture scene 

when he comically debunks ethics of using EPO on a 

healthy athlete, think Dr Nick from The Simpsons. 

Jesse Plemons, at least early on, effectively reprises 

his role from Breaking Bad. For those familiar with the 

series, his put-upon, downtrodden Floyd Landis led 

astray by an egotist isn’t a world away from Todd’s 

relationship with Walter White. Like Foster, he’s 

believable as a bike racer – no mean feat – and their 

time at a Garmin-Sharp boot camp has clearly paid off. 

Chris O’Dowd is good as Walsh, if at 6ft 3in somewhat 

more statue-esque than the man himself, but plays a 

distant second fiddle to Foster, which is fair, given 

Armstrong’s substantial role in his own downfall. 

It’s very much Foster’s film and he gives great 

Dodgeball: A True 

Underdog Story 

(2004)

Towards the end of 
his Tour de France 
domination, when 
he was still hot 
property, Armstrong 
cameoed in this Ben 
Stiller/Vince Vaughn 
comedy. With 
Vaughn’s character 
quitting his ailing 
dodgeball team  
and leaving his 
teammates in the 
lurch, Armstrong 
appears and warns 
of the perils of 
walking away from a 
fight, advice which, 
to be fair, he’s 
always lived by and 
not always for his 
own good. 

Road to Paris 

(2001)

This television 
documentary was a 
warts-but-not-
quite-all look inside 
the US Postal team 
as it prepared 
towards the 2001 
Tour de France. We 
don’t even have to 
use ‘prepared’ 
euphemistically 
any more, with 
history helping  
us to fill in the 
blanks of the 
nefarious goings on 
once the cameras 
stopped rolling. 

 
BMX Bandits 

1983

BMXs were big in 
the ’80s – but not 
as big as a young 
Nicole Kidman’s 

hair in this slice of kitsch. She 
plays one of three BMX-
obsessed Sydney teenagers. 
Stumbling upon a cache of 
walkie-talkies, the trio are 
soon up against a gang of 
robbers. The perfect excuse for 
some improbable small-
wheeler chase action, 
including down water slides… 
‘Strewth, mate!’

 
Bicycle Thieves 

1949

Even 66 years 
after its release 
this monochrome 
masterpiece  

of Italian Neorealism is 
considered one of the greatest 
films of all time, not just 
cycling movies. Antonio Ricci’s 
wife pawns the treasured 
family bedding so her husband 
can buy a bike to get work as a 
bill-poster. But on the first 
day in his new job – calamity 
– his bike is stolen. Bellissimo!

 
The Flying 

Scotsman 2006

Jonny Lee Miller is 
the Scottish track 
star Graeme 
Obree. We see the 

troubled trackie’s fight with 
childhood bullies, his initial 
failure to capture the world 

hour record on his home-
made bike, Old Faithful, run-
ins with the UCI wonks (a 
gloriously OTT Steven Berkoff) 
over his tucked riding position, 
and ultimately achieving the 
prized hour record. Uplifting.

 
Belleville 

Rendez-vous 

2003

A cartoon with 
only minimal 
dialogue about 

the kidnap of Champion, a 
young Tour de France rider, 
seems an improbable premise. 
But throw in Champion’s 
granny Madame Souza, a 
troupe of elderly music-hall 
triplets who were big in the 
1930s and French mafia 
mobsters and you have a 
charming and surreal Gallic 
fantasy. Superbe!

 
Breaking Away 

1979

The best big-
screen cycling 
offering? Yep, and 
don’t just take our 

word for it, this delightful 
coming-of-age movie 
deservedly won the Oscar for 
best original screenplay. It’s 
about Dave, a blue-collar 
American teenager obsessed 
with all things Italian, 
including cycling, and an 
annual students versus 
townies 200-lap bike race, 
based on Indiana University’s 
real-life Little 500. Moving.

REELS ON WHEELS — TOP FIVE CYCLING FILMS

 Foster captures 
 the Texan’s 
 speech and 

 mannerisms

 Guillaume Canet’s
 Michele Ferrari 
 and Foster get  
 involved in 
 the science
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FILM REVIEW

“IT’S FAITHFUL TO ITS
SOURCE MATERIAL, 
PERHAPS TOO FAITHFUL 
AT TIMES FOR THOSE WELL 
VERSED IN THE STORY”

Lance, getting an immediate head start by looking like 

him (it’s largely in the eyes) but also nails the tics and 

speech cadences. If this review feels more weighted 

towards Armstrong than Walsh, then that’s testament to 

the way Foster holds the attention. 

With its writer and director, The Program has terrific 

credentials. The biopic is a tough trick to pull off, 

particularly films of this ilk that straddle decades. Making 

sense and giving sufficient depth to a dense plot and 

myriad characters in a couple of hours is a challenge and 

one many have struggled with, and this is no exception. 

So much ground is covered that not everything gets the 

attention it deserves, such as much of the inner workings 

of the US Postal team. Armstrong’s downfall after almost 

two decades of ascension is so swift that it registers as 

little more than an 

epilogue. 

It’s faithful to its 

source material, 

perhaps too 

faithful at times for 

those well versed in 

the story. Hearing 

Armstrong telling 

O’Reilly that she 

“knows enough to 

bring me down” 

could be part of an Armstrong catchphrase bingo game 

such is its familiarity, and can take you out of the drama. 

So too might the bulky arms on Alberto Contador and the 

cobbles in La Flèche Wallonne.

Frears says that he was attracted to this story – and 

professional cycling - after reading a review of Tyler 

Hamilton’s gripping book The Secret Race and perhaps 

there’s a grittier, deeper film to be made from that. The 

angle of journalist pursuing his story against the odds is 

more typical Hollywood fare and you can see why it was 

chosen – you just wish it were a little deeper and nuanced. 

Perhaps The Program’s closest relation is Rush, the 

Formula One drama about the rivalry between James 

Hunt and Niki Lauda, a similarly polished, well-played 

primer that will interest those new to the story, with 

memorable action scenes, if adding little beyond curiosity 

for hardcore fans. 

01  Lance has 

been scathing

Well, he’s only seen 
the trailer so far but 
hasn’t liked what 
he’s seen. 

“I’m not sure 
what Stephen Frears 
was thinking?” he 
told The Cycling 

Podcast during his 
charity ride with 
former footballer 
Geoff Thomas in 
France this July. 
“From winning an 
Academy Award 
to… I think anybody 
that loves cycling 
and saw that [the 
trailer] goes, 
‘Really?’ Just in the 
trailer you have a 
few things that stick 
out that just aren’t 
true. You’ve got 
[Floyd] Landis 
standing there 
saying ‘I didn’t  
sign up for this’.  
It’s just not true.” 

Neither is it true 
that Frears has  
won an Academy 
Award, but then 
Armstrong’s never 
been shy in letting 
the truth get in  
the way of a good 
sound bite. 

02  
Former pro 

and multiple 

Tour de France 

stage winner, 

David Millar was 

the film’s ‘cycling 

consultant’ 

Few of the main 
players involved in 
the production had 
much knowledge  
of the world of 
professional cycling, 
so Millar, then still 
riding for Garmin-
Sharp, was recruited 
as an advisor. 

“I had everything 
to do with cycling 
and educating 
Stephen [Frears] on 
the cycling world; 
from the bike 
riding, to the history 
of the sport, to  
the characters 
involved and the 
real-life people.” 

“David has been 
the cycling 
conductor,” says 

Ben Foster, who 
plays Armstrong. 
“He was after… the 
ecstatic experience 
of what it means to 
ride for six hours 
and keep suffering 
and move through; 
how does a peloton 
breathe, how does it 
migrate. We were 
very blessed to have 
his eye on it because 
it’s sharp.”

03 
Condor 

Cycles 

supplied the bikes

The cycling scenes 
are one of the best 
aspects of the film, 
but without nailing 
the attention to 
detail cycling fans 
wouldn’t have 
bought it. London 
bike firm Condor 
Cycles played a role 
in that, producing 
40 replica frames 
for filming, 
including Team 
Telekom’s Giant 
TCRs and 
Motorola’s steel 
Eddy Merckx  
Caloi bikes. US 
Postal’s Treks, 
however, were 
originals sourced 
from dealers.

04 You might 

recognise 

some of the extras

Racing needed to 
look authentic for 
the film to stand up, 
so Millar was tasked 
with finding 
professional cyclists 
to be in the shoot. 
Among some 20 
amateurs were a 
number of 
professionals, 
including the retired 
Andreas Klier, who 
was involved in 
Foster’s training, 
Servais Knaven, a 
directeur sportif at 
Team Sky and Yanto 
Barker, the British 
rider currently with 
One Pro Cycling. 

05 Ben Foster 

came in to 

the film a total 

cycling novice 

Apart from seeing 

Armstrong on 
Oprah Winfrey’s 
show, Foster  
knew little about 
Armstrong’s story, 
and had to go from 
a guy who couldn’t 
clip into pedals to 
someone who could 
pass for Big Tex in 
just six weeks. He 
and Jesse Plemons 
(Floyd Landis) 
entered a training 
camp just weeks 
before shooting in 
2013 in Boulder, 
Colorado, headed by 
Allen Lim, a former 
trainer of both 
Armstrong and 
Landis. The pair  
also embedded with 
the Garmin-Sharp 
team during the 
Tour of Colorado.

06 Look 

carefully and 

you might see 

goose pimples 

Because they 
needed access to 
professional cyclists 
for the racing 
scenes – and 
because the season 
doesn’t end until 
October – location 
shooting in the Alps 
had to be done in 
the middle of 
October. They had 
just 10 days to 
complete it and 
were fighting 
against the fast-
approaching winter, 
high up on the 
towering Col du 
Galibier – not the 
place to be at that 
time of year!  

07 The race 

footage is 

smoke and 

mirrors 

Obviously the 
filmmakers  
couldn’t recreate 
the volume of fans 
on mountains such 
as Mont Ventoux, so 
to get round it used 
a clever mix of 
dramatised action 
intercut with 
archive footage, 
along with close-up 
shots. It’s an illusion 
that has paid off. 

BEHIND THE SCENES

 From the IT Crowd 
 to the EPO crowd, 
 Chris O’Dowd 
 convinces as 
 journalist Walsh
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Training, riding and racing – you put your body through a  

lot, so it’s important that you look after your muscles, bones 

and joints.

Whether you’re new to private healthcare, or already have 

insurance, the most important thing you’ll want is speedy access 

to diagnosis and the treatment you need. After all, the sooner 

you’re fixed, the sooner you’ll be back on your bike.

That’s why we’re introducing AXA PPP healthcare. When you  

need treatment covered by your plan, you’ll be cared for quickly  
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ASSESSMENT 
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Long daylight 
hours meant 

plenty of saddle 
time to enjoy 

Shetland
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THE BIG RIDE

Shetland’s 
stunning scenery 
proves it’s not 
always grim  
up north

 degrees 
           North         WOR DS  ELIZA BETH ELLIOTT     

 PHOTOGR A PH Y  BEN MU LLAY



his year is the 20th 

anniversary of 

Sustrans’ National 

Cycle Network and to 

mark it we thought we’d 

do a ride that took in its 

most northerly point: 

the island of Unst in 

beautiful and bike-

friendly Shetland. 

Lying 400 miles south of the 

Arctic Circle on the same latitude  

as Alaska, Greenland and St 

Petersburg, and reached via a 225-

mile ferry crossing – about the same 

distance away Norway lies to the 

east and the Faroe Islands to the 

north-west – Shetland doesn’t 

sound like part of Britain. Its quiet 

and immaculately surfaced roads 

make it sound even less so. But 

thanks to King Christian I of 

Denmark and Norway – who when 

his daughter married James III of 

Scotland in 1468 pawned Shetland to 

Scotland because he didn’t have the 

money to pay her dowry – and North 

Sea oil – a small percentage of the 

money from which gets invested 

into the islands’ infrastructure, 

most notably the roads – this Arctic 

archipelago is indeed both British 

and a cycling haven. 

Shetland also has more daylight 

hours during summer than 

anywhere else in the UK so you have 

the perfect destination for long days 

in the saddle. Even the weather isn’t 

as bad as its position on the map 

suggests. It’s not as wet as in many 

other north-western parts of the UK 

and thanks to the influence of the 

sea it’s not as cold as other places on 

the same latitude. The biggest 

downside for a cyclist is that it can be 

very windy, but it’s much less so 

during the summer months.  

Endless days 
Joining me on the ride was Shetland 

Wheelers’ sport development officer 

Robin Atkinson. It’s the only club on 

the islands, which means it’s also 

the most northerly cycling club in 

the UK. The day I arrived the annual 

50-mile Simmer Dim sportive that 

Robin helps to arrange was taking 

place. We’d borrowed part of the 

route to plot this Big Ride, so it only 

seemed polite to invite him along. 

Despite the 245km that lay ahead, 

we didn’t head off at the crack of 

dawn because there wasn’t one. We 

were in Shetland in mid-summer 

when it never actually gets dark, 

there’s just a lingering twilight, 

known as the Simmer Dim. Since we 

were never going to run out of light 

we put together a ride that made the 

most of the endless day ahead.

We met at the Shetland Museum 

and Archives in Lerwick, the  

islands’ capital, which makes for a 

convenient spot to quickly get out of 

town – although wherever you start 

you’re not going to be fighting rush-

hour traffic and suburban sprawl. 

There’s also a great pre- or post- 

ride coffee option at the arts centre 

cafe next door, known as the Mareel.

It was a hill start as we headed out 

of Lerwick and this was by no means 

the first and last climb of the day. I’d 

been to one Scottish island before in 

the inner Hebrides where the terrain 

was rolling but had no real lumps 

We celebrate Sustrans’ 20th birthday 
in style with a visit to the National 
Cycle Network’s most northerly point
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to speak of, so I’d made the incorrect 

assumption that Shetland would be 

similar. While I only saw one sign 

indicating a steep gradient – of nine 

per cent – there are plenty of steady, 

long mid-gradient climbs and it’s 

rarely flat. 

After ascending out of Lerwick 

we dropped down into a valley, 

after which another of those mid-

gradient climbs greeted us. At 

the top, surrounded by fields and 

loch-dotted moorland, we joined a 

singletrack road that took us back 

out towards the sea and alongside 

spectacular rugged coastline. Except 

for the main roads, which cut 

through the middle of the islands, 

singletrack roads are the norm. 

But they’re not like singletrack 

roads I’ve come across anywhere 

else in the UK. When confronted 

with oncoming traffic in Shetland 

there’s no throwing yourself into a 

hedge while avoiding the potholed 

and broken up road edges. Here the 

singletrack roads have good-sized, 

west of the mainland. Brae was the 

next town we came to, home to what 

is officially the UK’s best fish and 

chip restaurant. That’s reason 

enough to do more than just pass 

through like we did, but Brae makes 

an ideal alternative start and finish 

point for the ride if you’d prefer to 

split it over a couple of days, doing 

the northern loop one day and the 

mainland loop the next. 

Heading out of Brae I started to get 

the feeling of remoteness I’d 

expected from the moment I stepped 

off the ferry from Aberdeen. While 

only 15 of Shetland’s more than 100 

islands are inhabited, with the rest 

given over to huge bird colonies and 

other wildlife, it’s still home to 

22,000 people, so, on the mainland at 

least, it doesn’t feel as isolated as you 

may think. The biggest communities 

such as Lerwick and Scalloway in 

particular are cultural hubs. Away 

from more populated areas, you 

quickly lose the ‘crowds’. Cycling 

past the huge oil terminal at Sullom 
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There are plenty of  

steady, long mid-gradient 

climbs and it’s certainly 

rarely flat

regular, purpose-built passing areas 

and they’re just as well maintained 

as the main roads, while being even 

quieter. Another plus is that the 

landscape is largely hedge- and 

treeless, so most of the time you 

have a good view down the road, 

enabling you to see approaching 

vehicles well in advance.

As we turned back inland through 

moorland that stretched as far as the 

eye could see we headed up another 

enjoyable climb before rejoining the 

A970. From here it was a stretch of 

steady, almost continual climbing 

before we again found ourselves 

alongside the coast, this time on the 

THE BIG RIDE

Top left This 
Viking ship near 
Haroldswick was 

just one sign 
of how much 
Shetlanders 

celebrate their 
Nordic heritage

 

Above A quick 
ferry crossing 
opens up more  

islands to explore



Voe (voe is Scottish for a small bay  

or narrow creek) was a jolt back  

from my sense of creeping other-

worldliness, but also a reminder  

of these islands’ distant location.

Island hopping  
Running out of mainland we 

arrived at the ferry port to continue 

our journey north. The journey 

takes around 20 minutes, which I 

discovered is barely enough time 

for a toilet stop and a wrestle with 

the vending machine. Aside from 

the wind, the one other downside 

about Shetland for a cyclist is the 

irregularity of cafes, so you have to 

grab a coffee where you can. 

Before we’d set off Robin had 

described Yell as little more than a 

through road to Unst. Mostly 

moorland and rough grazing. It’s 

true that Yell doesn’t have the 

scenery found in other parts of the 

islands, but it has its own charm if 

wild and windswept is your thing. It 

also boasts two of Shetland’s three 
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northerly inhabited island in 

Britain. Approximately 12 miles 

long and five miles wide, there’s 

only one way through it until the 

road splits at Haroldswick just after 

a Viking boat. Straight on takes you 

to the UK’s most northerly point, 

but we turned right to the NCN’s 

most northerly point. As we passed 

a sign to Britain’s most northerly 

church I wondered if the NCN would 

be similarly marked. It wasn’t, so we 

just kept riding along route 1 until 

we ran out of road and ended up on 

someone’s drive. 

A beautiful bay ran alongside the 

final section and with the waves 

crashing onto its sandy shore and 

feeling the full force of a cross wind 

it really felt like we were at the end of 

the Earth never mind Britain. As we 

turned round to begin our journey 

south, the road was oddly busy. A bin 

lorry was doing its rounds – even up 

in such a stunning, remote location 

the humdrum of everyday life still 

goes on. 

tombolos – a natural phenomenon 

where a beach or bar, created by 

waves, connects two landmasses – 

but even these weren’t as 

impressive as the one we’d seen the 

previous day at St Ninian’s Isle on 

the mainland. Shetland has a 

spectacular coast featuring all kinds 

of geological formations such as 

stacks, natural arches, caves and 

blowholes, so it’s worth keeping an 

eye out when the sea appears. 

We pressed on across all 19 miles 

of Yell with the promise of a cafe at 

the ferry port in Gutcher keeping me 

going against the relentless head 

wind. It wasn’t until reaching for the 

cafe door that I noticed the paint 

pots and dust sheets. So, instead, we 

watched the dive-bombing gannets 

while we waited for the boat. They 

were clearly having more luck 

finding a mid-morning snack.

All roads lead north  
It was just a 10-minute journey 

across the sea to Unst, the most 
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Except for the main roads, 

which cut through the 

middle of the islands, 

singletrack roads are the 

norm in Shetland

Main picture  
Exceptionally 

well-maintained 
and quiet roads 

make these islands 
an ideal cycling 

destination

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H



We started to retrace our 

route and couldn’t resist a 

stop at the most welcoming 

bus shelter you’re likely to 

find, featuring a sofa and 

some books. I got the 

feeling the wait for a bus 

can be a long one round here. As we 

neared the ferry port, equally hard to 

ignore was a group of Shetland 

ponies and their foals.  

Back on Yell we took the 

singletrack road from Mid Yell that 

runs along the eastern coast down to 

Burravoe in the south-east corner. 

An attractive village, Burravoe is 

home to the Old Haa Museum, which 

is housed in an old merchant’s 

cottage. Crammed with local 

history, it’s worth a visit not least 

because there’s also a tearoom 

offering a good selection of cakes.

Tiffin time 
Irom the ferry a fun, long, relaxed 

descent alongside the spectacular 

Dales Voe took us back to Brae from 

where we continued our journey 

GETTING THERE

Northlink Ferries 
(northlinkferries.
co.uk) runs a service 
between Aberdeen 
and Lerwick seven 
nights a week. 
Flybe has flights to 
Sumburgh on the 
southern tip of the 
mainland from 
most of Scotland’s 
major cities. 

GETTING AROUND

Unless you’re cycle 
touring we 
recommend hiring 
a car. We used Bolts 
(boltscarhire.co.uk). 
The ferries between 
the islands largely 
run to a timetable, 
see shetland.gov.uk/
ferries/timetable.
asp. Bikes are free, 
so you just pay a 
passenger fare. 

FOOD AND DRINK

We recommend the 
Old Haa Museum in 

Burravoe, Busta 
House Hotel in 
Brae, Frankie’s Fish 
& Chips in Brae, 
and the Mareel cafe 
in Lerwick. And of 
course the fridge!

WHERE TO STAY

The Lerwick Hotel 
(shetlandhotels.
com) and Queen’s 
Hotel (kgqhotels.
co.uk), Lewick, 
Busta House  
Hotel (bustahouse.
com), Brae.

WHAT TO DO

Sumburgh Head is 
great for seeing 
puffins. For walking 
and cycling, the 
tourist office in 
Lerwick has maps. 
Lerwick Museum 
and Archives, and 
Scalloway Museum 
are worth a visit.

TOURIST INFO

shetland.org

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
The climbs can  

be long and  
steady with long 

sweeping descents 
your rewards

It really felt like we  

were at the end of the Earth 

never mind Britain
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south along the west side 

of the mainland. A 

particularly enjoyable 

section from Voe to just 

beyond Twatt (stop 

giggling at the back) on the 

B9071 took us along more 

singletrack roads and through an 

area Robin dubbed the Alps, which 

as the name suggests is hilly 

(mountainous is stretching it), 

barren and beautiful terrain with 

steady climbs and sweeping 

descents. I was so absorbed in the 

fun I forgot to look out for a fridge 

stocked with homemade cake 

outside a house just before Aith. 

Fortunately Robin didn’t. He’d told 

us about it even before we’d set off 

and particularly talked up the tiffin. 

I can confirm it was incredible and 

worth a visit to Shetland in itself. 

Rejoining the main road, the 

toughest climb of the day in the 

shape of a long drag, which Shetland 

Wheelers use for their annual hill 

climb, rewarded us with views across 

Weisdale Voe, the kind of sight 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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+  Can medication bring 
patients OUT OF COMAS?

+  Can a BREATH TEST  
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to make medical diagnoses?
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FITNESS & NUTRITION

Carbohydrate-based energy drinks 

like Gatorade and Powerade are 

omnipresent at gyms across the 

nation. But the idea that they  

should fuel every session is 

incorrect, according to research  

led by John Hawley, Professor  

of Exercise Metabolism at RMIT 

University in Melbourne, Australia.

Hawley and colleagues have 

shown that undertaking regular 

training sessions in a glycogen-

depleted state drives up the 

metabolic adaptations to burn fat. 

“The idea is that this enhances 

stamina and endurance, because 

glycogen depletion is associated 

with fatigue,” says Hawley.

For endurance athletes like 

marathon runners and triathletes, 

this is the Holy Grail. Your body 

stores around 1,800 carbohydrate 

calories in a form called glycogen  

in the liver and muscle cells, before 

releasing it into the bloodstream in 

the form of glucose. It’s then broken 

down in cellular powerhouses called 

Undertaking regular 

training sessions in a 

glycogen-depleted state 

drives up the metabolical 

adaptations to burn fat

Running 
 
on empty

For endurance athletes looking to 

burn fat, exercising when glycogen 

levels are low can be beneficial

14

mitochondria, one of the results 

being energy.

But running a marathon can  

burn around 1,000 calories an hour, 

leaving a shortfall if you rely on 

carbs. That’s where fat comes in. 

Even a fit marathon runner stores up 

to 100,000 calories of fat in muscle 

fibers and fat cells. So, by training 

with low glycogen levels, your body 

has no choice but to use fat stores.

“The main adaptation to fasted 

endurance sessions is enhanced 

mitochondrial volume in the muscles, 

which means all the enzymes and 

sites involved in aerobic metabolism 

are unregulated to a greater extent,” 

says Dr James Morton of Liverpool 

University, UK. “As a result of those 

changes, it tends to mean you use 

more fat as fuel for a given intensity.”

And that last point is key. How 

hard you train is affected by muscle 

and liver glycogen levels. If they’re 

low, blood glucose levels will be low 

too, making the session feel harder. 

That’s why it’s appropriate to 

undertake fasted efforts during  

the winter and spring, when you’re 

looking to increase aerobic capacity 

and fat-burning capabilities by 

training at a moderate intensity. 

“When you increase the intensity  

of your sessions as your race 

approaches, make sure you go back 

to the carbohydrates,” warns Morton.

Hawley and his team have also 

shown that you can increase the 

intensity of fasted sessions by 

drinking a cappuccino. “When 

athletes train with low glycogen, 

their power output drops by 8 per 

cent,” he says. “With a shot of 

caffeine, it rescues it to around a  

3.5 per cent drop while enjoying  

the benefits of burning more fat.”

One session a week in a fasted 

state will improve endurance 

athletes’ aerobic capacity and their 

ability to burn fat. This should be 

longer than an hour, at an intensity 

no greater than around 75-80 per 

cent of your maximum heart rate, 

and done before breakfast.

´

MIND & WELL-BEING

´

A POSITIVE OUTLOOK can affect 

your health. This is probably due 

to lower levels of the stress 

hormone cortisol, but positive 

people are probably also more 

likely to live healthier lifestyles.

Perception is a key part of 

effective stress management.  

An eight-year 2012 University of 

Wisconsin study of 30,000 

Americans found that those with 

a lot of stress had a 43 per cent 

increased risk of dying early – 

but only if they viewed their 

stress negatively. Having a 

positive outlook doesn’t mean 

burying your head in the sand  

or denying that unpleasant 

situations happen: learning 

positive 

thinking skills 

simply means 

you’re better 

able to handle 

everyday stress in a 

more constructive way. 

Experts at 

Minnesota’s Mayo Clinic 

say that the health 

benefits of a positive 

outlook also include 

lower rates of 

depression, greater 

resistance to the 

common cold and 

a reduced risk of 

death from heart 

disease. 

View your glass 

as half-full 

Optimism reduces stress hormones

51

MEDITATION ENCOURAGES US to 

reduce our stress levels by teaching 

relaxation techniques and how to 

unlearn the habits that encourage 

us to ‘hold tension’. In recent years, 

meditation has been attracting 

scientific interest for its potential 

stress-relieving effects on the mind 

and body, along with its health 

benefits, particularly in the field of 

psychiatry, where there’s evidence 

that it can help people with anxiety. 

Researchers in Thailand, where 

meditation is a common Buddhist 

Free your 

mind

Science is waking up to the 
physiological and psychological 
benefits of meditation

TOP TIP

Meditation works  
best when it becomes a 
formal part of your day 
and is given a regular  

slot in your  
schedule 

practice, studied people in the US 

who had anxiety. They found that 

those who followed an 18-week 

course of transcendental meditation 

– a technique that allows the activity 

of the mind to settle down into a 

state of profound relaxation while 

remaining wide awake – felt less 

situational anxiety, and were less 

distressed by their symptoms, after 

learning how to meditate. They also 

felt better in social situations at 

work, as well as in their relationships 

with friends and family.
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Do you want to live a longer, healthier 

and happier life? Of course you do… 

and here’s a BBC Focus guide to 

doing just that. Our experts looked 

at the most up-to-date research and 

weighed up all the evidence to bring 

you the definitive manual for living 

well in the 21st Century. Find out:

 • How medicines and vaccines 

have tamed previously fatal diseases

 • Why many Western doctors now 

recommend yoga and meditation

 • The truth about caffeine, sugar, red 

meat, salt and so-called ‘superfoods’

 • How bionic implants and robot 

nurses are transforming healthcare
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The UK’s top sports scientists help you 
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to reduce stress and overcome your fears
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hotline
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1 From the 
Shetland 
Museum in 

Lerwick head out to 
North Road. Turn 
right, then join  
the A970 out  
of town.

2 After about 
17km turn 
right onto the 

B9075, then turn 
left at Laxo onto 
the B9071 to  
rejoin the A970 
heading north.

3 At Brae take 
the B9076 for 
about 12km, 

before taking a  
left onto the  
A968 and heading 
to the ferry 
terminal at Toft.

4 After 
disembarking 
take the A968 

north across Yell to 
Gutcher, where you 
can catch the ferry 
to Unst. Continue 
on the A968 north 
once on Unst, then 
the B9087 after 
Haroldswick 
towards Norwick, 
turning back and 
retracing your 
route once you 
reach the beach!

5 Retrace your 
route across 
Unst and for 

the first part of 
Yell. After 151km 
turn left onto the 
B9081 down 
through Burravoe 
before rejoining 

the A968 before 
the ferry terminal.

6 Back on 
Mainland, 
follow the 

A968 south to 
Hillside, where you 
join the A970 
south for 1km 
before turning 
right onto the 
B9071 towards 
Voe. Stay on this 
road through the 
Alps (stop for 
cake!), then turn 
left on the A971  
at Bixter.

7 Turn right after 
Tingwall 
airport, then 

right again until 
you join the B9074 
(right) past 

Distance: 152 miles (245km)  Grade: Hard. 
The terrain isn’t too taxing but the distance is. 
Plenty of daylight though!  Download: http://
www.mapmyride.com/routes/view/814782401

you associate more with 

Norway than the UK. 

Instead of retracing our 

steps into Lerwick we went 

back via the picturesque 

village of Scalloway. Our 

route didn’t take us through 

the centre but up another steady 

climb we could see the town below 

with the castle and harbour in  

the distance and the red timber-

frame Scandinavian-style houses  

in the foreground. 

Unsurprisingly, we arrived back 

in Lerwick with plenty of daylight in 

hand. You may only be able to ride 

just under 100km without covering 

the same bit of road twice on 

Shetland (a Robin fact) but even 

after cycling 245km in one day  

there were still many parts of the 

islands, mainly on the mainland, we 

hadn’t been to, so there’s plenty of 

scope to make a cycling holiday of 

your visit. Forget John O’Groats, 

Shetland is the UK’s ultimate 

northern cycling destination. 

Tingwall Loch and 
down to Scalloway. 

8 At the end of 
the B9074, 
turn left onto 

the A970, then 
right onto the 
B9073. Turn left 
onto the A970 
again and follow 
this road back to 
Lerwick, winding 
your way along  
the seafront and 
back to the 
Shetland Museum.

THE BIG RIDE

You’ll need your sea 
legs as well as your 
riding ones, as you 

hop from island  
to island 

Forget John 

O’Groats, Shetland is 

the UK’s ultimate 

northern cycling 

destination

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H





 D
o you remember the 

opening shots from 

zombie apocalypse 

drama 28 Days Later, 

where Cillian Murphy wanders 

through deserted central 

London streets? Getting to 

the start of the Prudential 

RideLondon-Surrey 100, with 

police barricading out the usual 

swarm of motorists, was a bit 

like that, only with fewer of  

the undead. 

Undead was precisely how 

I felt that Sunday morning. 

There’s a price to pay for riding 

a closed-road sportive that 

starts and finishes in the heart 

of one of the world’s busiest 

cities. One is that by necessity 

you’ll start at an indecently 

early time. Over 25,000 riders 

have to cross the start line by 

9am so that important roads 

can be reopened (and the pro 

race can finish unimpeded). 

Another is that nearby hotels 

are bursting at the seams – I 

stayed with a friend south of 

the city and it took an hour just 

to get to the Stratford start 

in the Olympic Park. I awoke, 

groggy, at 4.30am, hit the 

snooze button on my alarm 

four times, got out the door an 

hour later and started the 

Everybody I know who’s 

ridden RideLondon has 

returned blown away by  

the spectacle

02 August 2015   
100 miles > 4100ft climbing

WE RODE IT!
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Crowds lined the 
route to cheer on 

participants, despite 
the early start

Riders passed 
through the 

historic town 
of Kingston twice 

on the course



90 miles of flat-out 

riding and a boisterous 

crowd had reinvigorated 

this zombie of  

the morning

WE RODE IT!

sportive at 7am – 45 minutes after 

my scheduled start time.

How I’d come to regret that 

decision. Sure, I enjoyed those 

snatched minutes of snooze time 

but that half an hour was not a good 

trade for the bike congestion I came 

up against in the 100. If you want 

to post a good time you need to set 

off in the first few waves after the 

start at 6am, which gives you carte 

blanche to ride as hard as you like 

without the limitations of traffic. 

A friend of mine had an estimated 

finish time of four hours, which 

bumped him up the start line and 

within the first few miles he was in 

the front group on the road. I was 

well down from the beginning, with 

the only way to make good progress 

being to drill it down the right-

hand side of the road and bellowing 

an unsociable ‘on your right’ every 

few seconds. 

Out of the ordinary 
Everybody I know who’s ridden 

RideLondon has returned grinning, 

blown away by the spectacle of what 

is essentially the London Marathon 

on wheels (it’s organised by the 

same folks). The numbers, the 

speed, the absurdity of careering 

through red lights without getting 

killedx… It’s all so much more than 

your every day ride, and if you read 

the feature on mass participation 

cycling in the last issue, a sign of 

the times. These are the best times 

amateur cyclists have ever had. 

At 7am on the dot we were 

out of the traps in the Olympic 

Park, into a morning so early 

that Central London wasn’t sure 

whether last night was over. We 

belted through Kensington and 

Hammersmith before crossing the 

Thames on Chiswick Bridge and 

into Richmond Park. The peloton 
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here was as rampant as it would 

be all day, six and seven riders 

across and stretching as far as the 

eye could see, all fresh legged and 

primed for action. I’m not sure 

what possessed a runner to try and 

jog across the road, but it provided 

some slapstick-style entertainment 

watching him run forwards, then 

backwards repeatedly until he 

crossed the narrow road. It was a 

miracle that he wasn’t hit.

Onto Kingston, for the first of 

two visits, and somewhat foggy 

memories of three summers ago 

resurfaced. I was there to watch 

the Men’s Olympic road race 

(RideLondon is largely based on the 

same course), which I staggered to 

still more than half-cut after an 

Opening Ceremony party in the East 

End. That remains the only time 

I’ve watched a bike race from start 

to finish. I was even there for the 

neutral zone and sat through close 

to seven hours without commentary 

or even screen race data. It was a 

rough day.

Mechanical setbacks
For 40 miles there was barely a kink 

in the road. It’s fast but any hopes I 

harboured about clocking a decent 

time – certainly faster than the 

five-and-a-bit hours that editor-

in-chief Rob clocked up in 2013, and 

which he’s dined out on since, were 

scuppered by mechanical problems, 

including a saddle that just wouldn’t 

stay still on the rails. 

RideLondon is a tricky event to fix 

mechanicals. You can’t just pull into 

the gutter because someone will 

likely be riding in it. 

Climbing in earnest began with 

the sharp Leith Hill, an in-places 

double-digit climb that is a physical 

assault to get up after coasting 

in a peloton for almost 60 miles. 

Nerves of steel were required for the 

descent, where riders attempted to 

make the time up they lost on the 

climb by flinging themselves off the 

summit. It eases at Abinger but the 

downhill continues into Dorking, 

where huge crowds whipped up 

into excitement cheered us into the 

centrepiece of the ride, Box Hill. Just 

the one ascent for us, thankfully, as 

opposed to the nine the men did in 

the Olympics, or the 44 I did in my 

failed Everesting attempt on a cold 

October day (and night) last year. 

90 miles of flat-out riding 

and a boisterous crowd through 

Kingston, Raynes Park and the 

final rise up Wimbledon high street 

had reinvigorated this zombie of 

the morning, with the finish on 

The Mall one of the best sportive 

finishes in the world. It’d been a 

fun, fast and revitalising day, a day 

that matched my lofty expectations. 

Organisers might make you jump 

through hoops – the early start and 

an arduous registration process the 

day before at the not-very-central 

ExCel Arena spring to mind – but 

some things are worth going the 

extra mile for.  

Satisfaction 
guaranteed 
from this well 
organised, great 
fun sportive through 
the city streets
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NEAREST AIRPORT

Florence (70km) 

FOOD AND DRINK

Le Contrade makes 
use of the produce 
grown in its own 
backyard as the basis 
for its menu.  
lecontrade.com 

WHERE TO STAY

Anima Toscana is  
the official tour 
operator. It  
can organise  
vintage bike hire, 
accommodation  
and delivery of  
your event  
number, transfers,  
car hire and  
event registration.  
animatoscana.it

BIKE SHOPS

Fitting for a vintage 
sportive, Ramuzzi is 
a workshop that’s 
been operating  
in nearby Greve  
since 1920.  
ramuzzi.com

TOURIST 
INFORMATION

discovertuscany.com

WEBSITE

eroica.cc

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

SPORTIVE IN 60 SECONDS

 L’EROICA

1  BLAST FROM THE PAST 
So much of modern cycling 

is about innovation and evolution, 
but not so L’Eroica. This Tuscan 
sportive celebrates the sport’s 
past, only permitting the use of 
‘historical’ and ‘vintage-style’ 
bikes, clothing and components.   

2  MAN OF STEEL  
Historical means bikes, 

usually of steel construction, built 
in or before 1987. Others bikes of 
a more recent vintage must have 
the characteristics of this era, 
built with down-tube shifters, toe 
straps and brake cables outside 
the handlebars.

4 October  A trip down memory lane on the 
white gravel roads of Tuscany  

3  CAST OF THOUSANDS   
The sportive was 

established in 1997 with just 92 
riders but has since established 
itself internationally, with 5000 - 
the event’s limit - flocking to the 
past three editions on the first 
Sunday of October.

4  PAST MASTERS    
The worldwide intrigue of 

L’Eroica has helped to establish 
sister events around the world.  
As well as the spring Primavera  
in Tuscany, there are events in 
California, Japan, Spain and 
Britain. The latter takes place  
in the Peak District in June. 

5  CHALK IT OFF   
L’Eroica’s route starts in 

Gaiole in Chianti and covers 
209km on its longest route, 
largely on Tuscany’s white gravel 
roads, through hamlets, vineyards 
and olive groves. Bliss! 38, 75 and 
135km routes are also on offer.

6  NICE SPREAD   
You’ll find more appetising 

feed station fare than your usual 
sportive. Our senior tech ed and 
L’Eroica veteran, Warren, says he 
found “pasta and a ragu along 
with a nice Tuscan red” at his 
favourite stop last year. 

“I’ve only one tip 
for L’Eroica,” says 
its founder 
Giancarlo Brocci. 
“Ride your bike on 
gravel roads and 
make sure it’s fit 
for the event.” 
Make sure your 
bike is road-
worthy and that 
your tyres are 
suitable for the 
uneven surface. 
Miles of chalk 
roads can be  
found around  
the Ridgeway 
National Trail  
in Oxfordshire.

 TRAINING TIP

Embrace the past 
on this tour 
through Tuscany 
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1 
MOOR OF  

THE SAME  

Exmoor Beast 
18 October  
The first time we 
rode this Exmoor 
sportive it was 
based out of 
Minehead’s Butlins 
resort and held in 
the second week  
of November.  
Now under new 
ownership with a 
mid-October slot 
and starting in 
Tiverton High 
School, much has 
changed. The most 
important thing – 
the route – hasn’t, 
and the 100 miles 
over tough Exmoor 
terrain is as beastly 
as it always was. 
exmoorbeast.org

2 
ROUTE 

REMINISCING 

Aviva Tour Ride  
4 October
Unlike the Etape du 
Tour, which follows 
the route of a stage 
of that year’s Tour 
de France, the 
official sportive of 
the Tour of Britain 
looks to last year’s 
race and stage 4 in 
Worcestershire for 
inspiration. There 

RIDING AWAY

A MOUNTAIN  
TO CLIMB 
Taiwan KOM,  
30 October 
The course rises from 
sea level to 3275m 
almost uninterrupted 
over 90km. You’ll share 
the road with pros 
(Nicole Cooke and 
Tiffany Cromwell took 
part in 2014), who’ll 
have their eyes on the 
£21,000 first prize. 
Your goal will be to 
simply get to the top. 
taiwankom.org  

are three options – 
Pro (100 miles), 
Intermediate  
(75 miles)  
and Challenge  
(40 miles).
tourride.co.uk 

3 
CURTAIN CALL 

Santini 
Cotswold 

Autumn Classic 
4 October
The sister event to 
its spring sportive, 
the Autumn Classic 
isn’t quite as hard, 
either in terms of 
altitude metres or 
the benefit of what 
a summer’s riding 
has on your legs. 
You’ll start from 
Cirencester College 
before riding 60, 
103 or 160km. 
veloevents.co.uk
  

4 
FOREST 

COMMISSION

Tour of the 
National Forest 
Autumn Challenge
 11 October 
The organiser 
Titanium aims for 
this sportive to be 
one of the best 
value on the 
calendar, and you 
can’t argue with 
what you get for 

£28. Whether you 
choose the 65km, 
100km or 165km 
routes, you’ll be 
based out of 
Loughborough 
University’s new 
stadium and  
have access to 
mechanical 
support, energy 
drinks and a post-
ride meal. There’s 
also a broom 
wagon – but 
hopefully you  
won’t have to  
make use of that. 
titanium 
cyclingevents.co.uk 

5 
RIDE WITH 

THE TEAM 
Cycling Plus  

Circuit Sportive
18 October
Your chance to 
ride with members 
of the Cycling Plus 
team! There’s a 
choice of two rides, 
50 and 100km, 
both of which start 
from the Castle 
Combe Circuit and 
take in the scenic 
countryside that 
surrounds it. Entry 
fee includes a 
bulging goody bag.
cyclingplus 
circuitseries.com 

 OCTOBER  
 Saddle up for our pick of the best  
 late-season events this month

Unleash your inner 

animal in Exmoor  

or ride with the  

Cycling Plus team 
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 CIRCUIT 

 SPORTIVE 

SERIES

BOOK NOW! 
If you’re looking for a sociable, friendly and relaxed 

end-of-season event then why not sign up for the 

ƬUVW�HYHU�Cycling Plus Circuit Sportive on Sunday, 

October the 18th"�6WDUWLQJ�DQG�ƬQLVKLQJ�DW�WKH�

historic Castle Combe motor racing circuit in 

Wiltshire, join the Cycling Plus team as they lead 50 

and 100km routes (1207ft /2105 ft climbing) around 

the quiet roads and unspoilt picturesque villages of 

the south west Cotswolds. Both routes are perfect 

for experienced riders looking for a fun season 

FORVHU�RU�QHZHU�ULGHUV�WHPSWHG�WR�WU\�WKHLU�ƬUVW�

sportive before winter sets in! 

Check out the routes, find more information 
and enter online at  

www.cyclingpluscircuitseries.com

CASTLE COMBE - WILTSHIRE       

     OCTOBER 18TH 2015

DON’T MISS OUT!

CASTLE COMBE (WILTSHIRE) - October 18th 2015 • LEE VALLEY VELOPARK (LONDON) - April 10th 2016
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Hill climbing season at the tail 
end of the year is a British 
tradition and few clubs have 
as much history as Bec CC, 91 
years old this year. Its Hill 
Climb is one of the best known 
in the country and gained 
huge exposure in 2014 with 
David Millar in action for his 
swansong as a professional. 
This year will be its 60th 
edition and will take place in 
spite of the county council, 
who wanted £3000 for the 
right to close the road. 

*And this time it is a race!

BEC HILL 
CLIMB  

WHEN 11 October, 
2pm

WHERE Limpsfield, 
Surrey

DISTANCE  
700 yards
PRICE £8
WEBSITE 

beccyclingclub.
co.uk

RACE NUMBERS

The average 

gradient 

percentage of the 
competition’s 
venue, White Lane, 
which gains 268ft 
in 0.4 miles. 

The amount in 

pounds demanded 
by Surrey County 
Council for use of 
the closed road. 
The district council 
hadn’t previously 
charged before SCC 
stepped in.

The number of 

years Fleeman 

has held the 

Strava record for 

the climb. 

Pullar should have 
uploaded his effort 
last year, he’d 
have taken it by  
a second. 

The year the hill 

climb was founded. 

    
The position of 

David Millar, 

who kept his 
promise to 
organiser Garry 
Beckett to finish 
off his career 
with the race.

The average 

power in watts 

that Cycling Plus 
contributor, 
Reuben Bakker-
Dyos, in the photo 
opposite, put out 
during his race. 
He finished 51st 
out of 134.

Former 

Cervélo pro 

rider Dan 

Fleeman’s 

wattage for 

his effort up 

the hill, in 
case you have 
designs on the 
Strava KOM. 

Thousand 

pounds raised 

in crowd funding 
in one month  
by supporters  
of the race to 
keep it going.

The number of 

seconds Millar 

ended up behind 

winner Jack Pullar, 

the 2012 national 
champion in the 
discipline, who won 
for the third year 
running in 1min  
49.3 seconds 

*
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SEE THE  

LIGHT!
Back-up lights to  

brighten up your ride  
 

ENJOY THE RIDE 

The art of having fun in the saddle

RIDE SLOWER, GET FASTER! 

Ease off in training and reap the benefits

IN THE FRAME 

Aluminium, carbon  

and steel bikes  

go head to head
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SECURE YOUR BIKE

Pragmasis – SecurityForBikes.com 
Most thefts happen from home... 

 So lock your bike to something solid: 

SHED SHACKLE  
x�Lock your bike to 

the wall of your 
shed 

x�Suits chains and  
D-locks 

x�Easy DIY fit 

x�Sold Secure  
Approved 

x�Police Approved 

x�Cycling Plus 9/10 
 

Also available: PROTECTOR security chains, high-
end anchors including the TORC and the UHPRYDEOH�
DOUBLE DOOFER  plus more! 
Pragmasis is the leading UK  
manufacturer of high-end security  
products to keep your bike safe.  
Much more on our web site: 

www.SecurityForBikes.com 
01827 286267 

Datadots® mark
cycle components
and accessories

0INHEAD�GETS�THE�'OLD�
2ATING�ON�.EW�"UBBLE�
LOCK�3%#52)49�3YSTEM

Please ask your dealer for 

further information

PINHEADLOCKS�COM

$EFEAT�"IKE�4HIEVES

&RONT�WHEEL

(EADSET

2EAR
WHEEL

3EAT

/NE�KEY�LOCKS�UP�YOUR�ENTIRE�BIKE

4HE�"UBBLE�,OCK�3ECURITY�3YSTEM�

5NIQUE�"UBBLE�SHAPE�ON�FEATURED�
LOCK�FOR�HIGHER�SECURITY�FOR�YOUR�FRAME

,OCKING�SKEWERS�PREVENT�REMOVAL�ON�FRONT�
WHEEL��REAR�WHEEL��SEAT����HEADSET�UNLESS�
YOU�HAVE�YOUR�UNIQUE�0INHEAD�KEY

,OCKS�CAN�BE�KEYED�ALIKE�TO�YOUR�NEW�
OR�EXISTING�0INHEAD�KEY�CODE

,OCKS�HAVE�KEY�ENTRY�TECHNOLOGY�
THAT�HIDES�THE�LOCK�MECHANISM�
SO�IT�CANNOT�BE�PICKED



DIRECTORY
WEATHER THE STORM

BIKELINE
www.bikeline.co.uk

Alyson France & Co. Solicitors
125 Brimstage Road, Heswall, Wirral 

Alyson France & Co. Solicitors

Member of the Law Society Personal Injury Panel 

Authorised and regulated by the Solicitor’s Regulation Authority No. 287787

GET ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

NO WIN NO FEE

Developed by a cycling solicitor to provide a 

specialist service, with in-depth knowledge of 

the issues affecting cyclists 

For free initial advice no obligation

call 0151 348 4400 or 

e-mail enquiries@bikeline.co.uk

C YC L E  ACC I D E N T ?
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GENERAL

TO ADVERTISE IN CYCLING PLUS  
PLEASE CONTACT MATT RUSHTON ON
0117 314 7385 OR MATT.RUSHTON@IMMEDIATE.CO.UK

Summer in the Alps & 

Winter in Gran Canaria
HOLIDAYS  |  COACHED PERFORMANCE 

DEVELOPMENT WEEKS & SPORTIVES

WWW.COLCONQUERORS.COM

INFO@COLCONQUERORS.COM

Discounts
for CTC

Members

2015 Brochure

Available

Hassle free travel across Europe for you and  
your bike. Join the thousands of cyclists  
who have discovered that European Bike  

Express is the best way into Europe

• Online booking

• Club Class Coaches with custom built trailers
• Weekly departures with 4 routes to 25 destinations
 in France and Spain from 17 UK pick up points
• Departures for Semaine Federale and Tour de France
• Fixed Base Holiday with excellent cycle routes in Rosas, Spain are also available

• 50% child discounts available on specific August departures

YOU REALLY NEED THIS...+ 

£12 

Always wanted your name on your bike just like the

pros? Now you can. These high quality laser cut

GHFDOV�DUH�DYDLODEOH�LQ�¯YH�GLIIHUHQW�IRQWV��ZLWK

RSWLRQV�IRU�WKH�FRORXU�WRR��7KH\�FRPH�LQ�D�VWDQGDUG

SDFN�RI�����D����VHW�YDOXH�SDFN��e�����RU�D�VHW�RI

IRXU��e��� www�́ DndULDELkes.com

 Flandria Custom Name Decal Set 

Ride the Somme Battlefields 100 years on
Also: Calais to Nice • St Malo to Sète • D-Day & Normandy • WWI Battlefields  

• The Atlantic Coast • Loire Source to Sea • Provence and Luberon • Normandy Discovery  

• Normandy Heritage • Brittany 500 • Brittany Forests & Legends • Bordeaux Superieur   

   Alsace and the Vosges • Loire Valley Classic • Picardy & Champagne…

info@greenjerseycycling.co.uk   +44 (0)1300 350 555   www.greenjerseycycling.co.uk

01429 866777 
210A York Road - Hartlepool - TS26 9EB
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EXCLUSIVE OFFERS!

www.bike-inn.co.uk

www.webbline.co.uk
Workshop quality tools at DIY prices • We import our own  

wide range of bicycle tools • This enables us to supply at  

low prices • Overseas customers easily accomodated

Alf and Teresa Webb, The Old Schoolhouse, Wragg Marsh, Spalding Linc’s PE12 6HQ 

Tel: 01406 371273 E-mail: alf@webbline.co.uk or alf@bike-inn.co.uk

Free wheel-building film (USB) value £22.50 with  

£40 or more order for wheel building equipment

Free maintenance film (two films on one USB)  

value £20 with £40 or more for tools

Comprehensive and easy to follow

Workshop quality tools at DIY prices

Recycle your magazine and 

seven days later it could come 

back as your newspaper.

www.recyclenow.com



orgive me for harking back to 

July. You see, given magazine 

deadlines, I write this several 

weeks ahead of publication, 

which means that the Tour 

de France is still a very fresh memory for 

me. Indeed, I’m sitting at my desk in south 

London, conscious of the fact that at least 

one of my bags remains untouched. It 

contains my accreditation, a bottle of 

Alpecin shampoo, an earpiece and a bidon 

with Steve Cummings’ name on it.

Every year it’s the same. It takes me a long 

time to emerge fully into real life. Like a 

diver minimising his risk of the bends, I 

surface slowly. And as I reintegrate myself 

into the rest of the world that has calmly 

gone about its business in 

my absence, I have to find a 

way to compartmentalise 

and file away another rich 

seam of experience. It’s not 

always easy to find the 

space in the brain’s deep-

set hippocampus to stow 

away the monstrous 

entirety of Alpe d’Huez into a readily 

transferable 1GB memory. 

Down the years I’ve developed esoteric 

techniques, most of which appear to be 

loosely based on the early, drug-addled, 

psychedelic work of Pink Floyd. ‘Cycling 

Synaesthesia’ is a thing that has not been 

investigated with sufficient rigour. But it 

happens, believe me. 

Each Tour I’ve covered has invoked the 

sense of an individual colour, unique to that 

particular edition. I have always believed the 

days of the week had colours; Tuesday – light 

blue, Saturday – gunmetal grey and so on. 

Then it became clear to me, as I assume it is to 

you, that the same rules apply to editions of 

the Tour de France: 2003 is gold, 2006 celeste, 

2008 black, 2013 russet or burnt ochre. 

              NED  
 BOULTING
MORE THAN JUST YELLOW 
NED RECOVERS FROM THE  
ASSAULT ON THE SENSES THAT  
IS THE TOUR DE FRANCE  

Each Tour I’ve covered has 
invoked the sense of an 

individual colour, unique to 
that particular edition

Some Tours even have tastes. 

2004 and 2005 were metallic, or 

liquorice, while 2007 was peppery, 

(odd, since it was purple). And, as we 

know, 2012 smelt of ripened fruit 

and hay. So, 2008 was a black race 

that tasted fishy and smelt of sun 

cream. Or maybe that was just the 

state of my and Gary Imlach’s shared 

microphone.

While each race 

looks superficially 

like the last there is 

enough variation to 

allow for a distinct 

identity to emerge, 

and sit deep in the 

memory, maturing 

over time. Not only that, but the 

sheen and surface of the race 

changes, often minutely, each year. 

In 2003, for example, the Tour de 

France changed its logo, abandoning 

the stopwatch motif for the present 

day’s messy calligraphy. A few years 

later they introduced compulsory 

helmets, changing forever the look 

of a summit finish. Then the podium 

morphed from something inflatable 

to today’s more robust design. 

Incrementally, and set against the 

consistently drifting backdrop of 

changing liveries as the teams come 

and go, drop sponsors, are born, or 

disappear, the race minutely 

evolves, adapting itself quietly.

So it is that even recent races have 

already acquired a retro look. The 

colours appear faded, or even 

unfashionably garish, the vehicles 

are dated, the crowd imperceptibly 

different from today’s crowds. Take, 

for example, images of the 2007 

Grand Départ in London. The aero 

helmets are all wrong, the logos not 

quite right, and somehow that race 

is already history, and will forever sit 

alongside the values and stories of 

its age; a pre-Cavendish, post-

Lance, dopers free-for-all, as the 

forces unleashed by the retirement 

of Armstrong continued to thrash 

around the peloton uncontrollably.

How will 2015 be viewed 10 years 

hence? I imagine that the beetling 

form of Chris Froome ( a ‘scuttler’ as 

Paul Sherwen described him) will 

come to define the entire race. His 

race-winning attack on the climb to 

La Pierre Saint-Martin, and his 

slowly loosening grip, which retained 

just enough power to throttle Nairo 

Quintana’s mistimed challenge. 

Froome it is, then. All those days 

in yellow, all that sunshine. From 

the heat in Utrecht to the finish with 

a burst of late evening gold in Paris. 

That’s the colour: a yellow Tour, 

salty to the tongue and smelling of 

sweat. And now, on the assumption 

that I have genuinely gone mad, I 

will have a long lie down. P
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Visit Wiggle website for latest terms and conditions, including Price Promise.

Our Price Promise team do all the legwork 

to get you the best prices. Guaranteed.

The online cycling retailer loved by cyclists

Roll with us wiggle.co.uk





The essential bikes  
and gear you need

Top tips from Britain’s 
best cross riders

Our guide to the off-road 
rides you must do





Cyclo-cross is no longer just the preserve of autumn and 

winter, with summer ’cross leagues taking place from June 

onwards, and beach races and ’cross sportives also gaining 

in popularity. Modern ’cross bikes are so versatile, with powerful 

brakes and plenty of gears, they should be used all year round.

Or, do as we do, and spend August limbering up for a winter that’ll 

be spent tearing around fields and steep banks with dozens of 

similarly minded riders. Variety and fun are guaranteed, thanks to 

the weather, the courses and the camaraderie. If you’ve never tried 

it, or if you’re keen to improve, there will be something to 

interest and inspire you here. 

Robin Wilmott, tech writer

 GUIDE TO CYCLO-CROSS
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34

38
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WE SPOKE TO IAN FIELD, 
HELEN WYMAN AND NICK 
CRAIG TO GET THE LOWDOWN 
ON CYCLO-CROSS FROM A 
PRO POINT OF VIEW 

How do race starts work? 

Ian Field: At local league level there is normally 
a grid system based on league standings. You 
may have to start at the back for a few races, but 
pick up some points and you will quickly start 
moving forward on the grid. You have to start 
with one foot on the ground and gear selection 
is key. Too high and you’ll be struggling to pull 
away, too small and you won’t move away 
quickly and will have to go up through the gears, 
while not being able to push on the pedals  
100 per cent. 

How important are spare wheels, or a  

spare bike? 

IF: This is totally dependent on your level of 
racing. Spare wheels are nice and a spare bike 
even nicer, but on a budget, enjoying racing is 
the main concern so neither is essential. 

How do I pass other riders, and what should  

I do if someone is passing me? 

IF: If passing lapped riders, then politely tell 
them which side you are passing on and do so 

safely. If being lapped by a race leader, then 
quickly move out of the way when asked. When 
battling for position with a race rival, defend 
your line as much as you can! 

Do you have a simple tip for faster cornering? 

IF: Do most of the braking before the corner 
then put the outside pedal down and apply some 
pressure through it. Start to pedal as soon as 
possible to get traction and power to the rear 
wheel, which actually helps the bike turn. Then 
it’s just practice, practice, practice. 

Why do tyre pressures and tread pattern matter? 

IF: Different tyre treads and pressures can 
change how a course rides massively. You want 
enough grip that you’re not wheel spinning or 
slip sliding around the course, while not carrying 
too much tread when it isn’t needed in faster, 
dry conditions. 

What one thing would you say to a new rider 

on their first start line? 

IF: Get stuck in and enjoy it! 

AGE
29

RESIDENCE
Yorkshire/Belgium

TEAM
Hargroves Cycles

MAJOR RESULTS
4x National Cyclo-

cross champion 

IAN FIELD

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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“GEAR SELECTION 
IS KEY. TOO HIGH 

AND YOU'LL BE 
STRUGGLING TO 

PULL AWAY, TOO 
SMALL AND YOU 

WON’T MOVE  
AWAY QUICKLY” 
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What are the most important skills a new 

rider should learn? 

Helen Wyman: Starts, cornering and mounting/
dismounting are the basics. Overall, I’d say being 
able to put it all in perspective and finish a race 
with a smile on your face is most important at 
most levels of racing. 

What happens once the whistle blows to start 

the race? 

HW: Expect a little chaos, a bit of moaning, a 
crash and a big bottleneck as the race thins out. 
Just enjoy it, as it’s part of the fun. Get stuck in, 
and try to pass as many people as you can. You 
will always find people of your ability who you’ll 
have mini battles with every week. 

How do you prepare your bike? 

HW: Make sure it’s clean, in good mechanical 
order and has gears that work. If it doesn’t work 
well before the race starts, it sure as hell won’t 
when it’s covered in mud. It’s important to clean 
and lube your bike after the race, rather than 
leaving it for a few days to turn into a dry 
mudpack, it’ll save you money and time in the 
long run. 

What do you enjoy most about cyclo-cross 

compared to road cycling? 

HW: I just like the flat-out nature of it. It’s  
rare that others have a big impact on your  
race. It’s about being the fastest, strongest and 
most skillful on that day. There are very few 
effective team tactics, and there’s something  
for everyone. 

Do you think disc brakes are the future of  

the sport?

HW: I love them, some hate them, but they work 
in all conditions. They’re powerful, durable and 
light. Disc brakes can be summed up in one 
word, Marmite. 

What one thing would you say to a new rider 

on their first start line? 

HW: Smile.

AGE
34

RESIDENCE
Bedfordshire/
Oudenaarde 
(Belgium)

TEAM
Kona Factory Team

MAJOR RESULTS
2x European and 
9x British cyclo-
cross champion

HELEN WYMAN

“IT’S IMPORTANT 
TO CLEAN AND 
LUBE YOUR BIKE 
AFTER THE RACE, 
RATHER THAN 
LEAVING IT FOR A 
FEW DAYS TO TURN 
INTO A MUDPACK” 
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Do you remember your first cyclo-cross race? 

Nick Craig: I was nine years old and my dad  
had just started racing again after a long break 
(he won the Three Peaks in 1963). It was in 
Leverhulme Park, Bolton. I had a Raleigh Arena 
with 24in wheels and bald tyres, a football shirt 
and no helmet. It was funny taking both my 
boys to race there the last few years. 

What does a new rider need to do at their  

first race? 

NC: Definitely pre-ride the course. I think about 
what gear I’m in for each part of the lap so I’m 
ready for each section in the right gear, this 
makes me more efficient. Arrive at the start 
warm and dry. I often use embrocation, and  
zip-off warm-up clothing that’s windproof or 
waterproof if needed, leaving it on until a few 
minutes to go. 

Is running important? 

NC: Improving your technique is far more 
important than running training. If you think 
you’ve sorted dismounting and remounting, add 
in lifting and carrying the bike, then putting it 
down and remounting. Get this sorted then 
maybe focus on the running once the bike is 
locked onto your shoulder. 

Is it a good sport for children or veteran riders? 

NC: It’s a great sport for children as it’s traffic 
free, and if you can ride cyclo-cross you can  
ride anything, the skills will help your  
road riding. 

If a veteran racer wants a challenge, learning 
new techniques and overcoming the frustrations 
of having fitness and power from the road,  
then learning how to deliver it in cyclo-cross  
is a great one to take on. I think cyclo-cross  
is the best cycling discipline, as it requires  
so many things that all relate to being efficient. 

What motivates you to compete all through  

the winter? 

NC: I love cyclo-cross because it’s so technical. I 
like to beat a rider who’s fitter and stronger than 
me using good techniques and tactical moves. 
Nothing feels better.  

What one thing would you say to a new rider 

on their first start line? 

NC: Go as hard as you can, try and stay upright 
and enjoy. See you at the finish (did you say  
one thing?).

AGE
46

RESIDENCE
Yorkshire

TEAM
Team Scott UK

MAJOR RESULTS
Multiple National 

Cyclo-cross 
champion 

NICK CRAIG

“IF YOU CAN  
RIDE CYCLO-CROSS 
YOU CAN RIDE 
ANYTHING, THE 
SKILLS WILL  
HELP WITH  
YOUR ROAD 
RIDING” 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H



Setting out on your bike is about the journey you take every time your 

wheels hit the ground. Loaded up on features that make long days in 

the saddle feel easy, like a low bottom bracket for added stability and 

extra tire clearance for knobbier rubber, the 2016 Grade X will get 

you there with ease, but prefers the long way around.

BUILT FOR 
JOURNEYS
...NOT DESTINATIONS

Check out the 2016 GT Grade lineup at GTBicycles.com/GoRogue

#GOROGUE

GT Grade X

›



 THERE  WILL 
 BE  MUD       
SIX OF TODAY’S TOP CYCLO-CROSS BIKES 
ARE TAKEN DOWN TO THE WOODS – BUT 
WHICH ONE MAKES IT OUT FASTEST?

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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TREK CROCKETT 5 DISC
£1250 › Is this the king of the wild frontier?

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.4kg 

(54cm) 
Frame 200 Series 
Alpha aluminium 
Fork X carbon, 

aluminium steerer 
Gears Shimano 105, 
FSA Energy chainset 

46/36, 11-28  
Brakes Avid BB5 

road disc  
Wheels Bontrager 

TLR disc  
Finishing Kit 

Bontrager Race 
alloy bar, Bontrager 
Blendr alloy stem, 
Bontrager alloy 

seatpost, Bontrager 
Paradigm Race 

saddle, Bontrager 
CX3 Team Issue 

32mm tyres

TREK’S CROCKETT WAS designed in 
collaboration with Cyclo-Cross World 
Cup winning American rider Katie 
Compton. This is the new base model 
in a three bike aluminium range – the 
Crockett 7 has cantilever brakes while 
the new Crockett 9 offers Ultegra 
gearing and hydraulic disc brakes.

With Shimano 105 shifters and 
mechs, FSA chainset and Bontrager 
finishing kit, the obvious 
question mark within the 
spec is the Avid BB5 
mechanical disc callipers. 
The Isospeed carbon fork 
has a thru-axle to maintain 
rigidity and disc alignment, 
with a quick-release rear 
wheel. Bontrager’s TLR disc 
wheels are typically sound 
and roll keenly, they’re 
certainly not the lightest, 
but they are well judged, 
and well suited to this bike. 

On the road, Bontrager’s 
CX3 tyres roll reasonably 
well with sensible 
pressures, but they’re 
uncompromising off-road 
tyres and come in to their 
own when the going gets 

dirty. At 32mm, they’re a tad narrower 
than the usual cyclo-cross maximum 
of 33mm, but their widely spaced 
tread blocks give nothing away, 
gripping really well in dusty hardpack 
and clearing sticky mud efficiently. 

The aluminium frame is stiff 
enough for full-power starts and 
blasting out of corners, and still 
handles with a deftness of touch that 

belies its excess mass. 
’Cross bikes aren’t built for 
comfort, but the Crockett 
soaks up the rough 
stuff, helped by a very 
comfortable but supportive 
saddle. After bedding 
the brake pads in, then 
adjusting for initial cable 
stretch, the BB5s did gain 
more bite at slower speeds, 
but on long, steep descents 
or emergency stops, they 
lacked confidence and 
power. Within a very strong 
and satisfying package, 
the callipers are the one 
thing we’d look to swap 
to improve the all-round 
performance.

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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FOCUS MARES CX DISC
£1799 › Keep in Focus

BMC CXA01
£1949 › Is BMC’s A01 an AOK ’crosser?

WITH THE KNOWLEDGE of 
founder and former World Cyclo-
Cross Champion Mike Kluge to 
call upon, Focus knows its ’cross. 
The carbon Mares CX includes a 
recent Focus innovation: the RAT 
(Rapid Axle Technology) thru-
axle. It opens with a normal 
quick-release lever, you then 
give it a quarter turn to withdraw 
the axle. It takes seconds, and is 
simpler and quicker 
than conventional axles. 

With RAT at both 
ends, the A-Class 
wheels are solidly locked 
in place, and brake 
alignment is perfect – 
if not necessarily that 
effective. TRP’s  
HY/RD cable-operated 
hydraulic units are 
clever, and operate 
both pads evenly for 
balanced pressure, but 
they are hefty, and can’t 
match the instant bite 
of a good full hydraulic 
setup. Changing would 
demand a lever swap, so 
isn’t a simple upgrade.

The wheelset is 
willing and reasonably 

reactive to efforts, but fitted with 
Schwalbe’s Rocket Ron clinchers, 
their off-road performance is 
elevated further. One of our 
favourite ’cross tyres, the Rocket 
Ron has widely spaced knobs that 
give first-rate all-round grip all 
season long, and look great in 
this tan sidewall Focus Edition. 

Shimano’s 105 is plenty good 
enough for ’cross duty, and 

you’ll care less about 
wearing it out, but the 
star of this show is the 
frameset. The Mares CX 
is UCI-approved and 
isn’t many degrees of 
separation away from 
three times US national 
CX champ, Jeremy 
Powers’ race rig. It’s 
unerringly stableand 
channels all the force 
you can transmit  
in to raw speed.  
Okay, the complete 
bike could shed some 
grams, but at this price, 
buy one, race it and 
upgrade the bits as 
necessary, improving 
as you go. 

Far left 
The 

Rocket Ron is one 
of our favourite 
cyclo-cross tyres
Left TRP’s HY/RD 
brakes are a neat 
design but lack the 
power of full 
hydraulic setups

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.65kg 

(54cm) 
Frame Triple-

butted aluminium 
Fork 

Compliancefork 
disc carbon 

Gears Shimano 105, 
RS685 shifters, 
RS500 chainset 

46/36, 105 11-32 
cassette 

Brakes Shimano 
RS685 hydraulic 

disc, 160mm rotors 
Wheels DT Swiss 
X1900 Spline disc 
Finishing kit BMC 
RDB 03 alloy bar 
and stem, BMC 
Compliancepost 
carbon seatpost, 
Selle Royal Saba 

saddle, Continental 
Cyclocross Speed 
35mm tyres, Elite 
Custom Race cage

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.80kg 

(54cm) 
Frame Mares CX 

P2T 10 Carbon Disc 
Fork Mares CX P2T 
10 Carbon T4 Disc 

Gears Shimano 105 
shifters and mechs, 

Shimano RS500 
chainset, 46/36, 

11-28
Brakes TRP HY/RD 

mechanical-
hydraulic disc, 
160mm rotors 

Wheels A-Class 
CEX-CD 4.0 DB 
Finishing kit 

Concept EX alloy 
bar, stem and 

seatpost, Concept 
EX saddle, Schwalbe 
Rocket Ron Focus 

Edition 33mm tyres 

BMC HAS RECREATED its 
range-topping carbon CX01 
race machine using triple-
butted, intricately shaped 
alloy tubes and, without 
losing its cyclo-cross racing 
DNA, has hugely expanded 
its versatility. With race-
bred geometry, it feels 
composed but agile, with 
snappy responses. 

The claimed 
weight for our 
54cm model’s 
frame is 1260g 
including 
hardware. Add 
in the full- 
carbon fork 
and you have 
a competitive 
chassis. 
Retaining all 
of the familial 
frame design 
features that 
incite flex 
and comfort 
is a greater 
challenge 
in metal, 
but BMC’s 
managed 
it, despite 
welding 
complexities.

Comfort is impressive, 
but that’s also down to 
BMC’s 27.2mm carbon 
Compliancepost, a good 
saddle and 35mm tyres. 

Selle Royal’s Saba saddle is 
thickly padded, almost too 
much for those of a racing 
disposition, but no jarring 
impacts got past it. BMC’s 
own bar and stem are tidily 
finished, efficient and a 
pleasant shape to hold.

Continental’s Cyclocross 
Speed tyres have widely 
spaced, low-profile 
triangular tread blocks 
that grip well in average 
conditions. They lack tread 
depth for soft mud, and 
if you’re aiming at a UCI-
sanctioned event, at 35mm, 
they’re 2mm too wide. 
But for normal use they’re 
hardwearing and willing 
performers that aren’t too 
bad on the road either with 
their uniform shape.

There are mounts for 
mudguards and a rack, and 
Shimano’s RS685 hydraulic 
discs, with 160mm rotors, 
which make perfect sense 
for a bike that’s designed to 
be laden. The DT Swiss 
X1900 Spline wheelset rolls 
smoothly and should prove 
tough, and what they lack 
in raciness they make up 
for with longevity. 

The CXA01 is capable of 
being an engaging bike you 
can race on Sunday and 
commute, or go exploring 
with, the rest of the week. 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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The standard in high performance

road helmets
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RIDLEY X-NIGHT 40 
£2600 › Belgium’s X-Night rider

RALEIGH RX TEAM 
£3500 › From the USA via Nottingham

THE QUINTESSENTIAL BELGIAN 
cyclo-cross brand is often seen as 
a gauge for the technical fashions 
in the sport’s heartland. Until 
now the inclusion of disc brakes 
in Ridley’s range has seemed 
tentative, with few top riders 
taking the plunge, but in 2016 
only two cantilever-equipped 
’cross bikes remain and these are 
expected to disappear soon.

The X-Night 40 
shares the same moulds 
as its range-topping 
brethren but is made 
from less expensive 
carbon fibre. Following 
Ridley’s usual geometry, 
it retains a horizontal 
top-tube and shortish 
head-tube. It’s well 
worth trying some for 
size, as to get the ideal 
height up front and 
top-tube length, you 
may find your standover 
lower than expected. 

It’s well equipped, 
with Ultegra mechs, 
Shimano’s non-series 
hydraulic levers and an 
FSA Gossamer chainset. 
The hydraulic discs are 

superbly powerful, progressive 
and reliable, although we’d rather 
exchange the front 160mm rotor 
for a 140mm, removing the ugly 
calliper spacer, and increasing the 
gap between the rotor and fork 
leg, which Ridley felt required 
protection with a metal insert. 
At ’cross speeds, there’s ample 
power in a smaller rotor and less 
chance of warping.

The DT Swiss R24db 
Spline wheelset is solid 
and lively enough for 
race duty, especially 
with a front thru-axle, 
and with rapid 
Challenge Grifo tyres 
will serve you well until 
the going gets biblical. 
The 4ZA finishing kit  
is purposeful, and the 
bike rides beautifully. 
With great power 
transfer off the start 
line, nimble, predictable 
corner control and the 
ability to scrub speed  
at will, the X-Night is  
a fantastically efficient 
racer that needs no 
immediate upgrades.

Far left 
Shimano 

non-series levers 
work Ultegra 
derailleurs 
Left Shimano’s 
hydraulic discs  
are impressive, 
though we’d  
have preferred a 
140mm front rotor

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.97kg 

(54cm) 
Frame X-Night 
Disc, HM/HR UD 

carbon 
Fork Oryx Disc 
Gears Shimano 
Ultegra mechs, 

R785 shifters, FSA 
Gossamer 46/36, 

Shimano 105 11-28  
Brakes Shimano 
RS785 hydraulic 

disc, 160mm 
front/140mm rear  
Wheels DT Swiss 

R24db Spline  
Finishing kit 4ZA 
alloy Stratos bar 
and stem, 4ZA 
Stratos alloy 

seatpost, 4ZA 
Stratos saddle, 
Challenge Grifo 

33mm tyres 

HERE’S ONE FOR the 
serious racers. Raleigh’s 
RX Team is the lightest 
and most competition-
orientated machine on test, 
with aggressive looks and 
performance to match. 
Its carbon frame was 
developed by Raleigh’s US 
arm, and has been making 
waves across the pond. Its 

BB30 bottom 
bracket shell 
manages to 
eke out decent 
tyre clearance, 
which is 
repeated by 
the mono 
seatstays. 
Internal 
routing keeps 
the hoses and 
cable out of 
grime’s way. 

The carbon 
C6 fork is 
incredibly 
burly and 
sports a 15mm 
thru-axle for 
total wheel 
security, and 

there’s a 12mm rear thru-
axle too. The drivetrain is 
SRAM’s Force CX1 cyclo-
cross-specific groupset 
that rules the roost when 
it comes to specific ’cross 
race performance. The 

beefy, but surprisingly 
comfortable levers with 
just one shifter control the 
excellent hydraulic callipers 
and the Roller Bearing 
Clutch rear mech that 
eliminates chain slap and 
derailleur bounce. 

The gearing is 
uncompromisingly racy, 
with the single 42t ring 
paired with an 11-28 
cassette. A fit rider should 
have few dramas on an 
average ’cross course, but 
for hillier or muddy races, a 
ring swap could be on the 
cards. Its performance is 
fantastic, simplified so 
much by the omission of 
the front mech it just shifts 
relentlessly whatever the 
conditions, with the chain 
refusing to unship itself. 

This frame plus thru-
axles equals a very taut 
ride, but lightweight 
carbon tubulars shod with 
supple race rubber means 
low pressures, faster 
acceleration, more grip 
and a big smile. They’re 
a race-only choice, but a 
supremely fast one. The RX 
rides rough sections with 
composure, corners like a 
slot car and has an urgency 
that spurs you on until the 
chequered flag. 

SPECIFICATION
Weight 7.70kg 

(54cm)  
Frame RX Speed 

Blend Direct 
Connect carbon 
Fork Raleigh C6 

cyclocross carbon 
Gears SRAM Force 

CX1, 42, 11-28 
Brakes SRAM Force 

CX1 HRD 
Wheels Cole T38 

tubular 
15mm/12mm  
thru-axles 

Finishing kit RSP+ 
alloy bar and stem, 

RSP+ carbon 
seatpost, Fizik 

Arione R7 saddle, 
Schwalbe Racing 

Ralph HT Evo 
33mm tubular tyres

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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Challenge Tyres exclusively distributed in the UK by Paligap.cc

/paligap.cc

“ Everything I need from a tyre”

BABY
LIMUS

New

LIMUS

Helen Wyman - 2014 UK National Champion & World 

Championship Silver Medalist

LATEX
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CANNONDALE SUPERX
£2499.99 › Cannondale’s BallisTec missile

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.73kg 

(54cm)  
Frame SuperX Disc 
BallisTec carbon 
Fork SuperX Disc 
BallisTec carbon 
Gears Shimano 
Ultegra mechs, 
Shimano BR785 

shifters, 
Cannondale 

HollowGram Si 
crank, 36/46 FSA 

rings, Shimano 105 
11-28 cassette 

Brakes Shimano 
BR785 hydraulic 

disc, 160mm rotors 
Wheels Mavic 
Aksium Disc 
Finishing kit 

Cannondale C2 
alloy bar and stem 

and C1 alloy 
seatpost, Fabric 
Scoop saddle, 

Schwalbe Racing 
Ralph 33mm tyres

THE HEART OF Cannondale’s SuperX 
range is little changed for 2016, with 
this UK top-spec model featuring 
Cannondale’s BallisTec carbon frame.

Subtle tube shaping and bold 
graphics hide the vibration-reducing 
flattened stays and the broad-
shouldered top-tube that embraces 
the Delta seat-tube. A slab-sided 
head-tube junction provides heaps of 
front-end solidity when wrenching 
the bike out of gnarly corners, while 
the stout fork manages to be robust 
and precise in equal measure.

With quick-release skewers 
rather than thru-axles, the fork has 
forward swept dropouts to counter 
disc-braking forces, and we suffered 
no brake alignment problems. The 
drivetrain combines 105 and Ultegra 

with the BR785 
hydraulic shifters 
and Cannondale’s 
Si HollowGram 
chainset, 
reverting to a 
double chainring 
setup this year.

The inclusion of hydraulic callipers 
is well worth it, as in our experience, 
when properly set up they provide 
virtually maintenance- and problem-
free service, with reliable stopping 
and plenty of power. The completely 
external brake hose routing makes 
initial fitting easier, but alongside the 
many much neater internal options 
available it does look a little untidy.

Mavic’s Aksium disc wheelset is 
built to last and rides well. Fitted with 
Racing Ralph clinchers and 160mm 
rotors, there’s obvious rotational 
mass, but they’re fairly responsive 
and the rubber will cope with all but 
deep mud, which leads to our only 
frame gripe. The narrow BB30 shell 
limits chainstay separation, meaning 
low-down tyre clearance can be tight 
in the heaviest conditions. Fabric’s 
saddle is elegant and gloriously 
comfortable, and Cannondale’s own 
finishing kit is good, although we’re 
not fans of that rounded bar shape.

Whether a ’cross newbie or an old 
hand, the SuperX has plenty to offer.

Above 
Last 

year’s bike had a 
single ring. This 
year’s SuperX gets 
Cannondale’s  
own lightweight 
HollowGram unit 
Left Mavic’s 
Aksium Disc 
wheels are tough 
if not that light

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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 ESSENTIAL KIT  
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1  Bionicon B 

Labs oval 

chainring £60 
A 38-tooth, 110 
BCD (Bolt Circle 
Diameter) 
wide/narrow 
oval chainring 
that simulates 
-2 or +2 tooth 
differences at 
your pedalling 
dead and  
sweet spots for 
more power.

2  Superstar 

wide/narrow 

chainring 
£25.99 
A CNC-
machined 7075 
T6 aluminium 
38-tooth 
110 BCD 
wide/narrow 
chainring 
suitable for 
nine, 10 or 
11-speed 
single ring 
drivetrains.

3  Time XC8 

pedals 
£129.99 
Rapid 
engagement 
and great mud 
shedding make 
Time pedals a 
superb choice 
for cyclo-cross.
 

4  Effetto 

Mariposa 

Carrogna 

tubular tape 
16mm £9.99/ 
25mm £12.99
The first 
tubular tape 
recommended 
for cyclo-cross, 
this could be 
the racer’s  
holy grail. 

5  Rapha Cross 

Pro Team 

socks £20
Possibly the 
boldest socks 
on the grid, 
Rapha’s Cross 
specials are 
extra long, and 
almost too 
pretty to cover 
in mud. 

1

2

3

4

5
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6  Giro shoe 

spikes £12.99
When you need 
to run, spikes 
hugely increase 
your grip, 
especially on 
muddy slopes.

7  QM.5 Pre 

Sports 

energising oil 
£14.99
With vitamin 
E and a minty 
aroma, this 
massage oil will 
invigorate your 
muscles as well 
as your senses.

8  Prologo CPC 

Enduro long 

gloves £69.99 
A tough palm 
with extremely 
grippy CPC 
silicone 
material and 
a robust back 
mean these 
will hold on 
tight all  
season long. 

9  Lizard Skins 

DSP tape 
£27.99
Durable, 
light, shock 
absorbing 
and incredibly 
grippy, this 
2.5mm thick 
DuraSoft 
Polymer tape  
is ideal for 
cyclo-cross.

6

7

8

9
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11  Outeredge 

zip-off tights 
£38.99
Full-length 
zips on each 
side mean  
you can whip 
these warm-up 
tights off in 
seconds on the 
start line.

12  Rapha 

Cross jersey  

£130
With its 
stretchy race 
fit, four pockets 
and harlequin 
design in all 
new colours, 
the Cross jersey 
is as practical 
as it is stylish.

13  Dare2B 

Obstruction 

overtrousers 
£40
Keep the mire 
at bay when 
warming up or 
cleaning your 
bike with these 
lightweight, 
adjustable 
overtrousers.

14  Castelli San 

Remo Cross 

suit £190
All the 
convenience 
of a two-
piece outfit 
in a better 
insulated, 
’cross-specific, 
high quality 
skinsuit.

15  TruFlo 

Digitrack 

track pump 
£99.99 
A digital 
display is far 
more accurate 
for setting 
ultra-low 
cyclo-cross 
tyre pressures.

10  Topeak 

Prepstand 

Race 

workstand 
£169.99
For pre-race 
tuning and 
post-race 
cleaning, a 
light, portable 
workstand  
is a boon. 

10

1 1

12

13

14

15
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 CROSS SELECTION 

 TOP TREADS 

CLÉMENT MXP TUBULAR 
£94.99
An updated version of Clément’s 
classic Grifo all-rounder tread 
pattern, its tubeless carcass accepts 
sealant and is highly puncture 
resistant. The rubber-coated sidewall 
is integrated with the soft compound 
intermediate tread, combining 
flexible central chevrons with side 
knobs that excel on hardpack to light 
mud. Also available as a clincher.

CHALLENGE BABY LIMUS 33 
TEAM EDITION TUBULAR  £85 
The Baby Limus is a faster Limus mud 
tyre, retaining the same aggressive 
shoulder tread, but with much lower 
profile central knobs to reduce 
drag. Grippier than the Chicane, and 
able to cope with a wider array of 
surfaces, the Baby Limus clears well 
and deals with everything up to  
deep mud. Available as a 395g 
tubular or lighter clincher tyre. 

FMB SLALOM TUBULAR  
£79.99 
Team Sky are among those using 
FMB’s French-made road tubulars, 
and discerning British cyclo-cross 
riders can now buy them from Kinesis 
UK. The Slalom was developed with 
World Cup Champion Katie Compton, 
and uses a supple fine cotton casing 
with latex tube and a fast-rolling 
tread pattern that suits fast courses 
and moderate conditions.

CHALLENGE CHICANE 33 
TUBULAR  £75
Challenge designed this to be super-
fast over firm ground, but with the 
shoulder tread blocks from its Limus 
mud tyre to ensure tenacious grip in 
the corners. The diamond-pattern file 
tread is grippier than it looks, and a 
rapid choice for early season or sandy 
races. The 33mm tubular has a 300tpi 
(threads per inch) casing and weighs 
415g. There’s a clincher option too.

SCHWALBE ROCKET RON 
TUBULAR  £74.99
The underrated Rocket Ron has tall, 
evenly spaced U-shaped tread blocks 
with added surface texture to eke out 
grip. The Triple Nano rubber’s open 
pattern doesn’t retain mud, so they 
clear well, and their carcass helps 
them roll fast. Although great for 
softer mud, they’re less compromised 
than some on firmer terrain. The 
375g weight for a tub is good, too. 

CLÉMENT PDX CLINCHER 
£32.99
The PDX is Clément’s mud tyre, and a 
great choice for when the going gets 
wet and heavy. Tall central knobs are 
aligned for speed on hard surfaces, 
with aggressive side knobs providing 
great shoulder grip for confident 
cornering and enhanced traction 
when exiting bends. They’re 33mm 
wide with a 120tpi carcass, and weigh 
350g each.

C Y C L O - C R O S S  G U I D E     C Y C L I N G  P L U S    
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THE x-night
Full race ready  
CX machine
The X-Night is a lightweight, performance 

oriented machine, equipped with Ultegra Di2.

Find your nearest Ridley stockist at:   

www.sportline.co.uk/ridley

SRP £3999.99

www.ridley-bikes.com

built
for 
glory
NEW FOR 2016
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 CROSS SELECTION 

 FINEST FOOTWEAR 

GIRO PRIVATEER HV £99.99

The Privateers feature rubber-toed, 
durable microfibre uppers, secured 
with a ratcheting buckle and two 
Velcro straps, and a DuPont Zytel 
nylon sole that’s stiff enough for 
pedalling, with a small amount of 
flex for running. All this provides the 
performance of a far loftier shoe. 
Aggressive tread blocks can be 
combined with forefoot spikes for 
traction in the gloop. 

MAVIC CROSSRIDE SL ELITE 
£100
The 2016 Crossride SL Elite shoe is 
characterised by an aggressive 
Contagrip sole, with tall, widely 
spaced tread blocks and room for toe 
studs. The microfibre and mesh 
uppers have a rubber toe protector, 
and are fastened by Velcro straps and 
Mavic’s Ergo Ratchet buckle. An Ergo 
Fit 3D OrthoLite insole and padded 
tongue ensure comfort and support.

LAKE MX237 £209.99

Lake’s full grain leather uppers with  
mesh inserts and perforated sides  
are tough, hardwearing and very 
forgiving. More leather lines the  
heel cup for durable grip, and two 
Boa dials give low-profile fine 
adjustment. An open pattern, beefy 
rubber sole with room for studs 
offers great traction, and the  
carbon sole makes for maximum 
pedalling efficiency.

RAPHA CROSS £250 

Based on Giro’s EC90 UD carbon sole 
with a dual-compound angular tread 
pattern and forefoot studs, there’s 
stiffness and grip aplenty. Generous 
abrasion-resistant rubber guards 
protect the synthetic leather uppers, 
and twin Velcro straps with a 
ratcheting buckle keep things snug. 
Giro’s SuperNatural fit insoles 
guarantee comfort, and they’re 
finished with Rapha’s Cross colours.

SIDI DRAKO £300 

For your considerable outlay Sidi 
produces a top race shoe whose main 
features are all replaceable. Sturdy, 
wipe-clean uppers include twin 
Techno-3 dials that micro-adjust 
easily on the fly, an adjustable broad 
EVA pad for comfort, adjustable heel 
retention device for perfect stability 
and light but rigid SRS carbon sole 
with replaceable tread sections and 
space for spikes.

SHIMANO XC90 £319.99

Shimano’s finest race shoe really 
performs. A heat-mouldable insole 
with adjustable arch supports and 
anti-slip heel lining with knitted-in 
metal fibres aid fit. Reinforced, 
ventilated toe box and synthetic 
leather uppers secured by Velcro 
straps and a micro adjust buckle are 
driven by the carbon sole with 
injection-moulded polyurethane 
outsole and five studs per shoe.
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Once simply a means for pro riders to keep their edge through the long, dark off -season, Cyclocross has 

grown into a full fl edged movement. From dedicated ‘cross racers who spend their entire year preparing for 

muddy battle, enthusiasts drawn to the camaraderie and energy of the sport, or simply people who recognize 

the versatility and fun these bikes off er, Cannondale has a ‘cross bike perfectly suited to your desires.

SEE THE RANGE AT CANNONDALE.COM FROM £799.99 - £2,499.99 SRP

SUPER.CROSS.



 IT’S AMAZING WHAT’S 
POSSIBLE WITH 1X

RESURRECTING SINGLE 
CHAINRINGS from an 
existence mainly limited to 
children’s, urban and track 
bikes, SRAM took its successful 
mountain bike technology and 
adapted it for the road. From 
2014’s Force CX1 cyclo-cross 
groupset, SRAM has expanded 
the range of 1x (one by) 
groupsets to include Rival 1 
and Force 1. 

WHY ONE BY?
Remember that bike with 
three, five or seven gears? It 
was so simple to understand 
what the shifter did – click 
one way for an easier gear, the 
other way for a harder one. 
Good news for the novice rider 
and seasoned racer alike. 

A huge benefit is only 
having one derailleur. One less 
moving part to service and 
tune, one less thing to damage 
or collect muck and one less 
cable. You’ll also never 

experience that rubbing noise 
from the front derailleur again. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
SRAM’s patented X-Sync 
chainrings have specifically 
shaped tall teeth with unique, 
alternating square-edged and 
narrow profiles, designed to 
mate precisely with the chain’s 
links. The wider teeth engage 
the chain earlier than 
traditional triangular shapes, 
and the narrow ones cope with 
chain deflection. Mud and 
debris is shed in the spaces 
between teeth, and the result 
is perfect chain retention and 
no unshipped chains. 

To avoid the chain bouncing 
up and down, SRAM’s answer 
is the derailleur’s Roller 
Bearing Clutch. This prevents 
the usual forward rotation and 
bouncing of the mech, keeping 
the chain taut and in constant 
contact with the chainring. 
There’s no chain slap or rub, 

plus there’s the uncanny 
drivetrain silence that will save 
your frame from chips and 
your ears from noise. 

The derailleur is locked in 
place, but wheel or chain 
swapping is easy. Push the 
lower jockey wheel forwards, 
then slide the Cage Lock 
button into place, creating 
plenty of chain slack for 
incredibly practical changes. 

WILL IT WORK FOR YOU? 
SRAM isn’t suggesting that a 
1x system will work for 
everyone, its suitability will 
depend on the type of riding 
you do. Time trials, criteriums, 
cyclo-cross, adventure and 
urban riding only use a 
relatively small gearing range, 
which is easily replicated by 
the new system. 

With chainring options of 
38-50 teeth (Rival 1), and 
38-54 teeth (Force 1), and 
your chosen cassette, your 1x 

gearing range can almost 
match your current 2x setup. 
To find your optimum 
combination, check what 
gearing you have now, then 
observe how much of it you 
use on a daily basis. The most 
crucial decision to make is 
chainring size, choosing one 
that combines with a suitable 
cassette size to get you where 
you’re going. 

For example, a time trial 
bike fitted with a 52 ring and 
11-32 cassette still has a low 
gear equivalent to 39x24, 
which will cope with most 
hills. We raced last cyclo-cross 
season on 1x, replacing a 
36/46 and 11-26 setup with a 
single 38-tooth ring and 
11-28 cassette. The legs were 
sometimes found wanting, but 
we never wanted for gears. It’s 
surprising how much not 
thinking about front shifting 
helps when racing, freeing you 
to concentrate on riding faster. 

A D V E R T I S I N G  F E A T U R E
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THE RIDGEWAY IS ENGLAND’S OLDEST ROAD, AND MOSTLY 
FREE OF TRAFFIC, MAKING IT IDEAL FOR AN OFF-ROAD 

EXCURSION ON YOUR CYCLO-CROSS BIKE
WOR DS  DAVID MOTTON

 PHOTOGR A PH Y  GEOFF WAUGH
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NOBODY WOULD DIVERT the A303 straight 
through Stonehenge, but that’s more or less 
what happened at Avebury. The Wiltshire village 
has Neolithic stone circles larger than those 
at its more famous neighbour, but an A road 
runs through the middle. One moment you’re 
immersed in the atmosphere of this ancient 
monument, the next a truck rumbles past on its 
way to Swindon.

It’s a fascinating place, and the starting point 
for an off-road epic exploring the western half 
of Britain’s oldest road, The Ridgeway. While 
Neolithic stonemasons were constructing 
Avebury, the Ridgeway had probably already 
been in use for a few hundred years as a trade 
route. It’s now a National Trail, stretching from 
Overton Hill just outside Avebury to Ivinghoe 
Beacon in the Chilterns. The western half is open 
to cyclists all the way to the river Thames, and 
that’s the route we’re here to ride.

WE DID IT BYWAY
The official start of the Ridgeway is in a 
nondescript car park next to the A4, a mile or so 
from Avebury. Instead of riding around by road, 
we take the byway from the village that heads 
up the hill to join the Ridgeway around half a 
mile in.

I’m riding with Guy Pearson from Surrey bike 
shop Pearson Cycles, who is as handy on a cyclo-
cross bike as I am ham-fisted, and he takes the 
lead as the track gets slippery. The trail is 

increasingly rutted, and rain has made gloopy 
pools almost deep enough to swallow a front 
wheel. This isn’t just any old mud. It’s Neolithic 
mud, a special kind of gunk that manages to 
offer no grip at all to a bicycle tyre but clings to 
your frame and drivetrain like cement.

At the top of the climb the surface improves 
dramatically, and we pick up speed. The firmer, 
more even track still has puddles, but instead of 
getting stuck, we’re able to slalom between them 
at 20mph-plus, and we make better time to 
Barbury Castle on top of the Marlborough Downs. 

This Iron Age hill fort is one of many along the 
western half of the Ridgeway. On a clear day the 
views are spectacular, but today the fog is too 
thick to see far.

Here the National Trail and the old, original 
Ridgeway part company for a while. We take a 
wrong turn and follow the old track, a smooth 
and open descent to the foot of the downs, 
which we ride as fast and hard as the fog allows. 
My Garmin beeps its disapproval at our high-
speed detour, and we hang a right to get back on 
course. Knobbly tyres slip and squirm straight 
up a steep road climb to rejoin the trail on the 
other side of Barbury Castle.

As we head down the side of the ridge, 
visibility gets better but the going gets softer, 
and we slip, slide and spin our way to the foot of 
the hill. A brief stint on the road throws the 
worst of the mud from our tyres as we roll into 
the tiny village of Southend. After staying 
upright through the sloppiest parts of the trail, 
Guy almost goes straight on at one tarmac 
corner before we reach the busy A346. 

CHALK AND WHEEZE
The track continues on the other side of the 
road, passing a disused railway before beginning 
a tough, chalky grind towards Round Hill Downs. 
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There’s a short, sharp road section before the 
climbing begins again. The track is rough in 
places and I pick up the first and only puncture 
of the day. A team of horses wanders towards 
us from the field next to the path; one of them 
has different coloured eyes, and watches us 
curiously as we set to work on the flat tyre. Bike 
fixed, we cross a lethal-looking rickety stile, and 
continue to climb. Whenever the mists lift we 
can see just how high we’ve ridden. 

HIGH AND (NOT) DRY
A few hundred yards further on is another of the 
Ridgeway’s hill forts, Liddington Castle. Unlike 
Avebury or Barbury Castle, there’s no car park 
for visitors. If you want to get close to one of 
Britain’s earliest forts, perched high above the 
Wiltshire countryside, you have to make the 
effort. It’s worth it, the chances are when you’ve 
walked or cycled to the top of the hill, you’ll 
have this historic site to yourself.

From up high the track drops straight down 
the side of the hill, and the surface is firm 
enough to really let rip, just so long as you grab 
a big enough fistful of brake to stop before the 
gate at the bottom.

We turn left onto the road then almost 
immediately right for a big-ring blast over the 
M4 and back onto the trail at the foot of Fox 

Hill. Looking at our watches we need to make 
good time to reach the Thames before dark.

The next few miles alternate fast and slow 
sections. One moment the track is firm and 
smooth and we’re working together like a two-
man breakaway taking an off-road shortcut; 
the next, the mud and ruts are back and we’re 
concentrating hard in order to stay upright. 

After one particularly tricky section we spot 
a sign for Wayland’s Smithy and take a short 
detour to investigate. Just a few yards from 
the main track, hidden in a wooden copse, is 
an enormous Neolithic long barrow – a burial 
chamber around 1000 years older than the 
Avebury stone circles. This is undiluted history 
well off the usual tourist trail. Wayland’s Smithy 
brings home just how ancient the Ridgeway is.

Glad to have been going slowly enough to 
spot the sign, we strike back to the main trail, 
then notice some singletrack heading into the 
wood on the other side. Guy can’t resist it, and 
disappears through a gap in the trees. On the 
other side we find another trail, much better 
surfaced, and eerily quiet under the canopy of 
trees. We ride through the wood for a while 
before rejoining the proper track and pressing on.

GET A GRIP
Getting there means taking on the day’s trickiest 
climb, with a surface of wet chalk and loose 
stones, criss-crossed by rain gullies. Stand up 
and the back wheel just spins, so we have no 
choice but to sit down and look for traction 
where we can.

At the top there’s yet another prehistoric site, 
Uffington Castle. We’re not yet blasé enough to 
ride on past, but it’s a shame we don’t have 
more time to explore because the Uffington 
White Horse – a stylised chalk horse carved into 
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NEAREST STATION
Pewsey railway 
station is seven 
miles from 
Avebury; Goring 
and Streatley 
station is close  
to the finish.

FOOD AND DRINK
Easy places to 
divert to just off 
the route include 
Ogbourne St 
George and 
Ashbury, but it 
still pays to take 
plentiful supplies 
with you. 

WHERE TO STAY
Try visitwiltshire.
co.uk or goring-
gap.co.uk  
for options. 
Alternatively, get 
hold of a copy of 
the National 
Trail’s Ridgeway 

Companion,  
which lists 
accommodation 
nearby, and is 
published by the 
National Trails 
Office, www.
nationaltrail.
co.uk/ridgeway.

BIKE SHOPS
You’re pretty 
much out in the 
sticks on this ride 
so, as with the 
food and drink,  
it pays to be  
self-sufficient.  
A little way from 
the start you 
could try Bertie 
Maffoons in 
Marlborough, 
bertiemaffoons.
com 

TOURIST 
INFORMATION
visitwiltshire.co.uk 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

“ONE OF THE 
HORSES HAS 

DIFFERENT 
COLOURED EYES, 

AND WATCHES US 
CURIOUSLY AS WE 

SET TO WORK ON 
THE FLAT TYRE” 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H



the hillside – is just over the brow of the hill. It’s 
thought to be around 3000 years old.

From here the trail drops away steeply and  
we push on eastwards. A few miles on we 
pass the monument to Baron Wantage, a local 
landowner who served in the Crimean War. The 
stone memorial may be more than 100 years 
old, but compared with Wayland’s Smithy it  
was built yesterday. 

TAKE ME TO THE RIVER
Continuing, we catch sight of some muntjac 
deer running across a field and a rare lesser 
spotted woodpecker crosses the path ahead 
of us. A little later, as the trail leaves the high 
ground and plunges down towards the village 
of Streatley and the Thames, we spot three red 
kites circling languidly overhead. 

The trail turns to tarmac for the final dash to 
the Thames. We stop on a bridge over the river 
to watch the waters flow, and reflect on a 
challenging day’s riding through beautiful 
scenery and thousands of years of history. And 
wonder if any of the local pubs will serve two 
muddy cyclists in need of a pint…  
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M4

A420

Streatley

Wantage

Avebury

Ogbourne  
St George

Swindon

Newbury

Ashbury

A338

A346

M4

A34

A417

Distance 44 miles (70km) Climbing 738m (2421ft) Descent 854m (2801ft)  
Grade Difficult. With 738m of climbing over sometimes challenging off-
road terrain this ride can take between five to eight hours 
Download: www.mapmyride.com/routes/view/827290521

1  From Avebury 
High Street, head 
east on Green 

Street out of the 
village. Turn right at 
Manor Farm onto the 
byway. Go uphill 
until the Ridgeway. 
Turn left to follow 
the Ridgeway north. 
Cross the road at 
Hackpen Hill and 
follow the trail.

2  At the next road, 
turn right  
then almost 

immediately left at 
the gate at Barbury 
Castle. Climb the hill, 
through the car park 
and turn right onto 
the minor road, then 
directly left just after 
Upper Herdswick 
Farm, through a gate 
onto Smeathe’s 
Ridge. Take the left 
fork to stay on the 
Ridgeway. Follow the 
track as it arcs left 
down the hill.

3  Turn right on 
reaching the 
road, then 

continue straight 
on to the trail when 
the road turns left. 
Turn left when 

the trail splits and 
join the road in 
Southend. Cross the 
A346 and follow 
the trail up the hill, 
passing between the 
abutments of an old 
railway bridge and 
crossing a Roman 
road. After briefly 
joining a minor road, 
continue north on 
the trail. 

4  Follow Ridgeway 
signs to continue 
north towards 

Liddington Castle, 
crossing a stile 
before going along 
the field edge. Follow 
the trail as it bears 
right at the top 
of the hill before 
dropping down to 
the B4192. Turn 
left then next right, 
over the M4. Turn 
right to continue 
off road at Fox Hill. 
Cross the minor road 
at Ridgeway Farm, 
heading northeast. 

5  Cross the 
B4000 heading 
northeast. Cross 

the D’Arcy Dalton 
Way, then look out 
for Wayland’s Smithy 

on the left. Go over  
a minor road and 
climb up White 
Horse Hill. Uffington 
Castle is on your  
left at the top. 
Cross a minor road 
at Blowingstone 
Hill, the B4001 at 
Sparsholt Firs, and  
a minor road at 
Gramp’s Hill, turn 
right on the A338 
and immediately left 
to continue off road.  

6  Follow the trail 
as it turns left 
then sharp right 

just after White 
House Farm. Soon 
after take the left 
fork to follow the 
Ridgeway. Cross  
the B4494 and the 
minor road at Bury 
Down, then pass 
underneath the  
A34. Turn left to 
follow the Ridgeway 
at Compton Downs, 
then left again onto 
Rectory Road at  
the end of the trail. 
Turn right onto  
the A417 and then 
left at the traffic 
lights in Streatley  
to reach the Thames. 
And a few pubs…

  1

  2
  3

  4

  5

  6
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 CIRCUIT 

 SPORTIVE 

SERIES

BOOK NOW! 
If you’re looking for a sociable, friendly and relaxed 

end-of-season event then why not sign up for the 

ƬUVW�HYHU�Cycling Plus Circuit Sportive on Sunday, 

October the 18th"�6WDUWLQJ�DQG�ƬQLVKLQJ�DW�WKH�

historic Castle Combe motor racing circuit in 

Wiltshire, join the Cycling Plus team as they lead 50 

and 100km routes (1207ft /2105 ft climbing) around 

the quiet roads and unspoilt picturesque villages of 

the south west Cotswolds. Both routes are perfect 

for experienced riders looking for a fun season 

FORVHU�RU�QHZHU�ULGHUV�WHPSWHG�WR�WU\�WKHLU�ƬUVW�

sportive before winter sets in! 

Check out the routes, find more information 
and enter online at  

www.cyclingpluscircuitseries.com

CASTLE COMBE - WILTSHIRE       

     OCTOBER 18TH 2015

DON’T MISS OUT!

CASTLE COMBE (WILTSHIRE) - October 18th 2015 • LEE VALLEY VELOPARK (LONDON) - April 10th 2016



1  
SVEN NYS

2 World titles • 9 Belgian titles • 13 
Superprestige series

You could argue that the Belgian title is harder 
to win than the worlds – the logic being that in 
the worlds you’re only up against five other 
Belgians rather than dozens – which is one 
reason why Sven Nys is our king of the mud. He 
describes the hype around the Belgian ’cross 
scene as ‘crazy’, but stayed with the sport for 17 
years in spite of offers to move to the road. He 
credits part of his success to coach Erik de 
Vlaeminck, who said of Sven: “He comes from a 
BMX background where he developed his 
acrobatic skills in tackling course obstacles.” He 
also picked up five national mountain bike titles.

2 
ERIK DE VLAEMINCK

7 world championships • 4 Belgian titles
Erik dominated ’cross from 1966 to 1973, 

winning all those years’ world titles save for 1967 
– when he damaged a bike in the race. He was 
also good enough on the road to win the Tour  
of Flanders. He had a reputation for superb  

bike-handling, perhaps helped by his youthful 
gymnastics ambitions, and for his wild behaviour 
off the bike. “I never talk about that period of my 
past,” he said of the time when he was treated 
for amphetamine addiction in 1973. He put his 
troubles behind him to become a hugely 
successful Belgian national coach, as shown from 
his work with Sven Nys.

3 
ROLAND LIBOTON

4 World titles • 10 Belgian titles • 3 
Superprestige series

The 1980s belonged to our third Belgian. This 
was especially true at home where Liboton 
clocked up the national title every year of the 
decade, backed up with four world cyclo-cross 
titles. If the Belgian national ’cross title really is 
harder to achieve than the world championship, 
then it’s chapeau to the Leuven-born Liboton 
who has an annual race named in his honour.

4 
ALBERT ZWEIFEL

5 World titles • 9 Swiss titles
From 1975 until 1986 Zweifel only failed to 

appear on the worlds podium twice. The Swiss 
rider also holds the record for starting 16 Tours 

 MUD MEN
THE TOP 10 CYCLO-CROSSERS EVER. 
BELGIANS DOMINATE, OF COURSE, 
AND ’CROSS ISN’T JUST FOR THE BOYS

1

8

5

4
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de Suisse on the road. Zweifel was also one of the 
first ’crossers to train specifically for running. In 
spite of this his first pro season, 1973-74, was 
winless. In 1975-76, after swapping specs for 
contact lenses, he scored 25 wins, and the next 
year his first world title. 

5 
MARIANNE VOS

7 World titles • 4 Dutch titles
Best known in Blighty for her London 

Olympics road race win, Vos also has numerous 
’cross gongs jostling for shelf space. Her cycling 
career took off as a teenager, winning on the 
track, road, off-road and ’cross. She won her first 
world ’cross title on home soil aged just 18, and 
her most recent in 2014. Earlier this year she 
won the Dutch title – her fourth in five years.

6 
MARIO DE CLERCQ

3 World titles • 2 Belgian titles
The turn of the century was a boom time for 

de Clercq, picking up podium places all over 
Europe from 1996 to 2004, and winning three 
world and two Belgian titles between 1998 and 
2002. Had he not concentrated on the road 
before 1995 he may have won so much more. 

After retiring from racing ’cross, he was fined for 
possession of EPO along with Johan Museeuw.

7 
BART WELLENS

2 World titles • 2 Belgian titles
1 Superprestige series

Bart is the only reality TV star here, Wellens en 

Wee, a staple on Flemish TV, following him and 
his team for three seasons. He picked up the 
‘karate kid’ nickname after kicking an abusive 
fan during a race, barely slowing while letting rip 
a kick from in the saddle – a great show of bike-
handling skills if not Zen-like self-restraint. 

8 
ZDENĚK ŠTYBAR

3 World titles • 7 Czech titles • 1 
Superprestige series

The Czech rider balances road racing and a ’cross 
career that brought him ownership of the Czech 
jersey from 2008 to 2013. He last won the world 
’cross title in 2014, beating favourite Nys in 
Holland. Since then he’s concentrated on the 
road, recovering from a major crash last year – in 
which he lost most of his upper front teeth – to 
win stage 6 of this year’s Tour. 

9 
LARS BOOM

1 World title • 6 Dutch titles
The 2011 Tour of Britain winner took six 

consecutive Dutch cyclo-cross titles from 2007 
to 2012 to add to his six national junior and 
espoir championships. He also worked his way 
up the ranks at world level before beating Štybar 
and Nys to the UCI Elite title in 2008. This must 
have made up for Štybar’s victory over him in a 
sprint finish at the 2006 Under 23 worlds.

10 
DANIELE PONTONI

1 World title • 11 Italian titles • 2 
Superprestige series

Italy’s Pontoni shows that northern Europeans 
don’t have a monopoly in the mud, his 18-year 
career bringing him world amateur and pro titles. 
But it must have been depressing for his fellow 
Italian ’crossers, as he won his home title from 
1996 to 2004. “The art of cyclo-cross is to find 
your balance,” he told Cyclingnews. “It’s a fusion 
between man, bicycle and the terrain. You always 
have to find the right way to go, kind of like a 
surfer who finds the perfect spot on the wave.”

“CYCLO-CROSS  
IS A FUSION 

BETWEEN MAN, 
BICYCLE AND THE 

TERRAIN. YOU 
ALWAYS HAVE TO 

FIND THE RIGHT 
WAY TO GO” 

’ C R O S S  T O P  1 0
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 CROSS GENERATIONS 

THEN AND NOW
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1984 ALAN COMPETITION      
£285 (second hand) › A retro race partner

Alan was founded in Italy in 1972, and 
built frames using a unique method of 
bonding threaded aluminium alloy 
tubes in to lugs with epoxy adhesive. 
The term ‘glued and screwed’ was 
commonly used to describe the fact 
that no welding or brazing was used 
during construction, and 20 cyclo-
cross world titles are testament to 
their success.

Tech writer Robin bought this 1984 
Alan second-hand in 1991 when the 
’cross bug bit hard. Three years later, 

on the second lap of a race, he 
discovered why professional riders 
were said to jam a broom handle up 
inside the steerer for strength. His 
snapped above the fork crown, and he 
landed on his face. Cue serious neck 
injury and a month off work. The fork 
was replaced, and – perhaps foolishly 
– he raced it again. 

Although the spec altered over the 
years, this is broadly how it was set up 
for his first races. Those riders who 
have never raced with a vague, 

friction bar-end shifter and off-road 
with toe clips with straps have no idea 
just what they missed out on. Also, 
anyone thinking that single 
chainrings and guards are a modern 
invention, think again. The bike was a 
comfortable (some would say noodly) 
ride, but ideal for ’cross. Slim tubes 
didn’t retain much mud, but dug in 
during long carries, such as a trio of 
Three Peaks outings – can’t think 
how that steerer tube got weakened 
– and the brakes were, well, present.

Below Mafac cantilevers look 
great but aren’t powerful 

Bottom Chainguards aren’t new. This 
single ring has effective plates on each side

SPECIFICATION
Weight 9.19kg 

(54cm) 
Frame Alan 
Competition 

aluminium alloy 
Fork Alan 

aluminium alloy 
Gears Shimano 

Fingertip Control 
friction bar-end 
shifter, Shimano 

Exage rear mech, SR 
crank, Campagnolo 

42t ring with 
guards, 12-25 
seven-speed 

freewheel 
Brakes Shimano 
105 levers, Mafac 
cantilever brakes 
Wheels Shimano 
hubs, 32h Mavic 

Reflex tubular rims  
Finishing kit Mavic 
350 alloy bar, GB 
alloy stem, fluted 

alloy seatpost, Selle 
Italia Turbo saddle, 

Dugast Rhino 
tubular tyres

 I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H   

TIME AND TECHNOLOGY HAVE TRANSFORMED 
THE CYCLO-CROSS BIKES WE RIDE AND RACE
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KINESIS UK CXRACE      
£5360 (as pictured) › A ’cross evolution

SPECIFICATION
Weight 8.21kg 

(60cm) 
Frame Kinesis 

CXRACE custom-
drawn scandium 
Fork TRP carbon 

15mm CX 
Gears SRAM Force 
1, 11-32 cassette, 

Quarq Riken power 
crank with 42t ring 
Brakes TRP Spyre 
SLC, 160mm rotors 
Wheels Reynolds 
Assault Tubular 

Disc, front  
thru-axle  

Finishing kit Fizik 
Cyrano R1 carbon 
bar 460mm, Fizik 
Cyrano R1 alloy 

stem, Kinesis UD 
carbon seatpost, 

Fizik Tundra  
saddle, 33mm FMB 
Slalom Team Issue 

tubular tyres

Kinesis has been a stalwart of the UK 
’cross scene for almost two decades. 
The latest UK CXRACE frame is an 
evolution of the Crosslight Evo. Built 
from custom-drawn aluminium tubes 
alloyed with scandium, the frame is 
designed for the racer who competes 
in winter’s finest, with generous mud 
clearance, a drainage hole in the 
bottom bracket shell, and no 
unnecessary holes for mud to get in. 

Internal cable routing designed for 
full-length outer casing limits the 

opportunities for mud and water 
ingress, and the universal Edrive ports 
are adaptable for single ring or 
electronic setups. Bike carrying is 
catered for with the angular Grab and 
Go down-tube, and flattened top-
tube, and the 31.6mm seatpost should 
resist heavy remounts.

The frame accepts 130mm or 
135mm rear hubs by using the 
supplied bracing tabs, and has Flat 
Mount disc calliper fittings. But with 
two Torx bolts it’s possible to fit the 

Canticonnect bosses and run 
conventional cantilever brakes. 

The bike pictured belongs to 
Kinesis marketing manager, Bruce 
Dalton. As an elite level racer, he’s 
chosen SRAM’s Force 1 groupset  
with Quarq power crank and TRP’s 
cable-operated hydraulic disc brakes, 
with FMB tubular-shod Reynolds 
Assault wheels for fast rolling duty. 
He’s aiming to worry top 10s at  
the biggest UK races on this bike  
this season.

Below Modern TRP Spyre 
mechanical disc callipers for 

proper stopping Middle Tapered head-
tube with internal headset and cabling
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NEIL PEDOE 
JOINS 400 OTHER  
MUD PLUGGERS  
TO FIND OUT 
EXACTLY  
WHAT A  
CYCLO-CROSS 
SPORTIVE IS  
ALL ABOUT 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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“THE ONLY THING 
MORE VARIED 
THAN THE TERRAIN 
IS THE TYPE OF 
BIKE – MOUNTAIN 
BIKES, AUDAX 
MACHINES, 
HYBRIDS AND  
CX BIKES” 

IF THE TYRE doesn’t stay up this time I’m going 
to find somewhere quiet and have a cry,” says 
the mud-splattered rider kneeling on the 
woodland track next to his custom Condor, with 
top-notch knobbly cyclo-cross tyres and a 
snake bite puncture that refuses to be patched. I 
can feel his pain – freezing cold fingers and the 
black hole of despair that swallows up spare 
tubes, patch kits and the will to live.

I'm at the bottom of the first big stony off-
road descent of the Wiggle Chilterns Wildwood 
sportive (formerly the Woodcote CX Sportive) – 
80km of challenging mixed surface bike and 
rider punishment – in the Chilterns. From rutted 
and rooty forest trails to fast, rock-littered 
bridleway descents, bottom bracket deep mud 
splashes and slimy tarmac lanes, this mass 
participation day ride has every type of tricky 
surface to test out bike skills, or lack of.

BRING OUT THE GIMP (OUTFITS) 
The first five miles are almost all downhill, as 
the road cuts through fog that refuses to lift. 
Riders who didn’t bring good gloves and 
overshoes must be regretting it. I’ve got both 
and waterproof socks, plus racing cap under my 
helmet and a Cycling Plus neck scarf over my 
throat. As my bike nudges 30mph, the cold air 
burns my lungs and I pull the scarf up over my 
nose and mouth. Then instantly pull it back 
down again as my glasses steam up.

Parking up at the ride HQ the atmosphere is 
friendly. Maybe it’s the ‘run what ya brung’ 
inclusiveness of the format, the silliness of 
taking road bikes mud plugging, or just that the 
event is more about messing about on bikes 
than pushing your physical endurance.

The 400-odd riders (and even odder bikes) 
have three course lengths to choose from – 40, 
60 and 80km. We get our first bit of off road 
about five miles in, after a fast section of 
concreted farm track. Not really off road but 

certainly not grippy tarmac, and I get my first 
scare as I try to straighten one of the fast 
downhill corners. All the loose stuff has 
collected in the middle between the two wheel 
tracks and cutting across it looking for the 
racing line at 30mph makes the bike twitch as it 
momentarily loses grip. 

BUMPY AND LUMPY 
A look at the route’s profile shows about 60 per 
cent road, 25 per cent fast fire road and farm 
track, 10 per cent bridleway and 5 per cent off 
road. With 1200m of climbing there’s a lot of 
little up and little down as we zig-zag over the 
chalky downs of the Ridgeway, stitching 
together the sections of wheel grabbing muddy 
singletrack and teeth rattling stony off road with 
quiet, misty lanes. 

It’s after the first of these fast, jarring 
descents that I come across the stricken Condor 
man. Trusting in the circle of fate I hand over my 
glue and tell him that he’ll have to let me sit on 
his wheel on the next road section. He gets lucky 
with the last of my liquid latex and he and his 
boutique ’crosser disappear, all traces of his 
promise to lend me a wheel forgotten. 

BICYCLE SMORGASBORD 
The only thing more varied than the terrain is 
the type of bike being ridden. Mountain bikes, 
audax machines with full mudguards, hybrids 
and cyclo-cross bikes of every description – 
from do-it-all fully bossed aluminium winter 
trainers, to minimalist flat top-tubed ’cross 
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racers. There are a surprising number of 
singlespeeds too, from 29er mountain bikes to 
steel-framed road fixies.

I’m riding a ’crosser built by Gloucestershire 
titanium bike guru Qoroz and it’s perfect for this 
course – loads of clearance for the sticky mud, 
knobbly tyres and disc brakes that keep working 
no matter how deep the puddles. At the first 
drink stop I let air out of the tyres for a bit more 
comfort, but the spectre of pinch punctures 
makes me err on the side of over inflation. 

The next six or seven miles are pretty much 
downhill as we drop towards the Thames valley, 
after which we climb back up. It’s on one of 
these medium sized 100m climbs that I realise I 
keep overtaking the same people – mostly 
mountain bikers and singlespeeds – easily. This 
is one of the differences between this CX 
sportive and the more usual road only kind. 
Every time we hit a road section, my lower 
rolling and wind resistance outpaces their 
energy sapping fat tyres and sitting-in-the-
wind riding positions. Then we turn off the 
tarmac and I’m left skating through the mud, 
while mountain bikers blast through.

The upside is that I’m getting a great bike-
handling workout as I weave across the trail 
looking for firmer ground. And I’m quickly 
getting better at not slowing down. Eventually, I 
realise that the most grip is found at the bottom 
of the muddiest, most churned up and rutted 
part of the track, where my skinnier wheels can 
cut to the hard packed surface underneath.

HANG ON TO YOUR TEETH!
I’m doing my best not to brake and my vision’s 
starting to blur and my teeth rattle, then a 
mountain bike flies past. I thought I was going 
fast, and it’s not even a full susser. 

At the bottom I have to stop and check my 
pockets, Garmin and water bottle to see if 
everything’s still there. I’m not the only rattled 
roadie; these sections are littered with liberated 
water bottles and energy bars. 

The route makes a series of switchbacks as it 
heads north, making the best of quiet lanes 
through ploughed fields and woodland. The 
careful routing creates the illusion that we’re in 
the middle of nowhere, but in reality Reading 
and the M4 lie just a few miles to the south. 

As we skirt the edge of a field, the mist and 
mud is like some cycling equivalent of trench 
warfare. Suddenly the track’s blocked by a 
crater-like mud bath. The passage of hundreds 
of wheels has whisked the black slush into a 
dark chocolate mousse. It’s almost good enough 
to eat, and that’s exactly what some poor soul 
does right in front of me, hesitating to change 
direction for a second too long. He wobbles, his 
cleat sticks and he topples sideways in slow 
motion into the mush. 

We’ve been riding most of the morning, and 
our dawdling pace and malingering at the well-
stocked feed station has kept our average speed 
well below 15mph. But we’ve neither wanted nor 
needed to rush, enjoying the involving route and 
serene woodland lanes and trails. 

A few miles short of Woodcote, we rejoin the 
road that chilled us to the bone this morning, 
but we’re climbing it now. Near the top I spot 
two baggie-shorted riders side by side and can’t 
help but up my pace to beat them to the finish. 

As I pass they’re both out of the saddle, 
chatting as they methodically wind their single-
geared machines up the hill. One’s riding a 
hardtail 29er mountain bike and the other a 
steel road fixie. There’s no rivalry on this ride:  
no segregation between so-called cycling  
tribes, just dirty two-wheeled fun in the Great 
British countryside.

route signage, a 
choice of routes, 
support, feed  
and drink stops, 
electronic  
timing and  
online results. 

There’s roughly 
60 per cent road, 
25 per cent fast 
fire road and farm 
track, 10 per cent 
bridleway and 5 
per cent off road 
in a typical event, 
which makes 
them ideal for 
knobbly-tyred 
cyclo-cross bikes, 
mountain bikes 
and anything with 
plenty of mud 
clearance and  
a bit of rough 
riding strength. 
cxsportive.com

A mud-fest for 
masochists you 
might think, but 
it’s actually darn 
good fun...

Expect every 
type of terrain on 
a cyclo-cross 
sportive, and as 
we found out, 
that’s exactly 
what you get. 
Bucking the 
tribalisation  
of mass 
participation 
amateur cycle 
sport, CX 
sportives – read 
cyclo-cross 
sportives – aim 
to combine the 
best of mountain 
bike enduros and 
road sportives. 
You get full  

WHAT IS A CX SPORTIVE?

“WE’VE NEITHER 
WANTED NOR 
NEEDED TO RUSH, 
ENJOYING THE 
INVOLVING ROUTE 
AND SERENE 
WOODLAND LANES 
AND TRAILS” 
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 MUCK IN 

 CYCLO-CROSS EVENTS
 SEPTEMBER 2015 

THE CYCLE SHOW 

CYCLO-CROSS 

26 September
NEC, Birmingham
cycleshow.co.uk/cx

1 
53RD THREE PEAKS 

CYCLO-CROSS  
27 September 
Helwith Bridge, 
Yorkshire Dales
3peakscyclocross.org.uk 

 OCTOBER

SUPERPRESTIGE  
4 October  
Gieten, Netherlands  
cyclocrossgieten.nl 

GROTE PRIJS  

VAN BRABANT  
10 October 
’S-Hertogenbosch, 
Netherlands  
veldrit-gpb.nl 

BPOST BANK  

TROFEE

11 October 
Ronse-Kluisbergen, 
Belgium 
bpostbanktrofee.be

NATIONAL  

TROPHY SERIES 1  

11 October  
Southampton  

Sports Centre 
britishcycling.org.uk 

RAPHA SUPERCROSS  

17 October  
Shibden Hall, Halifax  
rapha.cc 

US OPEN OF  

CYCLO CROSS  

17 October  
Boulder, Colorado, USA 
withoutlimits.co

WIGGLE GOLD RUSH 

CX SPORTIVE 
18 October  
Salisbury Racecourse  
cxsportive.com 

UCI WORLD CUP  

18 October  
Valkenburg, 
Netherlands  
uci.ch/cyclo-cross/
ucievents

RAPHA SUPERCROSS 

18 October  
Shibden Hall, Halifax 
rapha.cc 

SUPERPRESTIGE 

25 October  
Zonhoven,  
Netherlands
sport.be/
cyclocrosszonhoven/

NATIONAL TROPHY 

SERIES 2 

25 October 
Moorways Leisure 
Centre, Derby  
britishcycling.org.uk 

 NOVEMBER

2 
BPOST BANK 

TROFEE, 

KOPPENBERGCROSS 

1 November  
Oudenaarde, Belgium. 
koppenbergcross.be 

UEC CYCLO-

CROSS EUROPEAN 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
7 November  
Huijbergen, 
Netherlands
uec.ch/en/cyclocross.html

NATIONAL TROPHY 

SERIES 3 
8 November  
Durham University 
Cricket Club  
britishcycling.org.uk 

SUPERPRESTIGE 
8 November  
Ruddervoorde, 
Netherlands  
cyclocrossruddervoorde.be

SOUDAL CLASSICS, 

JAARMARKTCROSS 

NIEL 
11 November  
Belgium 

 CX IN THE CITY
MORVELO CITY 
CROSS 
Location & date TBA 
Something different 
to sliding through 
muddy tracks, City 
Cross brings an 
urban flavour to CX. 
2015’s event took 
place in York in June 
and featured a mix 
of manmade 
obstacles, cobbles, 
steps and alleys. 
citycross.co.uk

sport.be/
cyclocrossclassics

SUPERPRESTIGE  

15 November  
Gavere, Belgium
cyclocrossgavere.be

SOUDAL CLASSICS,  

21 November  
GP Hasselt,  
Belgium  
sport.be/
cyclocrossclassics

3 
UCI WORLD CUP 

22 November  
Koksijde, Belgium.  
uci.ch/cyclo-cross/
ucievents

4 
BPOST BANK 

TROFEE, 

FLANDRIENCROSS 

29 November 
Hamme, Belgium
sport.be/flandriencross

NATIONAL TROPHY 

SERIES 4 

29 November  
Trinity Park 
Showground, Suffolk 
britishcycling.org.uk 

 DECEMBER

BPOST BANK TROFEE,

ESSEN 

5 December  
Noordvlees Van Gool 
Essen, Belgium 
sport.be

NATIONAL TROPHY 

SERIES 5 

13 December  
Peel Park, Bradford 
britishcycling.org.uk 

SUPERPRESTIGE  

13 December 
Spa-Francorchamps, 
Belgium 
cyclocrossfrancorchamps.
be 

BPOST BANK TROFEE 

19 December 
Scheldecross 
Antwerpen, Belgium
sport.be
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Hargroves cycles PRICE MATCH PROMISE
,I�\RX�¿QG�D�SURGXFW�ZH�VWRFN�IRU�OHVV�LQ�DQRWKHU
VWRUH�WKHQ�ZH�ZLOO�PDWFK�WKH�SULFH�

TAX FREE CYCLES
: H�DFFHSW�DOO�OHDGLQJ�
F\FOH�WR�ZRUN�VFKHPHV

hargrovescycles.co.uk  tel: 02380 864832

FREE DELIVERY
ALL UK MAINLAND ORDERS over £9

FREE TOOLS
WITH EVERY BIKE ORDERED

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE
6 to 36 MONTH PLANS AVAILABLE

0%

All information correct upon going to print, excluding genuine errors. 

Please check website  for latest pricing. We recommend that 

you contact us prior to visiting our stores for stock availability.              

o% Finance Available

was £999.99

£849.99

cannondale
synapse 105 disc

2015

0% Finance From

£63.75 P/M

o% Finance Available

was £2000.00

£1700.00

specialized
Diverge comp

2015

0% Finance From

£127.50 P/M

o% Finance Available

was £900.00

£800.00

specialized
Diverge sport

2015

0% Finance From

£60.00 P/M

o% Finance Available

was £1199.99

£899.00

Ridley
x-bow 10 disc

2015

0% Finance From

£67.42 P/M

o% Finance Available

was £899.99

£809.99

cannondale
caad x tiagra disc

2015

0% Finance From

£60.75 P/M

Finance Available

was £749.99

£637.49

GT
grade carbon sora

2015

Finance From

£19.85 P/M

WINCHESTER
Unit 1 Winchester Trade Park,

Winchester, S023 7FA

Tel : 01962 860 005

Chichester
106 - 108 The Hornet,

Chichester, PO19 7JR

Tel : 01243 537 337

Southampton ( Totton )
150 Commercial Road Totton,

Southampton, SO40 3AA

Tel : 023 8086 2011

swindon
Unit 9 Penzance Drive,

Swindon, SN5 7RX

Tel : 01793 528 208

Southampton 
453 Millbrook Road,

Southampton, SO15 0HX

Tel : 023 8078 9160

fareham
202 West Street,

Fareham, PO16 0HF

Tel : 01329 231 751

Huge reductions and 0% finance on selected 
Adventure, Endurance and Cyclocross bikes




